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Abstract

Ultraviolet Damage to Fused Silica

by

Richard Elliot Schenker

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering

University of California, Berkeley

Professor William G. Oldham, Chair

Ultraviolet (UV)-induced damage in fused silica is investigated to identify and

predict the limitations of using refractive optics in UV lithography. A 193nm ArP laser

and a 213nm frequency quintupled Nd-YAG laser are used to characterize UV-induced

compaction and color center formation in fused silica, the primary optical material used in

UV-lithography systems.

A new technique using birefringence measurements is developed which enables the

real-time monitoring of irradiation-induced compaction. The method is capable of

measuring compaction in the 10 parts per billion range, orders of magnitude more

sensitive than interferometric methods. Densification induced from lithographic intensity

levels can be measured in less than 6 hours. Using this method, a universal relation

describing UV-induced compaction is discovered in which, using the total energy absorbed

from two-photon absorption as the dose parameter, density changes equal a material

dependent constant times the dose parameter to a power of about 0.7. This dose

dependence is consistent with past compaction studies using electron beam and gamma

radiation, suggesting like densification mechanisms. A two-photon absorption damage

mechanism is supported by the observation that color center formation and compaction

show a super-linear dependence on pulse intensity and have damage rates which scale with

the two-photon absorption coefficient of the radiation wavelength.

Several different fused silicas are evaluated for their durability to UV-irradiation.

Drastically different transient and thermal properties between color center formation and

compaction are observed, indicating two distinct damage forms. Despite having



equivalent two-photonabsorption coefficients, substantially different damage rates are

found among the fused silicas; implying that subtle differences in the material synthesis

process are important to damage susceptibility.

To determine how the optical properties of a damaged element are effected, we

characterize the components contributing to optical path difference (OPD) in damaged

fused silica. Polarizability changes resulting from compaction are extracted in order to

establish the relation between refractive index changes and density changes in fused silica.

Using known physical relations, experimental data and frnite element analysis, we describe

the dependence of OPD on sampling wavelength and exposure geometry.

The evaluation of the effects of damage is then extended to a complicated optical

system. Using the experimental compaction rates, ray-tracing and Fourier opdcs, a

prediction of practical lifetime is made for a model lithographic system. We find that

index changes greater than about 50ppB are unacceptable in some elements in the model

system, whereas a factor of 10 higher compaction-induced index changes are acceptable in

other elements. The estimated useful life of the model system depends strongly on the

throughput, resist sensitivity, and partial coherence. Based on the degradation

performance of today's best fused silica, we predict that a resist with high sensitivity (5 -

20mJ/cm^) will be needed to insure acceptable 193-nm lithographic system lifetime under

production conditions.

Prof. W.G. Oldham

Committee Chairman
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Chapter 1

Background

1.1 Introduction

Improvementsand innovationsin optical lithographyhave been one of the main driving

forces in the production of ever denser integrated circuits (ICs). In order to continue this

progress, lower wavelengthradiationsourceswill be used to allow for printing of even

smaller device patterns. Currently, 248-nm lithography (KrF excimer laser source) is

being used in advanced production to manufacturedevice features of 0.25fxm. The

introduction of 193-nmlithography (ArF excimer laser source) in production for future

device "generations" seems almost inevitable. While the ArF source offers the obvious

advantage of high power at a short wavelength, the use of 193-iun radiation adds

constraints to the already difficulttask of designing a large field,high numerical aperture

(NA), lithography system. Perhapsmost restrictive is the availability of only one material

at this time,fused silica, as an optical material withenough transmission, surface quality

andhomogeneity to be used in a diffraction-limited system. Fused silica itselfaddsyet

anotherconstraint in that it undergoes compaction and forms absorptive E' color centers

whenultraviolet (UV) irradiated. Experiments, simulations, and analytical modeling were

conducted to characterize thelimitations of using refiactive optics in UVlithography.

The study of the intrinsic properties and structure of fused silica is a field of research on its

own. Because of the relevance to the studyof radiation-induced changes to fusedsilica, a



summaiyreview of the structure of fused silicaandthedifferent types arc fused silicais

included in this chapter. Thousands ofpapers arcalready published dealing theeffects of

radiation on optical materials. The chapter also summarizes some of the basic

understanding of themechanisms behind radiation-induced damage in materials. A

summary of significant previous work on thetwomajor forms of UV-induced damage in

fused silica, compaction andcolorcenter formation, is included in thischapter. Because

of the quantity of earlierwork, this review is not comprehensive.

1.2 Types of Fused Silica

Likequartz, the basicbuilding blockof fusedsilicais Si02. Unlikequartz,fusedsilica is

an amorphous solid, thus longrange order. Sodespite thelike chemical structure, quartz

andfused silicahavesignificantly different mechanical andoptical properties andmustbe

treated as two distinct materials.

Bruckner* describes the different types ofsilica glasses:

Type 1 - Type 1silicaglasses are produced from natural quartzby electrical fusion in an

inertatmosphere or vacuum. Theytendto contain highlevels of metallic impurities

especially A1 and Na. Theygenerally contain less than5ppm OH groups. Examples arc

Infrasil^, IR-Vitreosil^, G. 105,201 and 204.



Type 2 - Type 2 silicaglasses are produced byflamefusion of quartzciystal powder.

Metallic impurities arelower than type 1 glasses and OHlevels range from 15(M00ppm.

Some examples are He^asil^ Homostf, Optosil^, O. G. Vitreosil^, T-08^ and G. E. 104.

Ultrasil is a type 2 glass which also receives a special thermal treatmrat in an oxygen

atmosphere to improveUV transparency.

Type 3 - Type 3fused silica glasses are produced byhydrolyzation ofSiCU when spraying

into an oxygen-hydrogen flame. The material isalmost totally free ofmetallic impurities

but contains about lOOOppm OH. Chlorine concentrations can beas high as lOOppm.

Suprasil^, Spectrosil^ and Coming 7940 are type 3silica glasses. Suprasil 1,2 and 3differ

only inlevel ofhomogeneity with Suprasil 1being the most homogeneous. All UV-grade

fused silicas are type 3 silica. Coming 7940 uses CHjas thehydrogen source instead of

H2.

Type 4 - Type 4 silica glasses are manufactured from SiCLj ina water vapor-free plasma

flame. They are similar to type 3silica glass except they contain less than Ippm OH.

They aregenerally used forIR applications where thepresence of OH results in additional

absorption bands in the IRspectra. Trade names include Suprasil W^, Spectrosil WF^, and

Coming 7943.

Type 5 - Glasses manufactured using newer proprietary synthetic processes will be

grouped in Type 5. Examples include Suprasil^ 200,300,311, and 312; Coming 7957 and



7980. Suprasil 311 (OH content ~ 200 ppm) is a three-dimensionally homogeneous

version of Suprasil 312 and is the most homogeneous fiised silica produced by Heraeus.

The same starting material used to manufacture Suprasil 311 is chemically dehydrated to

make Suprasil 3(X) (less than 1 ppm OH).

1.3 Structure of Undamaged Fused Silica

Li order to be able to describe the effects of radiation on fused silica, an undamaged or

ideal structure needs to be defined for silica. Raman spectroscope, X-ray^ and neutron

diffraction measurements serve as the best tools for gaining insight into the structure of

fused silica. The transform of diffraction spectra, in the absence of intrinsic scattering, can

be consideredproportional to the electrondistribution in the material which in tum gives

structural information. Because neutrons penetrate much deeper into a material, neutron

diffraction tends to provide more informationon bulk structure than do X-ray diffraction

experiments. Ramanspectroscopy generally gives information on the strength of

molecular vibrational models in the material which in tum provides structural information.

In 1932 Zachariasen^ proposed a continuous random network (CRN) theory ofthe glass

stmcture. The basic concept to the model is that vitreous silica is composed of SiOi

building blocks where the O - Si - O bond anglesare held relativelyconstant (109.5°)

while the Si - O - Si bond angle is allowed to randomly vary over a wide range centered

around an angle of about 150°. The Si - O bond distanceis held constantwhile the Si - Si

distance varies depending upon bonding angles. Since then, several continuous random

network models® ' have been constructed that agree with X-ray"'"**^*^ and neutron'"*



diffraction studies offused silica. CRN models'̂ differ in the distribution ofbond angles

and in ring sizes. The size of a ring is defined as the number of silicon atoms contained in

theshortest bonding path required toform a closed loop ofalternating silicon and oxygen

atoms.

While theCRN model for the structure ofvitreous silica is generally accepted, other

models^®* '̂*'® describing glass as an ensemble of ''micro-crystals" have been published

which agree with X-ray diffi-action data. Debate over the molecular structure of vitreous

silica hasbeen on-going foroverhalfa century. At therecent forefront of thedebate is

the ability of two models todescribe the Di and D2 bands in the Raman spectra ofvitreous

silica. TheDi and D2 bands arenarrow peaks at 495cm"^ and606cm'̂ in theRaman

spectra, which, unlike the broader bands in the spectrum, have magnitudes that depend

strongly upon the fabrication method. The presence ofthe bands is notpredicted bythe

conventional CNR model^^. Phillips^® assigns the bands to surface vibrational modes at

cristobalite interfaces. Galeener^^ argues that the bands result from the presence ofplaner

3 and 4 member ring structures within the CRN structure (D2 and Di bands respectively).

The controversy is somewhat put torest by the recent development ofhigh-resolution

solid state nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy using magic angle sample spinning

(MASS NMR). The method is able todeduce changes intheaverage Si-O-Si bond

angle^^. Comparison of MASS NMR data to Raman spectra for samples exposed to a

variety ofdifferent heat treatments and hydration steps correlated the formation of theD2

band to a decrease in average Si-O-Si bond angle which is consistent with theformation of



strained three member rings. Brinker^ writes, "our results unambiguously relate the 608

cm Raman *defect' in a-SiOz with reduced Si-OSi bond angles indicative of strained 3-

membered rings ofsilicate tetrahedra." Giiscom^ also criticizes the micro-ciistobalite

model because the interclusterbonding that would be required is inconsistentwith defect

densities and absorbance spectra. Galeener devotes an entire publication^ topoint outthe

short-comings of the micro-cristobalite model

1.4 Basic Damage Meehanisms

"Damage" is defined as the existence of post-irradiation local structures (either atomic or

electronic) which are different from the original structure^. The energy toinduce damage

can be provided by a wide range of sources including UV light. X-rays, y-rays, electron

beams, ion beams and neutrons. Energy from those particles can be transferred either by a

radiolytic ("ionization") ora knock-on process (only for electrons, ions and neutrons)^®.

Knock-on damage results from the direct transfer of momentum and energy from the

incident particle or secondary particle to the lattice via a collision. Energy transfer from a

radiolytic processes occurs when a radiation generatedelectron-holepair recombines

nonradiatively so as to transfer its energy to the lattice.

The majority of work on optical material damage is centered on what can be considered

"catastrophic" damage. Such studies are concernedwith very high power laser

applications (Joules per square centimeter) for single pulse or very low pulse count

applications (less than 1(X)0). The damage associated with "catastrophic" damage is



severe enough to producedefectsvisible to the unaidedeye. The basic mechanismbehind

single-shot damage for most dielectrics is a radiation-inducedelectron avalanche

process . In the electronavalanche process, intrinsic photon-induced electrons interact

with the high applied electric fieldfrom the laserpulse. If the rate at which theelectrons

receive energy exceeds that which they lose from electron-phonon interactions, they gain a

largeamount of energy. When theenergetic electrons collide withthelattice, additional

electron-hole pairs are produced providing positive feedback tothe ionization process.

The entire process is thus highly non-linear. Athreshold energy density isassigned toa

material atwhich the electric field generally induces a plasma atthe surface. For pulse

widths longer than a few pico-seconds, the ionization rate depends onthe electric field

strength and is thus proportional to the square root of the pulse width^®. Forsome

materials, single-shot damage is initiated byheating of localized inclusions ordefects '̂ in

the sample rather than bythe electron avalanche process.

The types ofdamage presented in this thesis yield gradual and subtle changes in the optical

properties offused silica over several thousands tobillions ofpulses. Often, changes of

properties in the parts per billion range will be considered important. The basic damage

process here is a radiolytic process where radiation-induced electron-holes recombine to

provide energy for structural or electronic changes in thematerial. Because fiised silicais

an insulator, the electron-hole pairs are effectively localized and are more precisely

referred to as excitons^°.



1.5 Color Center Formation

1.5a Structural Form of Color Centers

A wealth of exist on UV-induced color center formation in fused silica. Color

centers are structural defects which correspond to induced absorption bands in the optical

spectrum of a material. The formation of colorcenterscan reduce transmission througha

lithographysystem. Absorption-induced temperature changes,furthermore, cause

refractive indexchanges which caninduce imaging aberrations in a lithographic system.

The E* color center produces an absorption band centered around 210 to 215nm with a

full width at half maximum (I^WHM) of about 50nm so is therefore of considerable

concern for UV applications. Electron spin resonance (ESR)®^ studies^® have thoroughly

characterizedthe structure of the E* center to be a silicon atom bonded to only three

oxygens with a single unpaired electron. Three distinctE' center variants,differing in the

structure of the nearest neighbors totheE' center, areidentified^® infused silica. TheE'o

center is predominant in dry fusedsilicasand the E*p center is predominantin high OH

content fused silicas. The reactions producing the E' centers are as follows:

EV sSi-0-Sis=>sSi'^ + =Si*-O-0 + e' (1)

E'p: sSi*+ H sSi® + ET (2)

EV sSi-0-Sis:^sSi"^ + sSi® + 0 + e* (3)



where thesymbol (s) represents bonding to three oxygens, (=)represents bonding to two

oxygens, (•) represents an unpaired electron, and (^Si*) is the E* center, a silicon atom

bondedto threeoxygenswith a singleunpaired electron.

Another important defect formed from UV-radiation is the non>bridging oxygen hole

center (NBOHC) which is an oxygen bonded to only one silicon atom and having one

impaired electron®^. 'Wet" fused silicas have anatural annealing mechanism for the

NBOHC where a mobile hydrogen can bond to the unpaired electron inthe oxygen®^. An

absorption band centered around 260nm with a FWHM of about 40nm is often attributed

to the NBOHC. Griscom®^ reviews the experimental evidence to support this theory and

also describes some new data which conflict with this designation. One ofthe biggest

contradictions with this model is the observation that 5 eVlaser bleaching ofthe 260nm

absorption band is accompanied by no change inthe NBOHC ESR signal®®. Additional

studies®^ also show no correlation between the HSR signal and isochronal annealing

behavior of the 260nm absorption band induced when the band is generated with 157nm

irradiation in Suprasil W. Tsai®® gives evidence that the 260nm absorption band results

from the formation ofunrelaxed oxygen deficiency centers (ODC's) which have the

structural form (sSi - Sis).

Another color center ofinterest is the Peroxy®' Radical which is an oxygen bonded to an

oxygen and having an unpaired electron. The Peroxy Radical isgenerally attributed toan



absorption band with a peak around 163 - 167nm. Thepeak is about 15nm infull width at

half maximum so has little effect on transmission at 193 or 248nm.

1.5b Dose Dependence of Color Center Formation

When incident UV-laserpulse counts are held constant,the defect concentrationin fused

silica is generally found todepend approximately on the pulse intensity squaied^®''°'̂ \

This suggests a two-photon damage mechanism because thetotal energy absorbed via

two-photon absorption also depends onthepulse intensity squared. A two-photon

damage mechanism becomes somewhat intuitive when one considers that two UV-

photons (5 - 6.5 eV) are required to surpass the effectbandgap of fused silica (- 8.5eV).

Theroleof two-photon absorption in damage will bedeveloped further in Chapter 4.

The dose dependence of the two most studied defects, the E' color center and the

NBOHC, has been found to follow a power law that is:

T1 = AD" (4)

wheret| is the defectdensity (proportional to the HSR spincoimt), D is the dose and A

and c are constants. The powerc variedwith the type of radiation and fused silica. Table

1 summarizes the extracted dose exponent coefficients (c) obtained from ESR

measurements. A discussion of theorigin of the power lawis included in Chapter 8.
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Table 1

Dose Exponent for Defect Formation from Previous Studies

Work Radiation

Source

Defect Density
Range (spins/cm')

Fused Silica Defect Dose

Exponents

Griscom"*®
X-ray (77°K)
X-ray (77®K)
193nm (77°K)

2x10"-2x10^^
2x10"-10^®

10"-10^'

Suprasil 1
Suprasil 1
Suprasil 1

E*

OHC'
OHC'

0.88

0.65*

0.35*

X-ray (77°K)
X-ray (77°K)
193nm (77°K)

2x10"-2x10"
2x10"-10"

10"-10"

Suprasil W1
Suprasil W1
Suprasil W1

E*

OHC'
OHC'

0.7

0.7

0.65*

Galeener^^
X-ray
X-ray
X-ray

1order ofmag.'
1order ofmag.'
1 order of mag.'

Suprasil 1
Suprasil 1

Suprasil W1

E*

NBOHC

E*

1

0.6*

0.6*

Imai"
gamma

gamma

193nm, 248nm

5x10"-3x10"
5x10"-10"

10"-10"

"dry* silicas
"dry* silicas
"dry* silicas

E*

NBOHC

E*

0.55*

0.45*

0.65*

Devine'^
gamma

gamma

gamma

10"-3x10"
10" -10"

10"-3x10"

Suprasil 1
Suprasil 1

Suprasil W1

E*

NBOHC

E*

0.77

0.69

0.58
Tsai'° 193nm

193nm

10"-2x10"
10"-10"

Suprasil 2
Suprasil W

E*

E*

0.45*

0.55*
Tsai'^ 193nm

193nm

5x10"-2x10"
2x10"-10"

Suprasil 2
Suprasil W

NBOHC

NBOHC

0.5*

0.4*

^because the X-ray penetration depths was not known, only total spin counts were given,
'the majority of the OHC signal is believed to be aresult of NBOHC's but peroxy radicals
may also contribute.

A number of the smdies summarized inTable 1used gamma-ray sources rather than UV-

radiation. Imai'' showed that 193-nm and 248-nm radiation had approximately the same

efficiency inproducing defects as gamma-ray irradiation when he computed the UV dose

as the UV energy absorbed from two-photon absorption. This suggested that gimilar

defect production mechanisms were involved in defect generation from both gamma-rays

and UV-radiation. The UV-induced defects in low temperature tests performed by

Griscom"*® appeared to result from asingle photon process so acomparison of standard

11



UV-induced defectgeneration to X-ray-induced defect generation was not possible.

Despite having only relative defect measurements from X-ray radiation, Galeener^^

concluded that 1.25 MeV y-rays were at least 10 times more efficient in producing defects

per unit dose (defined as total energy absorbed) than 8 keV X-rays. He compared the X-

ray doses required to produce equal defect concentrations in Suprasil 1 and Suprasil W1

(at low doses Suprasil W1 has a higher E' center concentration while at higher doses

Suprasil 1has a higher concentration) to the y-ray doses found by Devine^^ toreach the

same crossover to reach this conclusion.

1.5c Transient Properties of Color Centers

The group at IBM were among the first to characterizesome of the transientannealing

properties ofcolor centers^^*^^. By independently monitoring the absorbance spectra of

different fused silicas during and after KrF (248nm) irradiation, they were able to show

that much of the E*-color-center-induced absorption relaxed after the irradiation was

stopped in some samples. This relaxationof color centers,however, was artificial in that

as soon as the irradiation was continued, the absorbance returned to its previous higher

level. Samples were labeled as either "slow-relaxers"or "fast-relaxers",depending upon

the rate of self armealingwhen irradiation was suspended in a specimen. No color center

formation was observed inquartz^^

The group at IBM was the first to report a phenomenon which they termed **strong

absorption transition^"^ (SAT). SAT occurred in"slow-relaxing" samples after a few

12



million 500mJ/cm^, 248mn pulses. **Fast-relaxers** also showed SAT with the major

differencethat SAT did not occur until much later in the irradiation(about40 million

pulses). Hie main features of SAT were the following:

(1) A rapid increase in248-nm absoiption followed byanabrupt saturation at a

maximum value. Before the onset ofSAT, the248nm transmission was generally

unchanged or decreased slightly.

(2) A rapid increase in 2lOnm absorption followed bysaturation.

(3) Almost complete *Treezing-in" of theinduced-absorption spectrum after SAT.

Room temperature aimealing was no longer observable.

NMR'̂ studies have provided data to construct areasonable model to explain both the

relaxing properties and SAT properties offiised silicas. Defining Ti asthespin-lattice

relaxation time, the following observationswere made:

(1) "Fast-relaxers" have a higher intrinsic 1/Ti than do "slow-relaxers^V* This implies^ a

higher concentration of Silanol, SiOH.

(2) 1/Ti decreases with irradiation^.
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(3) 1/Ti correlates with the number ofpulses required toreach SAT'®.

(4) 1/Ti decreases with higher anneal temperature used during sample manufacturing'®.

Since most *Tast-relaxers" are simply unhomogenized or unannealed precursors to "slow-

relaxing** fused silicas this is in agreement with observation (1).

The following model was proposed to explain the role of hydrogen in color center

formation and annealing:

(1) The armealing process breaks up silanol pairs.

(2) Silanol pairs act as a source of hydrogen to passivate E* centers.

(3) Exhaustion of susceptible silanol brings about SAT.

Given the characteristics of SAT, the model above should emphasize that silanol pairs act

as a source of hydrogen to passivate the defect associated with the 260nm absorption band

and well as the E' center. The above referenced publications also concluded that the

annealing process formed "strained bonds*' which act as sites for color center formation.

This conclusion was based on the observation that two annealed samples had higher color-

center-induced absorption than an unannealed sample measured 24 hours after irradiation.

The unannealed sample was most likely a 'Tast-relaxer" so this conclusion was not

necessary valid. Little difference in color center densities were measured between the two

annealed samples which were annealed at different temperatures.
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1.6 Compaction

Fused silica (density 2.2 g/cm^) compacts when exposed to X-rays'''®°,

electron-beams"-'"""-""-''-", neutrons"-"-'"-"^-"-"-", ions"-", and UV-radiation""

39 60 96 ^ • 1. Compaction leadsdirectly to refractive indexchanges in fused silicawhichwould

produce imaging aberrations ina lithography system. Upon heavy exposure orapplication

ofhigh external pressure the maximum extent ofthe compaction isabout 3% to a density

of 2.26 g/cm^. (Juartz (density 2.65 g/cm^), on the other hand, expands when irradiated

with particles capable ofproducing knock-on damage with the density saturating also at

2.26 g/cm^. This well established form ofsilica is known as the metamict state''. Figure 1

shows the density of both quartz and vitreous silica versus neutron irradiationas the

metamict state is approached and reached athigh doses. A model proposed byRevesz'® is

reviewed inChapter 8which describes the metamict state asanequilibrium between the

tendencies to minimize bond strain and to maximize the level of7C-bonding. rc-bonding

orbitals, unlike spherically shaped a bonds, are **figure-eighf*shaped with a null in the

electron probability function half way between the centers ofthe two bonding atoms. In

the Si02 network, rc-bonding results'® from the overlap of the originally empty Si 3d

orbitals with theO 2p orbital containing thelonepairelectron. As willbe detailed in

Chapter 8,this model isconsistent with many ofthe observed property changes infused

silica induced from radiation.
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like with the E' color center and NBOHC,the dose dependenceof compactionhas been

shown to follow a power law that is:

Ap/p = AD" (5)

wherep is thedensity* D is the doseandA andc areconstants. The powerc variedwith

thetypeof radiation andfused silica. Forneutron* He"^ and exposures lineargrowth of

compaction was observed^®'®® (c=l). For the other irradiation sources* the extracted value

of c varied from 0.3 to 0.8. A table in Chapter 6 will detail the past findings. A discussion

of the origin of the power law is includedin Chapter 8.

A comparison of X-ray diffraction patterns beforeand afterirradiation givesinsight into

the structural rearrangements coinciding with compaction. Figure 2 shows typical

results'"* fora neutron irradiation experiment. Transforming thespectra inFigure 2 yields

electron distribution densities which suggest a reduction in average Si-Si spacing

consistent with neutron irradiation. The extracted Si-0 bond distance* however* is

unchangedindicatingthat neutron-induced compaction is a result of more efficient

packing of the basic SiC)2 units. The precise structuralrearrangement leading to

compactionis still unclear. X-ray diffraction measurements of gamma-ray* X-ray*

electron-beam and UV radiated samples have not been published so it is unknown if the

changes to the X-ray diffractionpatterndepend upon the type of damaging radiation. Of
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Figure 1 Copied from reference (97). Change in density with neutron irradiation of
crystalline quartz and fused silica.
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Figure 2 Copied from reference (94). X-ray diffraction intensity curves ofneutron
irradiated and uninadiated vitreous silica. Vertical scale arbitrary.
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all theradiation sources mentioned, neutron radiation produces themost "knock-on"

events whichmay result in differentstructuralchanges than from ionization-induced

events alone.

Attempts have been made to correlate density changes with specific defectstructures in

fused silica. Higby and Friebele^ reported alinear relationship between compaction and

E' color center formation from electron exposures. Later observations of continued

compaction after E' color center formation saturation dismissed the E' color center as the

causeof compaction. Results presented in Chapter 3 showing significantly different

transient properties of compaction and E' color center formation ftirther rule out the E'

color center as the cause of compaction.

Annealed forms of the E' color center and NBOHC could also be considered as structural

forms leading to compaction. Experiments performed by Shelby®^ suggested that these

molecularforms led to expansionrather than compaction. Vitreoussilica which had been

impregnated with molecular hydrogen wasfound to expand withincreasing gamma

irradiation. Using infrared spectroscopy, Shelby found thattheexpansion wasdirectly

proportional to SiOHand SiHformation. Boththeexpansion and themeasured hydroxyl

and hydride formation foUowed dose to about the 0.5 power. Furthermore,NMR

studies^^ suggested that SiOH levels saturated (after SAT) while nosaturation of

compaction was observed after SAT^^*^.
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Friebele and Higby^^ suggested that compaction results from radiation-induced cleavage of

ringstructures andthesubsequent formation of smaller ring structuies. Thesmaller ring

structures would packtogether more closely and hence ledto densification. Bates^ found

a significant increase in theD2 Raman peak, which is assigned to 3 silicon ring

structures'̂ after neutron densification. Raman spectra fiom gamma-irradiated samples '̂

and heavily UV-irradiated samples '̂, however, showed little ornoincrease in the D2

Raman peak.

The best correlation between a specific defect and radiation-induced compaction arefound

with the NBOHC. Rajaram etal. reported®^, for example, alinear relationship between

compaction-inducedsurface depressiondepths and NBOHC concentrations for some

silicas from electron exposures. The possibility ofthe NBOHC being adefect responsible

for densification is explored in Chapter 8.
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1.7 This Work

Despite the vast wealthof studiesperfonnedon the effectsof radiation on optical

materials, still much is unknown about the effects of UV-radiation on fused silica. This is

especially true when one considers the level of damagerelevantto lithographyapplications

is orders of magnitude smaller than that characterized in previous work. As well, while

UV-inducedcolor center formationhas been well examined,UV-inducedcompaction is

not characterized in any detail. The goals of this woxks are as follows:

(1) More accurately characterize compaction damage.

(2) Extend damage characterization to much lower doses and intensity levels.

(3) Examinethe damagesusceptibility of newer materials both for compaction behavior

and possible correlated color center formation behavior.

(4) Develope the machinery to relate compaction data to the optical properties of single

elements and the imaging performance of a lithographic tool.
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Chapter 2

Birefringence Monitoring to Measure Compaction

Birefringence monitoring is capable ofmeasuring the compaction-inducedbirefringence

distribution at very low damage levels. The birefringencedistributions resulting from less

than 30 parts per billion (ppB)net UV-induced densification, for example,are easily

measured with a '"third-generation** birefringence monitor. In order to extract the

corresponding stressesand densifrcation from birefringence distributions, a three-region

stress model is developed assuming plane strain.

2.1 Introduction

The Photoelastic effect has long been used to determine stresses intransparent specimens\

The basic conceptbehind the photoelastic effect is that directional refractiveindices

change when a sample is under stress. This phenomenonis described for isotropic

materials by:

(n2-ni) = 9l(02-<yi) (1)

where n2 and ni are the refractive indices seen by light polarized in the (2) and (1)

directionrespectively; Giand Gi are the stressesin the (2) and (1) directions; and is the

stress-opticconstant whichis both materialand wavelength dependent
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Several previous applications have utilized the photoelastic e£fect By examining the

biiefnngence produced in glass replicas of bridge or buildingstructures,for example, civil

engineers have been able to study the effects of different loading on the stresses within the

structures. Glass blowers, as well, have long used the examination of a specimen between

crossed polarizers to detennine the success of annealing to remove residual stress from

glass structures.

Compactionin fused silica leads to refractiveindex changesand hence optical path

changes in a sample. From an optical systemlifetime pointof view,the opticalpath

difference (OPD) is the most importantpropertyof interest Interferometryis a well-

established methodfor measuring opticalpath length changesin opticalmaterials. The

disadvantages of interferometry for determining OPD's from compaction is that intrinsic

inhomogeneities and surface imperfection make detection of changes from irradiation

more difficult. While a sample can be pre-measuredfor such inhomogeneities,

interferometry is still limitedby such irregularities. Even in perfect,homogeneous

specimens, the ultimate precision of interferometrylimits sensitivity to damage in the

hundreds of ppB range for samples with a few centimeters of path length. Furthermore,

high accuracy interferometiymeasurements are usually time consuming and equipment

intensive.

The use of birefringencemeasurementsto determinecompactionoffers the advantage of

simplicityas well as improvedaccuracy. Samplescan be measuredduringbrief pauses in
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radiation so thatthedependence ofcompaction onpulse count canbemore easily

determined. Furthermore, through successive improvements of theexperimental setup,

relative refractive index changes of about lOppBcan be measured, at least an order of

magnitude better than most interferometry tools. Stress-induced birefringence

measurements are insensitive to by surface quality and bulk inhomogeneities.

2.2 Experimental Method

Figure 1 shows the standard geometry used to irradiate a fused silica sample. Ihe center

irradiated region is compacted. Resistance to this compaction by the unirradiated portion

of the sample leads to stress in the sample. Compaction-induced stress causes directional

refractive index variations in a sample, which leads to birefringence and polarization

scattering of incoming light. Changes in polarization of an initially linearly polarized

Helium-Neon (He-Ne, X= 633 nm) beamthrough a fiised silica sampleare measured to

detect compaction-induced birefringence during the irradiations. Figure 2 shows the

configuration used to detect those changes. A high gain photodiode measured the 633-nm

reflectance of a thin calcium fluoride plate oriented at Brewster's angle to detect small

changes in polarizationresultingfrom UV-induced stress within the fused silica sample.

The He-Ne polarizationis such that the plate had zero reflectancewhen no birefringence

occurred. Spatial distributions of stress-induced birefringence are recorded by stepping

the damaged fused silica sample through the He-Ne probe beam and measuring

polarization shifts in and around the irradiated region.
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Figure 3a portrays the entire optical bench setup used for both birefringence and

transmission measurements at AT&T Bell Laboratories in Murray Hill. The setup is

considered the "second generation** configuration, having improved upon that used

previously for 213nm damage testing^, in the 213nm optical configuration, the 213nm

beam was used as the probe for stress-induced birefringence. The use of a He-Ne probe

beam in the "second generation** setup improved both spatial accuracy by having a probe

beam smaUer than the damagingbeam and accuracy in measuring polarization changesby

having a probe with better polarization purity. The polarization of the 213nm beam

degraded before reaching the sample because of inhomogeneities in optics before the

sample.

The He-Ne probe beam in the setup shown in Figure3a is inserted to the primary 193nm

(ArF beam) beam path by transmission through a 193nm dielectric mirror. The mirror

while being over 90 percent reflective to 193nmradiation at 45 degrees, is over 80 percent

transmitting to p-polarized 633nm radiation. Having the He-Ne beam along the same path

as the damaging beam allows for monitoring of radiation-induced compaction during

exposure. A long focal length lens is used to reduce the probe beam diameter at the plane

of the sample. Since a large spread of input angles at the plane of the Brewster plate

would reduce the p-polarization extinction, short focal length lenses should not be used to

reduce the He-Ne beam size. A Glan-Thompson polarizer is placed after the lens to fine

tune the input polarization. Tubes and pin-holes are used to reduce background light.
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The **third generation" configuration for measuring birefiingence isillustrated in Figure

3b. The He-Ne probe beam is input into theprimary beam line byreflection from a

standard Aluminum mirror which isinserted into the beam line viaa mechanical stage.

While this does notallow for the monitoring birefringence while the 193nm laser is firing,

the purity oftheprobe beam is greatly improved byavoiding travel through any element

before reaching thesample. A lens is used after theBiewster plate to insure thattheentire

probe beam is within theactive area of thephotodiode. A second polarizer, crossed with

thefirst, canbe placed after the Brewster plate to further improve extinction ofp-

polarized light. Care is taken to keep the entire path of the He-Ne beam at the same

height above theoptical table in order toprevent anyunwanted polarization shifts upon

reflection off the mirrors used to guide the beam.

2.3 Analytical Compaction Model

2.3a Two-region modelfor longcylindrical,large radius samples

Theproduction of stress-induced birefringence bycompaction is modeled using basic

material mechanics. Thesimplest model which could beapplied is a two-region model

where the innerregion hasbeen uniformly compacted andthe outerregion hasan

unchanged density for infinitesimal kinematics. A threestepapproach is takento solvefor

the stress distributions resultingfrom the compaction of a cylindricalvolume within a

larger cylinder. Thefirststepcalculates thestrains thatwould be present if thecylinder is

permitted to compress without anyresistance from the uncompacted material. The initial
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conditions forsuch a case would bea compacted cylinder witii radius r*i within a body

with an opening with radius T2 as shown in Figure 4 where T2 is larger than r'l. The length

of the inner cylinder is also shorter than the outer region length. The second step stretches

thecompacted cylinder back to its original length in order to emulate the restriction of

shortening ofthe compacted cylinder bythe larger, uncompacted volume. TTie third and

final step rejoins the compacted and uncompacted region where stresses and displacements

are calculatedusing infinitesimal kinematics. The notationused in this work will be that

used by Shames and Cozzarelli^ where eis used for strains, ufor displacements, and Tand

a are used interchangeably for stresses.

For both the two and three region models, the foUowing assumptions were made:

1) A circularly symmetric compacted region

2) Isotropic media

3) Large specimen so that end effects are small and all the strain isin the plane

perpendicular to thedirection of travel of thedamaging beam (Plane Strain). This sets U3

(displacement in the zdirection) and all derivative with respect to the zdirection equal to

zero. The zdirection will always be taken as the direction oftravel ofthe damaging beam.

4) The compacted area is much smaller than the bulk so that stresses go tozero at the

sample edge. This is equivalent toassuming aninfinitely large sample.

5) The body forces are zero (i.e. gravitational effects are ignored).

6) Displacements aresmall, giving simple elastic behavior.
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Let us find the strain fields for an initial condition inwhich the center ofthe sample has

undergone a compaction of (Ap/p)o. Herewedefine (Ap/p)a as theunconstrained

densification, which is the compaction which would beobserved if the ratiiesample had

been uniformly compacted. As will beseen, the netcompaction found in a sample

compacted only in thecenter region is lessthan theunconstrained compaction because of

theresistance of theundensified portions of thesample. Unconstrained compaction in a

cylindrical volume within a largervolume is illustrated in Figure 4 where thedensified

material is allowed to separate from the undensified material in orderto compress without

resistance. Boththe radius andlength of thecompressed cylinder areshortened. Using

the notation illustratedin Figure 4, the linear unconstrained compaction[(ArVr)J is

defined as (r'l - r2)/ri,making (Ap/p)u equal to -3(r'i -
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Uncompacted Tube
(Length = L)

Side View

(inner region only)

L-AL

2'-'i
Compacted Cylinder
(Length = L - AL)

Figure 4. Step 1in two region stress model analysis ofcylindrical compacted region. The
center region is densified without restriction from the undensified material such that its

radius and length are shortened as given hv: —— = Wherp. (\n/nV ieradius and length are shortened as given by: — = — = — . Where (Ap/p)u is
^ P A

the relative unconstrained density change and Ar' here equals - tz). A gap exists
between the inner cylinder and the outer tube.

Toproperly apply a plane strain analysis (essentially a two-dimensional description) to

volume densification, however, the initial conditions must be modified to account for

sample length changes. As described above, a plane strain model is assumed which

prescribes a zerofinal strain in the z-direction. To emulate this zeroz-strain condition, a

second initial condition is added where thecenter section is stretched out (bystress in z

direction) to its pre-compaction length. The effect ofthis z-strcss, as suggested inFigure

5,istoadd an additional radial length decrease ofv AL/L orequivalently v (r2 -ri)/ ti by

thePoisson effect where v is Poisson*s ratio (0.17 for fused silica). This makes:



Ar_(ri-r3)^ (l+v)['Ap'j
«• 3 I, pJ,

, , ^ , Compacted CylindlJiicoiiipd.ct)0Q Tub© (IjGiifftli L)
(Length = L)

Figure 5. Step 2 in two-region stress model analysis of cylindricalcompactedregion. The
inner compacted region is stretched such that its length equals that of the uncompacted
material. In doing so the radius of the inner compacted region decreases such that:

(ri-rj {l+v)fAp'l
3 ur

Using the relationbetween unconstrained compaction and the initial radial displacements,

a plane strain analysis can now be applied to a sample with a cylindricalcompacted center

in order to calculate stresses and displacements. Figure 6 illustrates the joining of the

compacted cylinderand imcompacted tubewherethe final radius, r (rz > r > ri), can be

calculated using kinematics.



TT . im 1 CompactedCylind
Uncompacted Tube .j li-i. r\
(Length = L)

Figure 6. Step 3 in two-region stress model analysis of cylindrical compacted region. The
inner compacted cylinder and outer uncompacted tube are joined such that the normal
stress is continuous at the interface at radius r. The stresses and displacements are
calculated within this chapter using a plane strain assumption.

Shames^ derived the general solution for stresses for an axially symmetric plane strain case

using an Airy stress function. The use of the Airy stress function insures satisfying the

compatibility equations which insure that the solutions for displacements are single-valued

and continuous.

In polar coordinates, one gets:

= Ki [ln(r) - 0.5] + K2 + Kj/i^

Xee = K, [lii(r) + 0.5] + K2 - Kj/r^



e_ =
1-V VTm

E (l-v)j (5)

1-v^
Eeo- £ Taa

V-T.

I®® (l-v)j (6)

1-V^ f V-T_ ^
(7)

where Ki, K2, and K3 are constants; v is Poisson's ratio and E is Young's Modulus (743 x

10^ kg/cm^). The constants Ki, K2, and K3 will be determined by the boundary conditions

and related to the total densiEcation in the center region.

Application of boundary conditions for the two-region model is straightforward. To

satisfy the physical requirementthat stresses must be finite and by examiningEquations (3)

and (4) for the center region, one gets:

Tnr = Xee = K2 (8)

In the outer region, stresses must go to zero as r approaches infinity so one gets:

(9)
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X8e =-K3/r^ (10)

Using Equation (1), it isclear that birefringence would only beproduced in the outer

region with a maximum atthe boundaiy between the inner and outer region.

Injoining thetwo regions, the radial stress must becontinuous at r =n = r2 (small r2 - ri

assumed) so that:

K3/ri^ = K2 (11)

This reduces the description ofstresses for the entire area toa single variable, K2, the

stress (radial and tangential) in thecentral core. Using Equation (11), wecanevaluate

Equation (7) to relate compaction in the system toa single variable K2. In thecenter

region, both the radial and tangential stresses equal K2 (using Equation (7)) so the

displacement at theedgeof thecenter cylinder is:

Ur(ri)i = ri K2 (1 + v) (1 - 2v)/E. (12)

where thesubscript (I) refers to the inner region. Attheinner edge oftheouter tube, the

radial stress again equals K2, but the tangential stress equals -K2 (from Equations (10) and

(11)), so evaluating Equation (7) theregives:
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UrfrOn = -ri K2 (1 + v)/E. (13)

Since theinitial conditions for this analysis involves two discrete objects, theinnercylinder

and the outertube,thedisplacements at theboundary of thejoinedobjects is

discontinuous, (i.e., material in theiimercylinder is pulled outward whilematerial in the

outer tube is pulled inward). The above gives:

Ar = (ri - r2) = - Ur(ri)i + u,(ri)n = -2n K2 (1 - v^)/E (14)

for the initial separation of the twosections. Plugging in for Argiven by Equation (2), the

relation between unconstrained densification and the center stress (K2) is:

or

3 At 6.K,.(1~v)

(l+v) r, E

K,= ^
6(l-v)

'Ap
(15b)

The outer section acts to restrictsomeof the radiation-induced compaction of the center

region as well as to suppress strain in the z direction. The net expansion from resistance

to compaction is the trace of the final strain matrix.Enis zero in the plane strain

approximation. Using Equations (5) and (6) one gets die strains from resistance to

compaction to be:
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Eff = Eee = Ki (1 + v) (1 - 2v)/E (16)

and

(Ap/p)ex = - (e.r + Eee) = -2 K2 (1 + v) (1 - 2v)/E (17)

where (Ap/p)ex is theexpansion from resistance tocompaction. To calculate thenet

density change, weusesupeq)osition ofthedensity changes in steps 1,2 and3 illustrated

inFigures 4,5 and 6. The density ofthe stretched cylinder (after step 2)before being

joined to the outer uncompacted region is given by:

(Ap/p)i = -[(e„)i + (eee)J =-2Ar/ r, =4 K2 (1 - v^)/E (18)

which includes the contribution from stretching the cylinder back toitsoriginal length.

Adding theexpansion component from joining thestretched cylinder to thebulk to this

initial density, onefinds thenetdensity change to be:

(Ap/pU = (Ap/p)i + (Ap/p)„ = [4 Kj (1 - v^)/E] - [2 Ka (1 + v) (1 - 2v)/E]

= 2K2(1+v)/E (19)

The mechanical effects predicted from the plane strain analysis ofa fused silica sample

densified in the center cylindricalvolumeare summarized in Table 1 below.
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Table 1

Mechanical Effectsin Cylindrical Fused SilicaSample
from Ippm Unconstrained l>ensification in Center Volume

(calculated from two-region stress model)

Maximum Radial and Tangential Stress (Ki) 0.149 kg/cm^
Maximum Net Radial and Tangential Strain 0.235-ppm

Net £)ensification 0.47-ppm

Notethat thenet density change is onlyabout halfthe density changeonewould observe

in a samplewhich had its entirevolume uniformly irradiated

2.3b Comparison of Two-regionstress model to Finite Element Analysis

Finite Element Analysis (PEA) simulations were performed to confirm thevalidity of the

analytical stress modeling. The program FEAP^ was used forallsimulations. Irradiation-

induced compaction wasemulated by setting thesection considered compacted to have a

different reference temperature than theimcompacted material. Theinitial compacted

condition is hence reproduced by thermal contraction of thematerial to theequilibrium

temperature. A axis-synunetric geometry is usedwherethecenterregion is set to have a

reference temperature and coefficient of thermal expansion equivalent to a Ippm

densification (1/3 ppm lineardensification). Regionsnear the surfaceand interface

between thecompacted cylinder andimcompacted region aremeshed morefinely to

improveaccuracy by creating moreelements in regions withlargerstressgradients.

Figures 7 and 8 showthe radial stressdistribution calculated usingFEAPfor 1cmand

2.5cm longsamples and using the two-region stress model for a total Ippm unconstrained
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density increase. A 3nimcompaction diameter is usedfor bothmethods and a 30mm

diameter sample is used in the FEAP simulations. Using Equation (15b), a value of0.149

kg/cm^ is used for K2 in the two-region stress model. The stresses shown in the figures

are theaverage stresses integrated through the length of thesample at diegiven radial

distance fi-om the center ofthe damaged region. Simple FORTRAN programs were

written to read in appropriate nodal stresses and tocalculate theaverage. Asseen in

Figures 7 and 8,the stress distribution predicted from the two-region stress model agrees

closely with the FEA result The agreement for the longer sample is slighdy better asthe

plane strain assumption becomes more valid.

0.10

0.05

0.10

2 A
Distance from Oenter (mm)

r-stress FEA

^stress FEA

r-8tro88 piano strain
^8tre88 piano atraln

Figure 7. Stress distributions versus distance from center ofdamage calculated using
FEAP and a two-region stress model. Calculations use a 3mm damage diameter and 1cm
longsample. TheFEAuses a 3()mm diameter sample size.
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Figure 8. Stress distributions versus distance from center ofdamage calculated using
FEAPand a two-region stressmodel. Calculations use a 3mmdamage diameter and
2.5cm long sample. The FEAuses a 30mm diameter sample size.

Theaccuracy of using thetwo-region stress model fordifferent sample geometries is

further investigated using FEA. Table 2 shows thecalculated radial andtangential stresses

using FEA at two distances from the center ofthe compacted region as thesample length

is varied from 3 to40mm. The results shown are forsimulations performed using a 30mm

diameter sample with a 3mm diameter compacted region (rj= 1.5mm). The two-region

model is more accurate near the boundary between thecompacted and uncompacted

region thancloser to theedge. Even for samples withlengths equal to the diameter of the

damaged region, the two-region model predicts the maximum stressdifference, (o^ - Ge),

within 10% of the value calculated with FEA.
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Table!
Comparisonof Stress Calculatedwith FEA and

Predicted by Two-Region Stresses Model for DifiTerent Sample Lengths
(sample diameter 30mm, damage diameter 3mm)

@(r=:1.025rd) @(r=1.5r^l
Length Cr ae (<^- Oi9)EEA/

(<^ -OiB)2RM
Or Oe (<^- Oe)EEA/

3mm 0.121 -0.143 0.93 0.053 -0.059 0.85
6mm 0.127 -0.146 0.96 0.055 -0.064 0.90
IQmm 0.131 -0.146 0.97 0.058 -0.066 0.94
25mm 0.137 -0.145 0.99 0.062 -0.067 0.97
40mm 0.138 -0.144 0.99 0.063 -0.068 0.98
Model 0.142 -0.142 1 0.066 -0.066 1

Table 3shows the calculated radial and tangential stresses using FEA attwo distances

from the center ofthe compacted region as the sample diameter isvaried from 6 to 60mm.

The results shown are for simulations performed using a25mm long sample with a3inm

diameter compacted region. For small diameter samples (equivalent to large samples with

large damage diameters), the two-region model does not predict weU either the radial or

tangential stresses in the sample. The two-region model, however, does predict well the

difference between the radial and tangential suesses (within 5% for these geometries) for

samples with diameters as small astwice the damage region diameter because the errors in

predicting o,and Ce are ofsimilar magnitudes. Because the quantity ofinterest,

birefringence, depends upon the difference between the radial and tangential stresses and

not directly on the stresses, the two-region model is still applicable for interpreting

birefringence measurements insmall diameter samples.
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Tables

Comparison ofStressed Calculated with FEA and
Predicted by Two-Region Stress Model for Different Sample Diameters

(sample lengdi ISnun, damage diameter 3mm)

@(r=1.025rd) @(r=1.5rd)

Sample
Diameter

CTr Ce (Or- Ce)FEfJ
(Cr -Oe)2RM

0^ CTe (Oir - Oe)FEAf
(Ct -Oe)2RM

6mm 0.106

1

p

oo
to

1.01 0.027 -0.100 0.96

10mm 0.126 -0.156 0.99 0.051 -0.078 0.97

20mm 0.135 -0.146 0.99 0.060 -0.060 0.97

30mm 0.137 -0.145 0.99 0.062 -0.067 0.97

60mm 0.138 -0.144 0.99 0.063 -0.066 0.97

Model 0.142 -0.142 1 0.066 -0.066 1

2.3c Three-region model derived for long cylindrical, large radius samples

Thetwo-region model forradiation-induced compaction described above gives an abrupt

transition from compacted to uncompacted material. Because of thedifficulty in getting a

uniform laser beam profile with a sharp cutoff in intensity, a more general model was

developed to better account forcompaction distributions with a finite slope. A three

region model will beused with a unifonnly compaction center region (r < rO, an

uncompacted region (r > r®), and a transition region (n < r < r©). We assumethe same

functions (Equations 3and 4) are valid for some (as yet unknown) form ofcompaction

versus radius in region (2). We will find Equation (30) for the form ofcompaction in

region (2). The Airy stress function, given by Equations (3) and (4), again can beused to

describe the general equations for stress ineach ofthe three regions separately. Applying

the boundary conditions as before, the stresses inthe three regions are given asfollows:
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Region I: (r<ri) ti, =tee =K2 (20)

Regionn: (ri<r<ro) % =D, [ln(r)- 1/2] +Dj + (21)

Xm =D] [ ln(r) + 1/2 ] +Dz - Dj/i' (22)

Region nX: (r>r.) (23)

tee =- Ka/r^ (24)

where K2, Di, D2, Dj, and Kj are constants. The stress distiibution becomes afunction of

asingle unknown, the stress in the center irradiated region when the boundaiy

ofcontinuous radial stress and displacements at the two interfaces are applied. The

stresses in thethree regions aregiven as:

'tirWi =X00(r)i =K2 (25)

'C,r(r)n =K2 [Li(r/ ro) - 1/2 +riV(2r^)]/[ln(ri/ To)] (26)

XeeWn =K2 [ln(r/ fo) +1/2 -riV(2r^)]/[ln(ri/ Fo)] (27)

TirWin =[K2 (fi^ - ro^)]/[2 ln(ri / Fo)] (28)

XeeWm =[-K2 (Fj^ -Fo^)]/[2 f^ ln(Fi / Fo)] (29)
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Shames shows that Ki in Equations (3) and (4) must be zero for amultiply connected

domain in order to essentially ensure compatible strains. Since the three-region model

presented above has a transition region with agradually changing initial density, Ki need

not be zero in this region. Infact, the three-region solution can be represented as the

summation of two-region stresssolutions. Theunconstrained densification in the

transition region, which is proportional to the net density change in that region, is:

(Ap/p)n(r) = (Ap/p)u(r=0) [ln(r/ro)]/[ln(ri/ro)]. (30)

This is nearly linear for typical values ofnand r©., i.e. (r^ - rj) rj.

Figure 9shows the radial and tangential stress distributions as described by the three-

region model for mner and outer radii of1.2mm and 1.8mm respectively. For comparison,

the stress-disnibution found using the two-region model and aboundary at1.5mm isalso

illustrated. While variations in the stress levels are found near the boundary, similar

stresses arepredicted away from theboundary using both models.
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® tX* A ^ ^ ® ^ ® 6Distance from Center (mm)
Figure 9. Stress distributions versus distance from («nter ofdamage calculated using a
two and athree-region stress modeL The two region model uses aboundary radius of
1.5mm while the three-region model uses inner and outer radii of1.2mm and 1.8mm.

Remarkably, because the three-region model can be represented as asummation oftwo-

region solutions, Equation (15) still describes the relation between the maximum radial

stress (K2) and the unconstrained densification in the center of the sample. For both the

two and three region models, the maximum stress depends only upon die center

unconstrained densification, not the location of the boundaries. For the three-region

model, however, the maximum stress difference (T,r - Xw) is less than 2K2. As will be

derived in the next section, the maximum birefringence signal is proportional to the

maximum stress difference squared. With the three-region model, the maximum stress

difference is found at r© and is equal to:
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r^-r*K£i *0
2 * .2

(31)

In ^
V.J

Forsmall (fo - rO, ti is approximately equal to 2 [1 - (r® - ri)/ro). If the outer radius is 1.1

times thatof the inner radius, themaximum stress difference is equal to 1.82 K2.

2.4 Using the compaction model to analyze birefringence distributions

2.4a Calculating Stress-Induced Birefringence

Theinputradiation, traveling in thez direction, is assumed to bea linearly polarized wave

with an electric field A r sin (cot - kz), where x is a vector and A a constant Tbe electric

field can beresolved into two equal orthogonal components^ if the vectors are chosen to

be at 45 degree angles with respect to the input polarization. The electric field can thus be

V2
expressed as ' [*' + y'] •sin(wr+kz) where the vectors (2' and '̂) are defined in

Figure 10. A phase difference between the two polarizations, 2' and^\ of p will be

assumed to haveformed afterthe beam has transmitted through the sample. The field

V2exiting the sample is then —A•[x'sin(wr)+y'sin(wr +P)].
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Figure 10. Vector definitions for birefringence analysis.

Transforming backto (x,y) coordinates one gets:

£<mt =X{1/2 A [sin(o)t) + sin((Bt+P)]} +x {1/2 A [sin(cot+P) - sin(cot)]} (32)

or

£out= 1/2 A{x [sin(cot) (cosP+l)+cos(cot) sinp]}+ji [sin(cot) (cosP - l)+cos(cat) sinp]} (33)

Themagnitude of theoutput intensity which is s-polaiized is given as:

/, =iliE,Wfdt
i j
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which is equal to 1/4 [1 - cosp]. Nonnalizing to unit intensity (A' =2) and for qnaii p

this gives the ftaction s-polarized to be pV4. The phase difference p, is that nrieinatwt by

the stress-optic effect which is:

P=A(kz) =27C LAn/X =2jc L (<^. - (35)

where Lis the length of the sample, Xthe wavelength (633nm), and 91 the stiess-optic

coefficient [-3.5 (nin/cm)/(kg/cm^) at 633nm]®. Thus the fraction s-polarized is equal to:

(fraction s-polarized) =[tc L9t (Oy - (36)

showing that the birefringence signal goes as both the stress (proportional to compaction)

andthe length of thesample squared.

One can use the index ellipsoid to find the direction refractive index changes and hence

fraction polarized signal for cases when the principle stress axes are not perpendicular to

the probe beam polarization. For small differences in direction indices, (n2 -ni)((|)) =

siit(2<t)) (rio -rie), where n2 and ni are the principle refractive indices seen by the probe

beam, ru and ru are the indices in the principle stress directions, and (|) is the angle between

the probe beam polarization and the principle radial stress direction.

The model birefringence distribution can now bedescribed as:
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(fraction s-polaiized) = [sm(2(t)) jc L (o^ - Oe)/A»]^ (37)

wheie Ct and Gq are theradial and tangential stresses and, in this case, also theprinciple

stresses. Thefraction (energy) of a p-polaiized probe beam shifted to s-polarized for any

location in andaround a compacted region canbecalculated using Equation (37) and the

previously determined relations for Or and Oe. Themaximum depolarization occurs when

theprobe beam is orientated at 45 degrees with respect to theprinciple stress axes ((|> =

45) and at the edgeof the compacted region. The maximum depolarization is givenby:

. 1 . jx ftj-KjfTi ff L'9l-E-(Ap/p)„^
(fraction s-polanzed)n.ax = r = TTT^ . (38)

^ j ^ 6X-(l-v)

where the maximum difference between the principle stresses is t) K2 (ti = 2 for two-

region model).

2.4b Example experimental result

Figure 11 shows a measured birefringence distribution for a sample irradiated by a 3mm

diameter 193nm beam with 12 million, 1-mJ/cm^ pulses applied. The four peaks

correspond to locations where theprobebeam polarization is at 45 degrees withrespectto

the principle stress axes. Thez-ordinate is directly proportional to thecurrent produced
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6mm

6mm

Figure 11.Measured birefringencefor linearly polarized light (at 633nm) scanned across
a 6.6nim square sample region which has been exposed to a 3mm diameter 193nm exci-
mer laser beam (12 million pulses, 1.05mJ/cm^).

6mm

Figure 12. Simulated birefringence for the same sample assuming a net 95ppB
densification (using a plane strain compaction model) ina 3mm diameter compaction zone.
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by the photodiode detecting the reflectance of the Brewster plate used in the experimental

setup.

Matlab was used to fit the calculated general birefringence distribution from the three-

region stress model to the measured distributions by adjusting the level ofstress in the

center region to the optimum magnitude. The locations ofthe boundaries (n and ro) were

selected as the 90% and 10% intensity radii as measured by aCCD camera (typical values

1.4mm and 1.56mm). Asimple technique was employed to partially emulate the smearing

ofthe birefringence distribution owing to the finite size of the probe beam. The routine

first calculated the birefringence distribution at discrete locations assuming apoint probe

beam. The birefringence at each location was then modified using the following relation:

F(i, j)=Af(i, j)+(B/4) [f(i+l, j)+f(i-l, j)+f(i, j+l) +f(i, j-i)] (39)

where f(i, j) is the calculated birefringence at matrix location (i, j),Aand Bare constants

where A+Bequals 1, and F(i, j)is the modified birefringence taking into account the

finite probe beam size. Using concepts ofnumerical integration, Bwas selected tobe one

fourth times the ratio of the probe beam diameter (—O.Smm) to measurement spacing.

Figure 12 shows the best fit of the three-region stress model to the data in Figure 11. The

center radial stress (K2) corresponding to the birefringence distribution in Figure 11 is

0.030 kg/cml Using Equations (15a) and (19) and this value of K2, the unconstrained and
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net densifications are calculated to be 200ppB and 95ppB respectively. The accuracy of

using these Equationsfor extractingcompaction levels will be discussedin Chapter 5.

The level of compaction which produced the birefringencedistribution in Figure 11 would

only produce about 1/500 of a wavelength (633nm) OPD through the sample. This is very

difficult to measure with interferometry using a perfect sample and virtuallyimpossible for

a sample with imperfectsurface polish or bulk inhomogeneities.

2.5 Effect of intrinsic birefringence on accuracy

As one might expect, the presenceof intrinsicbirefringence in a sample adverselyeffects

the measurement of stress-induced birefringence. Figure 13shows a very highly

birefringent sample which was unirradiated. Figures 14 and 15 show how the total

birefringence progressed after the sample was irradiated for 610 thousand and 1.2 million

15 mJ/cm^ pulses. InFigure 14, only two ofthe four characteristic peaks have been

formed and valleys are actually formed wherethe othertwo peakswouldnormally have

formed. The valleys form because the induced stresses cancel out intrinsic stresses,

reducing thebirefringence. Thetwo peaks arehigher than they would be in a sample

without intrinsic birefringence because thecompaction-induced stresses addconstructively

with the intrinsicstresses to get an artificiallyhigh peak. Figure 15shows the

birefringence distribution whenthecompaction-induced stressis just largeenough to

completely cancelout the intrinsic stresses andform fourpeaks. If an uniformly directed
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V

OD 8mm

8mm

Figure 13.Measured intrinsicbirefringence for linearlypolarized light (at 633nm) scanned
across a 8mm square unexposed sample region.

r

Figure 14.Measured birefringence for linearly polarized light (at 633nm) scannedacrossa
8mm square sample region (intrinsic birefringence shown in Figure 8) which has been
exposed toa 3nun diameter 193nm excimer laser beam (610 thousand pulses, 15 mJ/cm^).
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bfi 8mm

Figure 15.Measured birefringence for linearlypolarized light (at 633nm) scanned across a
8mm square sample region (intrinsic birefringence shown in Figure 8) which has been
exposed to a 3mm diameter 193nm excimer laser beam (1.2 million pulses, 15 nJ/cm^).
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stress is intrinsic in the sample, two of the four peaks will have increased magnitudes while

the other two will be reduced. For such acase, the error ftom intrinsic birefringence is

partially canceled out One can see from the above figures, however, that monitoring

birefringence at only one location around the compaction site could result in misleading

readings ifsignificant intrinsic birefiingence is present Fortunately, lithographic grade

samples have low intrinsic birefiingence.

2.6 Conclusions

Experimental measurements of stress-induced birefringence resolve the birefringence

produced from samples with very low damage levels. In order to extract compaction

levels from the birefringence distributions, the stress distribution from acylindrical

compacted area ismodeled using both a two and three-region analytical construction for

long, large-diameter samples. The analytical stress distribution agrees with finite element

simulations. Basic electromagnetic theory is applied to calculate the birefiingence

distribution from the model stress distributions. The calculated birefiingence distribution

using stresses described by the three-region stress model agrees with measured

birefringence distributions. By using the stress models to extract densification levels from

birefringence measurements, one can measure compaction atlevels an order of

smaller than that resolvable with conventional interferometry.
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Chapter 3

Comparison of Compaction and Color Center Formation in Fused Silica

Five different fiised silicas were evaluated for their resistance to UV-induced compaction

and color center formation at 193-nm. Real-time monitoring ofcolor-center-induced

absorption showed three distinct dependencies oftransmission on pulse coimt The initial

ratesof colorcenterformation varied by wellovera factor of ten between the matftriais

tested while compaction rates varied byat most a factor offour. Total compaction was

measured using both interferometry andcompaction-induced birefringence measurements.

Real-time monitoring of stress-induced birefringence showed that fusedsilicadengifjes

with irradiation independent ofcolor center formation. While color center formation

saturates in some samples, no indication of saturation of compaction was observed.

3.1 Introduction

In 1993 Krajnovich et. al. atIBM Almaden^ showed that different fused silica types

displayed markedly different color center formation rates and aimealing properties when

irradiated with high energy density (500 mJ/cm^) 248-nm pulses. Only qualitative

observations regarding compaction-induced birefringence wererecorded. Becauseof the

potentially large impact ofcompaction on 193-nm optical system lifetime, weperformed

experiments to bettercharacterize the transient properties of bothcolorcentersand

compaction under UV irradiation.
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3^ Experimental Setup

The 193-nmexperiments described in this chapterwere performedat AT&T Bell

Laboratories in Murray Hill and used a Lambda Physic EMG103 Excimer Laser operated

at 30Hz. The laser pulse duration was approximately 20 nanoseconds. A 2.5mm torture

was used to insure a uniform and dicularly symmetric beam profile. UV sensitive

photodiodesmeasured individualpulse transmission by monitoringpulse intensitybefore

and after the fused silica sample. The E'color center^ has anabsorption peak atabout

215-nm with a half maximum at about 185-nmso induced 193-nmabsorptionis a measure

of E' center formation. Compaction was monitored using stress-induced birefringence as

described in Chapter 2.

The fused silica samples tested in these experiments were Suprasil 300, Suprasil 2,

SV2G1, and Suprasil 311, manufactured by Heraeus Amersil^, and Coming Excimer

Grade 7940. Suprasil 300 and Suprasil 311 are manufactured from the same starting

material with an OH content of about 200ppm. Suprasil 311 receives a proprietary

homogenization step while Suprasil 300 is chemically dehydrated. Suprasil 300 is known

as a "dry" fused silica(OH < Ippm), which have beenshownin the past to be more prone

to UV damage than fused silicas with a higher OH content^. Suprasil 2 and Coming 7940

are both "wet" fused silicas (OH > l(X)Oppm) and were classified as "slowrelaxers" by the

group at IBM Almaden\ "Slow relaxers," have been demonstrated to have a significantly

slower rate of induced absoq)tion relaxation after UV irradiation is discontinued than with

"fast relaxers," like SV2G1. Suprasil 2 and SV2G1 are manufactured from the same raw
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fused silica material, but Suprasil 2 is processed to have higher homogeneity. The

properties of the five fused silica types are summarized below in Table 1 as are the

exposure conditions foreach sample. Itie homogeneity "grades** are ratirelyarbitrary and

are only listed for a relative comparison of the samples with "Grade A** being the most

homogeneous. The energy densities listed in Table 1 are averages, where the individual

pulse energy densities had a standard deviation ofabout 8 nJ/cm^

Table 1

Fused silica sample descriptioiis and irradiation experimental conditions

Material and Length OH content Homogeneitv Average Pulse
Enerev Densitv

Total Pulses

Suprasil 311 (5mm) 1000 ppm Grade A 83 mJ/cm^ lOOOK

SV2G1 (10mm) ICXXlppm Grade B 79 mJ/cm^ 500K

Suprasil 300 (10mm) 200 - 300 ppm Grade A 83 nJ/cm^ 467K

Suprasil 2 (10mm) l(X)Oppm Grade D 77 nJ/cm^ 400K

Coming Excimer
Grade 7940 (25.4mm)

< Ippm Grade AB 79 mJ/cm^ 450K

3.3 Real-time color center monitoring

Figures 1-3 show the dose dependence of Suprasil 2, Suprasil 311 and SV2G1. Data

points correspond to the average of 20 individual pulse transmission measurements.

Figure 1 shows that induced absorption in Suprasil 2, which is proportional to color center

density, increases approximately linearly with pulse count Suprasil 311, on the other

hand, seems to begin with a large color center formation rate, but then the rate decreases

approximately exponentially with pulse count SV2G1, has an enormous initial absorption

loss rate, followed by a small gradual recovery. The "fast relaxing" property of SV2G1
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Figure 1. Transmission through 1-cm long Suprasil 2versus 77(mJ/cm^), 193-nm pulse
count
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Figure 2. Transmission through 0.5-cm long Suprasil 311 versus 83(mJ/cm^), 193-nm
pulse coimt.
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Figure 3a. Transmission through 1-cm long SV2G1 "fast relaxer" versus 80(mJ/cm^),
193-nm pulse count. Duringa five minutepausein sampleexposure, the transmission
superficially returned near its undamaged value. When exposure wascontinued, the
transmission returned to its previous damaged value in about two minutes.
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Figure3b. Transmission through another1-cmlong SV2G1 "fast relaxer" versus
79(mJ/cm^), 193-nm pulse count. "Fast-relaxing" behavior isagain seen as isagradual
improvement in transmission afterthesharp initial drop.
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was observed in a fiveminute pausein an e^osure in Figure 3a. The sample

transmission, which had recovered to nearly its undamaged value, quicklyreturned to its

previous damaged transmission valuein less thantwo minutes aftercontinuing exposure.

Individual pulsetransmission is plotted in Figure 3a at thehighly sloped regions. Figure

3bshows how theinduced absorption in SV2G1 (adifferent testthan thatin Figure 3a)

saturates very earlyin theexposure andthen actually improves with continuing inadiatioiL

The othersamples tested, Coming Excimer Grade 7940and Suprasil 300exhibited linear

color center formation versus pulse count dependence like Suprasil 2. Suprasil 300

darkened abouttwice asfast as Suprasil 2 while Coming Excimer Grade7940was about

ten times moreresistant to colorcenter formation than was Suprasil 2.

3.4 Compaction monitoring

3.4a Transient stress-induced birefringence

Thedepolarization dependence of Suprasil 2, Coming Excimer Grade7940and SV2G1

on 193-nm pulse count isshown inFigures 4-6. The signal inthe plots isthe birefringence

generated ata location near the edge ofthe irradiation region asthe samples are damaged.

Theother two fused silicas show a similar functional dose dependence. Because of the

difficulty in positioning the probe beam atthe same location with respect tothe damaging

beam from exposure to exposure, the magnitude ofthe signals should not be compared.
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Figure4. Pulse Count dependence of stress inducedbirefringence through 1-cmSuprasil
2 fused silica for 77(mJ/cm^), 193-nm pulses. Birefringence ismeasured bydetecting
changes in a polarized He-Ne probe beam.
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Figure 5. Pulse Count dependenceof stress induced birefringencethrough 0.5-cm long
Suprasil 311 fused silica for 83(mJ/cm^), 193-nm pulses.
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All fiised silicas showed roughly the same pulse count dependence of the biiefiingence

signal. Since the biiefnngence signal follows the compactionlevel squared, a quadratic

dependenceof birefringence signalwith pulsecountwould indicatea linear dependenceof

compaction on pulse count For all samples measured, the birefringencesignal is found to

be super-linearbut sub-quadratic, indicatinga slightlyless than linear dependence of

compaction on pulse count More rigorous data characterizing the pulse count

dependence of compaction will be presented in Chapter 6.

o.oo -

100k 300k •400k SOOk

Rulse Count

Figure 6. Pulse Count dependence of stress induced birefringence through 1-cm long
SV2G1 fused silica for 79(mJ/cm^), 193-nm pulses.

Forsomeof thetests, thebirefringence signal actually drops initially followed by the

characteristic near-quadratic increase. Thisdrop is believed to be caused by the initial

cancellation of intrinsic birefringence followed by thebuilding of compaction-induced

birefringence. This phenomenon wasnoted in Chapter2. The real-time monitoring of

birefringence showed thatcompaction in fused silicaforms independent of colorcenter

foimation. In tiie*Tast-relaxing** sample, forexample, thecolorcenterdensity increases to
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itsmaximum atalmost the beginning ofthe irradiation while thecompaction-induced

biiefiringence builds gradually with the exposure and does notexhibit any indications of

saturation. The birefringence, furthermore, never displays any transient behavior resulting

from halting or reinstating anexposure unlike color-center-induced absorption.

3.4b Interferometry measurements of compaction-mduced OPD's

Transmitted and reflected phase interferometry measurements on thedamaged samples

were conducted atComing Inc. using a Zygo phase interferometer'. Afitofthe first 36

Zemike phase terms was subtractedfrom the raw data to give a residual wavefiront

Induced optical path differences (OPD*s) were extracted from die residual wavefiront,

because.themagnitude of the OPD*s from intrinsic inhomogeneities were larger than many

of the radiation-induced OPD*s. Most of the intrinsicinhomogeneities resulted from poor

surface finish as observed in the reflection interferometrymeasurements.

Table 3 below lists the extracted OPD*s from the residual wavefronts. The gross optical

path length increasefrom compactionin the samplesis equal to the net path length

increase as measured from the transmittedwavefrontminus the path length decrease from

surfacedepressions. A bulk indexchangefor eachsampleis calculatedby dividing the

gross optical path length change by the sample length using Equation 1:

An (OPD-AL(n-l))
T- -n '
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where nis the index ofrefraction at633nm (1.46), Lis the sample length, OPD is the net

optical path difference as measured by transmission interferometiy, and AL is the sum of

the front and back surface depressions as measured by reflection inteifo-ometiy. AL is

negative in this notation. The UV-induced reflected wave retardations ftom the SV2G1

and Suprasil 2 surfaces were too small to measure due to significant intrinsic surface

roughness.

Table 2
Measured irradiation-induced optical natfa changes (X= 632.8-nin^

(conditions in Table

Material and

Length
Transmitted

Wave

Retardation

Front Surface
Reflected Wave

RetardationS

Back Surface

Reflected Wave

Retardations

Calculated Bulk
Index (633-nm)

Change An/n
Suprasil 311 (5mm) 0.015X 0.019X 0.018X 2.04 ppm

SV2G1 (10mm) 0.013X *0.0064X 0.0055X* ^.68 Dpm
Suprasil 300 (10mm) 0.045X 0.022X 0.019X 2.36 ppm
Suprasil 2 (10mm) 0.023X *0.01U 0.0097X* ^1.20Dpm

Coming 7940
(25.4mm)

0.047X 0.0064X, 0.004X 0.85 ppm

^calculated from measured transmitted wave retardation and estimated reflected wave
retardation.

^depth of surface trench is equal to 1/2 of this due to double pass.

3.4c Birefringence distributions toextract compaction

After the five fused siUca sample types were irradiated at 193-nm, they were probed with a

polarized He-Ne laser to measure the stress-induced birefringence around the damage site

as described in Chapter 2. Figure 7is atypical birefringence distribution. Figure 8is the

best fit to the data using the three-region stress model presented in Chapter 2. Table 3
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6.0-inm

7.6-inm

Figure 7. Spatial scan with polarizedHe-Nebeam of stress-induced bireMngencein one inch thick
Coming ExcimerGrade 7940due to 193-nm radiation after450,000,2.6-mm, 79 mJcm2pulses.
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Figure 8.Calculated distribution ofstress-induced birefringence from a circular region with 8.1 ppm
unconstrained compaction in one inch thick fused silica.
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lists the extracted unconstrained compaction levels for the five tests using the plane strain

model. The corresponding bulk lefiactive index changes from density increases were also

calculated using a method tobedescribed later inChapter 5 (method 2). Refractive index

changes for agiven sample and damaging beam geometry are directly proportional to the

unconstrained density change in thesample.

Tables
Extracted Compactioii Levels from stress-induced birefringenge distrihntiftm

(irradiation conditions listedin Table 1)

Material

Unconstrained Compactinn
AVA^

*633-nm Refractive Index
Chance An/n

SuprasilSll 19.4 ppm

8

i

SV2G1 6.22 ppm 1.15 ppm
Suprasil 300 16.7 ppm 3.08 ppm

Suprasil 2 11.7 ppm 2.16 ppm
Coming 7940 8.12 ppm 1.35 ppm

The average ratio of An/n extracted from birefringence to An/n determined by

interferometry was 1.67 with asigma of0.25. It turns out, however, that the

interferometiy results presented here gave erroneously small compaction levels most likely

because aportion of the radiation-induced OPD's are subtracted when generating the

residual wavefront Interferometry measurements performed later on the Coming sample

after re-polishing but without subtraction ofany phase terms measured An/n to be 1.52

ppm. Amore detailed comparison ofthe refractive index changes extracted from

birefringence measurements to those from interferometry will be presented in Chapter 5.

The interferometry data as well as the birefringence measurements are believed to be more

accurate for those tests. The fact that birefringence measurements here were able to
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extract achange in relative refractive index proportional to that found with inteiferometry

for awide range of fused silicas and exposure conditions verified that the technique could

be usedto measure compaction.

The stress-induced birefringence distributions ofseveral ofthe samples were re-measuied

days and, in one case, years later and found to be essentially imchanged from the

distributions measured immediately following the exposure. This was astrong indication

that room temperature annealing ofcompaction does not occur to any significant level.

3.5 Material Comparison

Table 4 smnmarizes the transient damage properties of the five fused silicas tested. Since

only modest levels ofinduced absorption are allowed inlithographic systems, a

transmission lifetime isdefined as the number of 75 mJ/cm^ pulses to add one percent per

centimeter absorption. Real lithographic systems have pulse energies in the range of100

times less than those used inthese experiments. Itwill be shown inChapter 4, that fused

silicas with alinear pulse count dependence ofcolor center formation have aroughly

squared color center formation rate dependence ofpulse energy density. It isunclear,

however, how the fused silicas with saturating color center behavior will perform atlower

intensities. Because ofthis, it isnottruly valid tocompare the transmission lifetimes of

the materials with linear behavior tothose with saturating color center behavior. Indeed,

recent results show that atlithographic intensity levels, fused silicas with saturating color

center behaviorhave superiorperformance to thosewhichdo not^
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Table 4

Damage Characteristics Comparison ofFused Silicas

Material Comine 7940 Sup. 2 SV2G1 Sup. 311 SuD. 300

transmission "Life" lOOOK lOOK 150 40K 70K

||k

Compaction "life" 310K 130K 420K 170K lOOK

Color Center Pulse

Dependence

linear linear saturating saturating linear

Color Center Relaxation Rate slow slow fast zero slow

transmission "Life" is defined as the number of75 mJ/cm^, 193-nm pulses to induce one
percent additional absoiption.

Compaction "life" isdefined as the number of75 mJ/cm^, 193-nm pulses toinduce 1
ppm change in relative index of refraction.

The compaction lifetime tabulated above isdefined as the number of75mJ/cm^ 193-nm

pulses to induce 1 ppm change in relativeindex of refraction where the compactionvalues

extracted from the stress-induced birefnngence measurements have been used. An (N *

dependence of compaction has been assumedto adjust for pulse coimtand energy

densitydifferences betweenthe tests whereN is the numberof pulses in millions and I is

the energy density inmJ/cm^. Experimental support ofthis functional dq)endence will be

presented in Chapter 6.

The material with the worst induced-absorption performance, SV2G1, had the best

compaction performance. The ratio ofcompaction lifetime to transmission lifetime varied

widely from sample to sample; a further indication that compactionand color center

formation are two distinct forms of damage. Suprasil 300, a low OH fused silica, had the

worst compactionrate in addition to having the faster color center formationrate among

the fused silicas with linear color center formationbehavior. This result agrees with past
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work which found thatlow water contest fused silicas damage faster than **wet" fused

silcas^.

3.6 Conclusions

Color center formation and compaction appear tobe two separate forms ofdamage. The

ratio ofcompaction rate tocolor center formation rate varies widely from sample to

sample. Furthennoie, color centers show self-annealing behavior insome samples while

compaction does notanneal atroom temperature even after years. The annealing ofcolor

centers is artificial because thecolor center density retums to its previous unannealed level

shortly afterUVradiation is re-applied. Thediversity of responses to UV radiation from

different fused silicatypes is somewhat surprising, because the materials have

fundamentally the same atomic composition andmolecular structure. Variations in fused

silica manufacturing appear toresult in subtle material differences which have significant

effects on their resistance to UVdamage. Although it is difficult to pinpoint thecauses for

thedifferent material responses, these variations are encouraging, because theability to

produce a less UV damage pronematerial seems likely.
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Chapter 4

The Role ofTwo-Photon Absorption andTemperature in Damage

Several experiments using 213nm radiation have been peifonned with the goals of

characterizing and understanding better the mechanisms behind UV damage tofused silica.

The super-linear dependence ofcolor center formation and compaction on pulse intensity

suggested a two-photon damage process. Comparison ofdamage rates at 213nm to those

at 193nm and 248nm further supported a two-photon damage mechanism as the rates

scaled with the two-photon absorption coefficient ateach wavelength. The two-photon

coefficients at213nm for allmaterials measured including crystalline quartz and under all

applied conditions were statistically equivalent, leading tothe conclusion that the energy

dissipation mechanism, inaddition to two-photon absorption, is important toUV damage

to fused silica. Colorcenterformation ratesincreased by a factorof over 100whenthe

sample temperature was raised to 120C while compaction rates only increase byabout a

factor of 4 over the same temperature range.

4.1 Introduction

When radiation travels through a material, there is a non-zero probability thatmulti-

photon absorption will occur^ The second-order description ofthe intensity in asample

as it propagates through that sample can be written as:
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1 A
-Y*^=«i+a2*I (1)

where I is the intensity, usually in Watts/cIn^ ai is die linear absoiption coefficient in cm'*,

z is length increasing the direction ofpropagation (cm), and Oi is the two-photon

absorption coefficient incmAVatts. If die two-photon absorption term were ignored, one

would get the familiar equation for intensity v^susdepth ina dielectric sample:

I(z) - Iq ' exp(-az). Further assuming a small value ofocL, theapproximate total

absorptionin a sample of thickness (L) would be ocL.

While two-photon absorption comprises only asmall portion ofthe total absorption in

samples when the intensity isattypical levels, two-photon absorption isimportant toUV

damagein fusedsilica. This pointbecomes moreintuitivewhenone considers that the

effective energy band gap offused silica is about 8.3eVl Because the photon energies are

smaUer than this (193nm 6.4eV, 213nm 5.8eV, 248nm 5.0eV), two UV-photons are

needed to surpass this barrier. Experimental support for a two-photon absorption initiated

damage process will bepresented in this chapter.

The dependence ofdamage rates on temperature will also be presented inthis chapter. By

characterizing the effective activation energies ofirradiation-induced damage, itis hoped

to better understand the chemical and transport phenomenon involved indamage.
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4.2 Dependence ofdamage rates on temperature

4.2a Color Center Formation Rate asa Function ofTemperature

A temperature controlled container was constructed in orderto characterize the

dependence ofUV-damage rates on ambient temperature. The dependence ofthe color-

center-induced transmission loss rate on fiised silica temperature isshown inFigure 1for

Coming Excimer Grade 7940. The data are plotted on an Anhenius-type scale, which

best fit by an effective activation energy of0.5eV. The room temperature data point was

extrapolated from previous experiments (Figure 5)performed onthesame fused silica

sample type (Coming Excimer Grade 7940). All the elevated temperature experiments

used the same 213nm beam shape and 13(XnJ/cm^) pulses.

112C

2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4

1 OOO/Temperature (Kelvin)"''

Figure 1. Temperature dependence ofinduced transmission loss per cm in a 1inch long
Coming 7940 ^ed silica sample for 130(mJ/cm^) 213nm pulses. The curve fit suggests
an effective activation energy of 0.5eV for 213nm-induced color center formation.
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Itis worth noting that several ofthe published diffusion activation energies ofhydrogen

species infiised silica have similar values to die effective activation aiergy ofUV-induced

color center formation. Wakabayashi^ measures the effective diffusion activation energy

for H2O at temperatures below 400C tobeabout 0.42eV while that for H2 ismeasured^ to

be between 0.3 and 0.45eV. Further leseaich isnecessary to determine ifenhanced

diffusion ofhydrogen species at elevated temperatures leads to the higher UV-induced

color center formation rates.

4.2b Compaction Rateas a Function ofTemperature

The stress-induced birefringence distributions ofthe damage sites were measured with the

"third generation" birefringence monitor several months later. Previous repeated

measurements of birefringence distributions showed nomeasurable relaxation of

compaction-induced stress even after several months, so the time between exposure and

birefringence measurement should not have effected the results. Arelatively large amount

of intrinsic birefringence was present near the damage spots, reducing accuracy. The

213nm beam profile resembled aguassian shape with afull width at half maximum of only

about 0.45nim. Ibesmall damage size and absence of an abrupt transition between

compacted and uncompacted material complicated the extraction of the compaction level

from the birefringence distribution. Because the damage spot and He-Ne probe beam (0.3

mm diameter) were about the same size, the characteristic four birefringence peaks of a

typical birefringence distribution was convolved to asingle peak. The compaction model

developed in Chapter 2was used with the relations that describe the dependence of index
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on densification from Chapter5to extract bulk refractive indices corresponding to the

measured birefringence distributions. The results were listed in Table 1. Values of

0.15mm and 0.30mm were used for ri and Ti respectively.

OPD measurements of the damage sites were also performed both two months" after the

exposures and then after two years'. Because the radiation-induced OPD's were small

compared to intrinsic inhomogeneities in the sample, ahigh pass fQter was utilized for data

enhancement with the first set of measurements. The index changes, listed in Table 1,

were calculated using the extracted OPD's. Because surface effects were small, the

equation (An =OPD/L) was used to calculate the index changes where Lis the sample

length..

Table 1
UV-induced 633iiin refractive index changes in fused silica

at different sample temperatures
(130 mj/cm^ 213nm pulses in 1inch long fused silica)

Temperature Number

of Pulses
An/n

(birefirineence't

An/n (high-pass)
finterferometrv^

An/n

finterferometryl
37 C 65K 135 ddB 29dpB 229 ppB
47 C 56K 295 ddB 16ppB 50ppB
57 C 44K 107 poB 16ppB 47ppB
75 C 39K 223 dpB 29ppB 189 ppB
100 C 15K 143 ddB 43 ppB SOppB
123 C 9K 118 ppB 43ppB 125 ppB

The interferometry results are inherently inaccurate because of the small OPD's being

resolved and the small size of the damage sites. The interferometry data, nonetheless,
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qualitatively follow thecompaction levels extracted from bireMngence distributions. The

use of a the high pass filter seemed to give erroneously low OPD data.

In Chapter 6, itwill be shown that compaction follows An/n =k (NIV'̂ where Nis the

number ofpulses inmillions, I is the pulse energy density inmJ/cm^ and k isamaterial

dependent constant Hgure 2 shows the dependence of k on inverse temperature

calculatedby both the interferometiy and birefiingence measurements. Using the

birefringence data, the value of Kincreases by about a factor of 3.5 going from 37C to

1230 and is best fit with an activationenergy of 0.13eV. Activationenergies of 0.27eV

(high pass filter data) and 0.18eV (1996 data) and are fit to the interferometrydata.

4.0

3.5-

3.0-

2.5-
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2.0-

1.5-

1 .O-

0.5-

O.O
2.<4 2.6

• «c bIrafiinoAnoQ data
A K fntarfaromatry data (hioh paaa filtar)
M «c Intarfaromatry data (lOOG)

2.8
I

3.0
I

3.2
-11 OOO/Temperature (Kelvin)

Figure2. Temperature dependence of compaction in Coming7940fusedsilica samplefor
130(mJ/cm^) 213nm pulses. The compaction determined by stress-induced birefringence
and interferometry measurements was fitbytherelation An/n = K(Nf)°''.
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The temperaturedependenceof damagerates found here agreesqualitativelywith

previous experiments performed by Rothschild^^ at 193nm on Suprasil 2^ In that work,

the compaction rate is shown to increase by about a factor of 4 going from 40C to lOOC

while the color center rate increased by over 50 for the same temperature range. Because

only one fused silica was examinedhere, it is unknownif the temperature dependenceof

damage rates is a material-dependent property.

4.3 Two-photon absorption coefficients

4.3a Material dependence of two-photon absorption coefficient

The 213-nm two-photon absorption coefficient (slope of absorbance versus energy density

curve) was measured for several fused silica types, for fused silica at elevated temperature,

and for quartz. The source was a quintupled Nd-YAG laser (213nm) with an eight

nanosecond pulse length and a lOHz repetition rate. Pulse transmission through the

sample was measured using UV photodiodes while the pulse energy density was varied

from 50 to over 1400(mJ/cm2). Since the beam profile ofthe 213nm beam resembled a

guassian shape, the energy density was defined as the energy divided by the full-width at

half maximum area. A waveplate used in the non-linear optical system which quintuples

the 1064nm Nd-YAG output was rotated to control pulse energy. Since the efficiency of

mixing the third and second harmonic of the Nd-YAG laser is extremely dependent on the

relative phases of the harmonics, a wide range of output 213nm power could be achieved

without altering the beam shape, direction or location. Figure 3 shows a typical
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absoiption versus pulse energy density measurement used toextract thetwo-photon

absorption coefficient

Table 2 displays the measured two-photon absoiption coefficient for severalfused silicas

and for one sample ofquartz. Many of the fused silicas, Suprasil 2,Suprasil 300, Supiasil

311, Coming 7940, and SV2G1 are described inChapter 3. Suprasil P20 and Suprasil

P30 are 'Tast-relaxers" manufactured by Shin-Etsu. The quartz sample has been "swepf.

"Sweeping" is anelecto-chemical process to remove impurities. Thetable shows two

standard deviation limits calculated from measurements ofthe two-photon coefficient for a

single fused silica sample atsix separate locations. All two-photon absoiption coefficients

fall within two standard deviations around a mean of4.3 x 10"^ (cm/MW). This holds true

for the quartz specimen as well which has been shown to be essentially completely resilient

toUV-induced damage^.

0.08-

0.06-

O.OO-ir
O 200 400 600 800 10OO

Pulse Energy Density (mJ/cm®)

Figure 3. Absorption per cm ina 1inch long Coming 7940 fused silica sample veisus
213nm energy density. The slope ofthe curve fitdivided by the pulse length gives the
two-photon absoiption coefficient which was onaverage (4.3 x 10"^ cm/MW).
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Table 2
Measured Absorption Coefficients

of Ootical Maferiak at 213nni

Material Ofe (cm/MW)
Sunrasil 2 (#12) 4.6 +/- 0.9 * 10"*

Sunrasil 2 (b) 3.5 +/- 0.9 * 10^
Comine Excimer 7940 f#18^ 3.7 +/- 0.9 n. lOT"
Comine Excimer 7940 f#26) 3.7+/-0.9« 10"*
Comine Excimer 7940 (#04) 3.9 +/- 0.9 * 10"^
Comine Excimer 7940 (#34) 4.7 +/- 0.9 * 10"*
Comine Excimer 7940 (#34) 4.1 4/- 0.9 * 10"*

Sawver Cultured Ouartz 4.2 +/. 0.9 * 10"^
Sunrasil 300 4.5 +/- 0.9 * 10"*
Suprasil 311 4.6 +/- 0.9 * 10"*
Sunrasil P20 5.2 +/- 0.9 * 10"*
Sunrasil P30 4.7+/-0.9 *10-^
SVlAl (#47)

X

SV2G1 (#48)
X

Comine Excimer 7940 (#18)
T=2ior 3.5 +/- 0.9 * lO"*
T=5fi°r 4.7 +/- 0.9 * lO"*
T=iooor 3.5 +/- 0.9 * 10"

undamaged (a = 0.015 +/- 0.01) 4.7 * 10"

damaged (a = 0.075 +/-0.01)
after 55k, 560mJ/cm^, 213-nm pulses

5.2 * 10"

The two-photon absorption coefficients ofSVlA1 and SV2G1 could not be measured

because induced absorption formed too rapidly. The two-photon absorption coefficient

was not changed at elevated temperatures or after asample was damaged by UV-radiation

as seen in Table 2. Measurements of the two-photon absorption coefficient for aComing

sample gave statistically identical results when probing the sample through both a25mm

and 37mm path, indicating that the rate oftwo-photon absorption is not different atthe

surface of thesample compared to thebulk.
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4.3b The wavelength dependence of the two-photon absorption coefiBdent

Table 3 lists the previously published ultraviolet two-photon absorption coefficients and

the pulse widths used to make the measurements.

Table 3
UV Two-Photon Absorption Coeffidents for Fused Silica

Work Wavelength Pulse Width Two-photon absorption coefficient
Brimacombe^ 193-nm 5 ns 2.0+/-0.8x10"'cm/MW

248-nm 9ns 2.1+/-0.8x10^ cm/MW
Taylor' 248-imi 0.7 DS 4.5+/-2.2x10"'cm/MW
Uu'° 266-nm 30 PS 1.7+/-0.3x10"'cm/MW

Mizunami" 282-nm 3ns 5+/-1x10^ cm/MW
Eva" 248-nm 25 ns 7.8x10"'cm/MW

Tomie" 248-nm 8 PS 8+/-2x10"'cm/MW
Morozov*^ 193-nm 60 ns 1.6x10"'cm/MW

248-nm 70 ns 5x10"^ cm/MW

Brimacombe and Mizunami give data on fused silica optical fibers. Because ofthe

invariance of the213-nm two-photon absorption coefficients with fused silica material

shown inthe previous section, bulk and fiber fused silica are expected to have identical

two-photon absorption characteristics. The two-photon absorption coefficients measured

for pulses in the pico-second regime are generally smaller than the coefficients found with

nano-second pulse widths, indicating that adifferent quantum electronic regime may be

reached for very low pulse widths. Figure 4shows the previously published two-photon

absorption coefficients andthe213-nm coefficient found in this work. Themeasured

213nm two-photon coefficient of4.3 x 10"^ (cm/MW) corresponds well previous results

and the basic trend where the fused silica coefficient increases by about a factor often for

each 40nm decrease in laserwavelength.
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Figure4. Previously published two-photon absorption coefficients. The line shownis a
linearfit to thelongpulse width dataas plotted. The213-nm two-photon absorption
coefficient measured in this work is also shown.

4.4 Damage rates as a function of radiation intensity

Experiments wereperformed at 213nm to determine the dependence of colorcenter

formation and compaction on pulseintensity. As previously described, UV sensitive

photodiodes measured individual pulse transmission by monitoring pulse intensity before

and after the fusedsilicasample. Compaction was monitored using the ''first generation'*

birefringencemonitor where the nearly linearlypolarized213nm beam was used as both

the damaging beam and birefringenceprobe beam. The reflectance off a calcium fluoride

plate placed behind the sample and orientednear Brewster's angle was measured to

monitor beam polarization. Twosamples of Coming Excimer Grade 7940wereanalyzed.
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Thedensity of colorcenters as indicated by decreased transmission through theirradiated

fiised silica increased nearly linearly with total dose at a fixed laser fluence. The rate of

color center formation (slope of transmission lossversus pulse count) shown in Figure 5

followed a super-linear dependence onpulse energy density. Comparison witha fitted

quadratic curve suggests thata two-photon process is thecatalyst forUV-induced color

center fonnation in fused silica.

O 10O 200 300 400 500 600
Laser Pulse Energy Density <mJ/cm® shot)

Figure 5. UV-induced transmission loss per cm ina 1inch long Coming 7940 fused silica
sample versus 213nm pulse energy density. The dotted curve is a quadratic fitof the data.

Compaction rates, as indicated by both stress-induced birefringence and interferometiy,

followed asuper-linear dependence on pulse energy density^^ Because ofthe superior

quality ofdatataken using the '̂ third generation" birefringence monitor with193nm

radiation, the predse dependence ofcompaction on^ergy density and pulse cotmt will be

deferred until Chapter 6.
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4.5 Damage rates as a ftinction of radiation wavelength

4.5a Compaction rate as a function ofwavelength

As seen in Chapter 3, differentfusedsilicasdisplaya wide range of color center and

compaction rates. To comparedamage rates at different wavelengths, one must,

therefore, use the same material ateach wavelength. Because ofthis, tests atComing*^

(248nm), UC-Berkeley (213nm), and Lincoln Laboratories*^ (193nm) all used idratically

sized Coming Excimer Grade 7940 fused silica samples cut from the same boule.

AZygo Phase Measuring Interferometer*^ isused tomeasure the induced optical path

length changes caused by 193iun, 213iun and 248imi irradiation on Coming Excimer

grade 7940 fused silica. The optical path length change is a combined measure of

increased path length due to fused silica densification and decreased path lengdi due to the

formation of surface depressions on the fused silica entrance and exit faces. The net

resulting path length is longer. Figure 6 shows the net optical path length through the

2.5cm samples versus a dose parameter proportional to the integrated intensity squared

within the samples, number of pulses multiplied by the pulse energy density squared

divided by the pulse length. At a given two-photon absorption coefficient or wavelength,

the x-axis in Figure 6 is directly proportional to the total number of two-photon

interactions to have occurred in the samples. The pulse lengths are approximately 11ns,

8ns and 18ns for the 193-nm, 213-run and 248-nm respectively.
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Figure 6. Comparison ofUV-induced optical path length changes in 1inch long Coming
7940 fused silica atdifferent wavelengths. Ata given wavelength, the x-axis is
proportional to the number of two-photon "events".

To compare the OPD formation rates per two-photon "event" ateach wavelength, we

replot the data in Figure 6 to account for the different two-photon absoiption coefficients

ateach wavelength. Figure 7shows the OPD's ateach wavelength plotted versus the

total amount ofenergy absorbed by two-photon absoiption (energy densi^ squared times

the two-photon absorption coefficient times the number ofpulses divided by the pulse

length) at that wavelength. Two-photon absorption coefficients of2 x 10-3,4.3 x ICH

and 5X10"5 (cm/MW) are used for 193-nm, 213-nm and 248-nm lasere respectively.
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Figure 7. Comparison of UV-inducedoptical path length changes in 1 inch long Coming
7940 fused silica at different wavelengths versus energy absorbed by two-photon
absorption ateach wavelength. The line shown is3.5 x 10"^ X(two-photon energy
absorbed)®^.

As seen in Figure7, the inducedopticalpath lengthdifferences from 193-nmand 248-nm

radiation per two-photon "event" are roughly equivalent Differences in the OPD

formation per two-photon "event" at each wavelengthare likely a result of the

uncertainties in the measurement of the energy densities, pulse lengths and two-photon

absorption coefficients needed for the comparison. The 213-nm data lies substantially

below the 193-nm and 248-nm data (by about 2 to 3X). As explained below, we believe

this discrepancy is a result of inaccurateinterferometrymeasurements,possibly due to the

smaller 213-nm spot area.
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Table 4 gives the 213nm exposure conditions and interferometry data. As will beshown

inChapter 5 (Figure 4), total OPD formation for geometries used here isonly a weak

function ofdamage spotsize. So,eventhough the213nm beam used wasmuch smaller

than the beams used in the Excimer experiments, the OPD's can be used to compare

compaction rates.

Table 4
213iiiii Irradiation Conditions andInterferometry Data

(1 inch long Coming 7940fused silica)

EnerpvDensitv Total Pulse Count fEnercvDensitv^^x

Pulse Count

OPD (k =

290 mJ/cm^ 125K 1.05 X10^ (J/cm^)^ 0.0096X
320 mJ/cm^ 120K 1.23 X10"* (J/cm^)^ 0.0126 X
390 mJ/cm^ 52K 0.79xl0^(J/cm^)2 0.0054 X
165 mJ/cm^ 150K 0.41xl0^(J/cmY 0.005 X

Fitting the data in Table 4to aAn/n =T] (NI^)°' relation would give an average value of

0.24ppB where Nis the pulse count in millions and I is the energy density squared in

mJ/cml Extrapolating the temperature data in Figure 2to room temperature, however,

would give avalue for Ti of IppB when the birefringence data are used toextract

compaction levels. Furthermore, alater transmission interferometry measurement^ that

found a0.017X OPD from aspot irradiated by 200,000,130 mJ/cm^ 213nm pulses, also

equates to an Tt value of1. These data and the agreement oflater interferometry results

on larger compacted areas with index changes calculated from birefringence distributions

(presented inChapter 5)suggest that the OPD's from 213-nm radiation found here with

interferometry were erroneously small. Using the temperature data or the later
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interferometiy data point, the 213-nm compaction rate per two-photon "event" agrees

with the 193-nm and 248-nm rates.

4.5b Color center formation rate as a function ofwavelength

Fused silica samples were exposed at193nm and 213nm to characterize the dependence of

color center formation on radiation wavelength. Because past experiments showed that

the color center formation rate ofdifferent fused silica samples varied significantly even

among the same fused silica type*', the 193-nm and 213-nm irradiations were performed

onidentical specimens. Table 5 lists theexperimental conditions under which thefused

silicasamples described in Chapter 2 were irradiated. The diameters of the 193-nm and

213-nm beams used were approximately 2.6 mm and 0.4 mm respectively. As described in

Chapter 2; Suprasil 2, Suprasil 300, and Coming Excimer Grade 7940 fused silica all

showed an approximate linear increase ofcolor-center-induced absoiption with laser pulse

count The absorption loss rates (slope of transmission versus pulse coimt plot) of these

samples are also listed in Table 5.

Tables

Fused silica irradiation experimental conditions and

measured transmission loss rates

Material and Thickness Laser

Waveleneth

Pulse Energy
Densitv

Total
Pulses

Measured Transmission
Loss Rate

Suprasil 311 (5mm) 193-nm 83 mJ/cm^ lOOOK *

SV2G1 (10mm) 193-nm 79 mJ/cm^ 500K *

Suprasil 300 (10mm) 193-nm

213-nm
83 nJ/cm^

197 mJ/cm^

467K

55K
1.40%/(cm»100K pulses)
7.41%/(cm*100K pulses)

Suprasil 2 (10mm) 193-nm

213-nm
77 mJ/cm2

204 mJ/cm^

400K

93K
0.96%/(cm«100K pulses)
5.38%/(cm*100K pulses)

Coming Excimer
Grade 7940 (25.4mm)

193-nm

213-nm
79 mJ/cm^

132mJ/cm2

450K

200K
0.096%/(cm*100K pulses)
0.19%/(cm*100K pulses)
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Table 6 lists the extrapolated transmission loss rates (transmissionat 215nm) for 20

nanosecond, l(X)-mJ/cm^ pulses ofboth 193nm and 213nm radiation. It assumes that the

absorption loss at 193-nmcorresponds to 65% of the loss occurring at the 21S-nm

absorption peak based on previously published E* color center absorption spectra^^ The

loss ratesare alsoassumed to depend quadratically on pulseenergydensity following the

data shown above in Section 4.4.

Table 6

Estimated fused silica traiisimssion loss (at 21Sninl rates

per lOOK. 20 nsec.. 100 m.l/cm^ pulses

Material Suorasil 300 Suorasil 2 Coming7940
Estimated 215-nm Trans. Loss Rate

(193-nm radiation)
3.13%/cm 2.49%/cm 0.24%/cm

Estimated 215-nm Trans. Loss Rate

(213-nm radiation)
0.81%/cm 0.55%/cm 0.046%/cm

193-nm radiation rate/

213-nm radiation rate

3.9 4.5 5.2

The results listed in Table 6 indicate that the color center formation rate at 193-iun is

approximately 4.5 timeslarger than the rate at 213-nm. This is in agreement with a two-

photon damage mechanism because thepublished 193-imi two-photon absorption

coefficient® (2 x 10'̂ cm/MW) and 213-nm two-photon absorption coefficient (4.3 x 10"^

cm/MW) have roughly the same ratio (4.7).
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4.6 Conclusions

The rate of colorcenterformation increased significantly withsample temperature and

was found to follow and effective activation energy of0.5eV. Compaction as indicated by

stress-induced birefringence hada muchweakertemperature dependence. The different

temperature dependencies between colorcenterformation and compaction is yet another

indication that the twoare distinct forms of fused silicadamage.

Two strong indications that UV-induced damagein fused silica is initiatedby a two-

photon process are reported. Firstly, the rates of both compactionand of color center

formationdepend super-linearly on pulseenergydensity. Secondly, the rates of both

compaction and color center formation at different wavelength scale roughly with the two-

photon absorption coefficient at that wavelength.

The large differences in damage rates and transient characteristics between fiised silicas

and quartz, however, cannot be attributedto varying levels of two-photon absorption.

The two-photonabsorption coefficients at 213nmfor all fiised silicasmeasuredincluding

crystallinequartz and under all appliedconditions were statistically equivalent, suggesting

that the energydissipation mechanism, in addition to two-photon absorption, is important

to UV damage to fused silica.
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Chapter 5

Optical Changes from UV-Damage in Fused Silica

Thethree major components to OPD fonnation from UV-damage in fused silica are

surface depression formation; andrefractive index changes from colorcenterformation

and irradiation-induced densification. Refractive index changes from color center

formation, predicted from the Kramers-Kronig relations, are not found tobesignificant to

thetotal index change from damage. Refractive index changes from densification are

calculated using the differentiated Lorentz-Lorenz relation. Index changes from

unconstrained irradiation-induced densification and fix}m expansion resulting from

resistance tocompaction from undamaged areas are calculated separately using the

absolute stress-optic coefficients because refractive index changes depend upon the

method ofdensification (elastic versus inelastic). Density changes inirradiated samples

are extracted from both stress-induced birefringence and surface crater depth

measurements. At633nm, an index change of0.42 ppm isdeduced for a Ippm

unconstrained irradiation-induced densification bycomparing density changes toindex

changes extracted directly from interferometry data. This value is inagreement with index

changes found from other forms ofstress-free ccnnpaction including gamma and neutron-

induced compaction. The dependence ofOPD formation on the sampling wavelength, the

size ofthecompacted area, and the sample geometry for a given level ofdamage is

characterized.
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5.1 Introduction

The true measure ofthe consequences ofdamage on the performance ofan optical

element is in itsimaging performance. Optical Path Differences (OPD's) arcthebest

"unit" for quantifying imperfections inoptical elements. The optical path length issimply

therefractive index ofthe material times thelength, sohaving a measure ofindex and

length changes issuflQcient to calculate OPD's. The sample length change isonly a

function ofdensity changes and the distribution ofdamage inthe sample. Changes inthe

refractive index, on the other hand, are acomplex function ofthe sampling wavelength,

densification level, thesize ofthe compacted area, the sample geometry and thecolor

center density within the sample. While birefringence monitoring is an optical measure of

compaction, it is a measure ofdifferences indirectional stresses (orstrains) at a given

location, notabsolute index change. This chapter will develop therelations between

refractive index anddensity, stress and color center density to notonly allow for

calculations of OPD's from transmission and birefringence measurements, but to allowfor

characterization of thedependence ofOPD formation onsample geometry and

wavelength.

5.2 Refractive index changes from color center formation

Theformation ofcolor centers corresponds toa distinct chemical change within fused

silica. As might be expected,a changein refractive index resultsfrom the chemical

transformation. Becauseof the complexity of the glassystructure, we are unableto

determine the change in index from color center formation based on chemical information
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alone. Hie absorbance spectra ofthe E* color center, however, is well characterized^

Using the Kramers-Kronig relation^, we are able to estimate the change indie refractive

indexspectra from the colorcenterabsorption spectra. The Kramers-Kronig relations are

based on the principlethat the real and imaginaiyparts of the refractiveindex of a material

depend on each other. If either the real or the imaginaiycomponentof the refractive

index is known for all wavelengths,the other componentcan be calculated. If we define

n((o) to be the real part of the refiactiveindexandk(Q)) to be the imaginaiypart, then the

Kramers-Kronig relations are:

= (1)

fe((0)=— pj (2)

where P denotes the principle valueof the integral which essentially calls for integration of

the integrand at all points exceptwhenthe integrand goes to infinity (©* = ©). The more

rigid definition requires selection of the imaginary integrand with phasebetween zeroand

In. The relation between absorbance and theimaginaiy component of the refractive index

is given by the following:

where a(©) is the absorbance and Co is the speedof light in vacuum. We assumea

guassian shaped absorbance band given by the generic relation:

f—(co'-CD )^1
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wheie A is a constant, cub is thecenterfiequency and 1.67 Acd is thefull width at half

maximum (FWHM) of the distribution. Given a 40-nm FWHM band centered at 210nm

(the E* colorcenter peak) anda peak absoiption of 0.01/cm; Figure 1shows the

calculated corresponding change inxefractive index. A characteristic sharp transition

occurs around the absorption peak, where at 193nm theindex change is negative. At

633nm, about a 2.5ppB increase in refractive index is calculated forthegiven absoiption

band.
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Figure 1. Refractive Index Spectrachange calculated for a 40nm FWHM, 0.01/cm peak
absoiption band centered at 210nm using the Kramers-Kronig relations.

It should be emphasized that the use of the Kramers-Kronig relations assumes knowledge

of either the real or imaginary componentsof the refractiveindex for all wavelengths.

Since it is impossible to measure the entire spectrum of either, one must make the
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assumptionthat the only changes withinthe absoiption band are those which are

measured. Other bands from UV-radiation are found for some UV-irradiated fused

silicas^, including peaks at 265nm and 167nm. Furthermore, asmall change in the

absorptionband over a wide band could result in significantalterations of the refractive

index spectra.

Keeping theabove caution inmind, it appears that formost cases, refractive index changes

induced from colorcenterformation are a smallportion of the overall radiation-induced

refractive index change. Forexample, themost heavily darkened sample damaged at room

temperature had less than 0.1/cm induced absorption while having a total change in

refractive index ofno less than Ippm. The index spectra inFigure 1then suggests that the

color-center-induced refractive index change (< 25 ppB @633nm) constitutes less than

3% of the totalrefractive index change (> Ippm) at 633nm.

5.3 Formation of surface depressions from compaction

Radiation-induced compaction within fused silica causes the formation of a surface

depression on the entrance and exit surfaces ofthe irradiated region. The depth ofthese

surface craters are measured using reflection interferometry'*. Table 1lists reflection

interferometiy results for samples exposed to a 3mmdiameter 193nm beam. The

irradiation conditions aredescribed laterinChapter 6.
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Because the surface features are a direct result ofdeiisification, the depth ofthe

depressions can be used as another method to extract density changes. Finite Element

Analysis (PEA) isused to determine the magnitude ofunconstrained compaction required

togenerate a surface crater equal tothe depth ofthose measured with interferometry. As

inthe simulations presented in Chapter 2,irradiation-induced compaction was emulated by

setting the section considered compacted tohave adifferent reference temperature than

the uncompacted material. Figure 2shows distortion output from the FEA program

FEAP^ where mesh distortions have been exaggerated 300,000 times. AradiaUy

symmetric geometry is used where thecenter region is setto have a reference temperature

and coefficient of thermal expansion equivalent toa Ippm linear compaction (Sppm by

volume). Only thetophalfof thecylindrical cross section is shown in the figure. Regions

nearthesurface andinterface between thecompacted cylinder anduncompacted region

are again meshed morefinely to improve accuracy bycreating moreelements in regions

with larger stress gradients. The results from the FEA simulations are listed in Table 1.

The unconstrained compaction level is simply thelevelof initial compaction required to

produce a surface depthequal to the average of the frontandbacksurface depths

measured with interferometry.
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Table 1
Measured Densification-lnduced Surface Depths and Corresponding

Extracted Compaction (from average offront and rear surface depths)

Sample and
Length

Front Surface
Depth

Back Surface
Depth

Extracted (Ap/p)„

7940 spot #1 (25mm) 17.1 nm 13.9 nm 14.1 ppm
7940 spot #2 (25mm) 16.5 run 15.2 nm 14.4 ppm

Suprasil 2 (9.5mm) 8.4 mn 5.1 nm 7.0 ppm
SV2G1 (9.5mm) 10.3 mn 8.4 nm 9.7 ppm

Suprasil 311 (25mm) 27.0 nm 17.2 nm 20.1 ppm

The front surface crater depths were consistently larger than the exit surface, indicating

that the front part of the sample is more heavily compacted than the rear. The magnitude

of the differences in the depths was surprising because absorption by the samples was

generally less than afew percent though the entire sample length. Differences inthe color

of radiation-induced fluorescence at the front and rear of the Suprasil 311 sample

indicated that the composition and hence radiation hardness through the length may not

have been uniform in that sample. The front halffluoresced redwhile theback half

fluoresced green. When the sample was tumed aroimd with respect to the incoming beam,

the front then fluoresced green and the back red. Radiation-induced fluorescence will be

discussed in more detail in Chapter 8.

The extracted compaction levels from FEA simulations of measured surface depressions

are compared tocompaction levels extracted from birefringence distribution

measurements. Table 2shows the extracted unconstrained compaction levels using both

methods. The unconstrained compaction levels from the birefringence data were
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calculatedusingEquation (15a) in Chapter2, (Ap/p)a = 6 K2 (1 - v) /E. Hie K2 values

were extracted using the three region stress model described in Chapter 2.

Table 2

Unconstrained Compaction Levels Extracted from Surface Depression Depth
Measurements and Birefringence Measurements

Sample and
Length

Extracted (Ap/p)afrom
Surface Deoths

Extracted (Ap/p)o from
Birefringence Distributions

7940 spot #1 (25mm) 14.1 ppm 13.6 ppm
7940 spot #2 (25mm) 14.4 ppm 15.2 ppm

Suprasil 2 (9.5mm) 7.0 ppm 10.5 ppm
SV2G1 (9.5mm) 9.7 ppm 10.4 ppm

Suprasil 311 (25mm) 20.1 ppm 22.0 ppm

The unconstrained compaction data extracted from surfacecraterdepth measurements

were on average 13%less than those extracted from birefringencemeasurements. FEA of

the two-region stress model instead of the three region model, which was used to extract

K2 values, mayhaveled to someof the discrepancies. The two methods agreed betterfor

higher damage levels where reflection interferometry measurements arelessplagued by

errors from surface roughness. Fortheirradiation geometry used in these experiments,

the OPD decrease from surface crater formation off-sets less than 25% of the OPD

increase from bulkdensification. Aswillbeseen later, for geometries where theirradiated

regionis a more substantial portion of the totalsamplevolume, the OPD contribution

from surfaceeffectsbecomes moreimportant
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5.4 Non-Uniform Refractive IiHiex Changes from Directional Stress Differences

hi Chapter 2, the simple relation between the difference in refractive indices oforthogonal

polarizations of radiation and the stress difference in those directions was given as:

(n2-ni) =9l(<^2-ci) (5)

where ni and ni are the refractive indices seen by light polarized in the (2) and (1)

direction respectively; Ci and Oi are the stresses in the (2) and (1) directions; and isthe

stress-optic constant which isboth material and wavelength dependent

The center ofa symmetric damage region has, ingeneral, uniform stress and hence the

refractive index isindependent ofinput polarization. The boundary between irradiated and

unirradiated material has non-uniform stress ascan beobserved in the stress-induced

birefringence distributions resulting from acircularly compaction region. Here one could

observe amaximum direction index difference of An =2K2 91 or (An/n)nu« «0.5 ppm K2

(kg/cm^). As before, K2 is the radial stress in the center compaction region. As arough

rule ofthumb, the index change from densification in the center follows (An/n)n«a » 1.2

ppm K2, only about a factor oftwo larger. So, if polarized radiation is used, the effects of

stress-induced index changes at the edge ofthe irradiation region will be nearly as

significant as bulk densification.
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5.5 Refractive Index and Polarizability Changes from Densification

Bulkrefractive indexchanges from density changes are traditionally calculated usingthe

well-known differentiated Lorentz - Lorenz relation^:

An Ap . . (n^-l)*(n^+2)
V-f*"*") S • <«

where n is therefractive index (1.457 at 633nm), (Ap/p) is Ae relative compaction and Cl

is equal to[(Aa/a) / (Ap/p)], Aeratio ofrelative polarizability change torelative density

change. Acomparison ofpreviously extracted values of12 suggests AatCl depends on

wheAer Ae densification is elastic or melastic.

Vedam' finds avalue of -0.38 for €1 by comparing refractive mdex changes to density

changes mfused silica densifled byreversible hydrostatic pressure (elastic). In tests where

fused silicais melastically compacted, however, a valueof -0.19+/- 0.04 for Q is

consistently found for fused silica. Table 3 summarizes Aepublished Cl's and Ae

corresponding compaction meAod for tests where fused silica was permanently densifled

(melastic).
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Table 3
Extracted Compaction-Induced Polarizability Changes
for Inelastic Densification (Q =Act/a / Ap/p) at 633nm

Work £2 Compaction Mftthod
Kitamura* (1993) -0.15 Hot Isostatic Pressing
Shelbv'(1980) -0.22 ®°Co Gamma Irradiation (1 MeV)

Amdt'°-" -0.19 High Temperature Mechanical Pressure
Amdt" -0.22 Shock-waves

Ptimak" (1958) -0.16 Neutron Irradiation
Dellin" (1977) -0.15* 18-keV Electron Irradiation

Dellin et erroneously listed values for £2 of0.39 for low electron doses and -0.25 for

high electron doses. In that work, the authors irradiated periodic strips offused silica with

electrons to produce aphase grating. Refractive index changes were measured by

employing the grid as atransmission phase grating while compaction was measured by

using the sample as areflection phase grating. The values of £2 were extracted by

comparing the extracted index change to the net density change. By treating the index

changes from unconstrained electron-induced densification and index changes from

resistance ofthe unirradiated portions of the sample to compaction as separate

contributors, however, amuch different result was obtained. Dellin*'*, infact, addressed

this inan appendix where heshowed for his geometry that ^ =0.45.f^ when a

value of -0.15 was used for £2 and the two contributors to the net density change were

treated separately. This closely fit his experimental data. Different approaches in

computing refractive index changes from densification will be detailed later in this chapter.
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The Hot Isostatic Pressing method usedby Kitamura permanently densified fiised silicaby

applying atmospheric pressure athigh temperatures. Thefinal density changes produced

by thismethod were stress-free as is thecasewith theirradiation-induced densifications.

Amdtpermanently densified a wide variety of glasses byapplying uniform mechanical

pressure at hightemperature. Thevalue given for neutron-induced densification wasthat

found in the early stages of irradiation. There, Q shifted gradually to -0.30 after longer

irradiations.

Since polarizabilitychanges from stress-inducing or elastic compactionappear to be larger

than those produced by densifications yielding no stress (inelastic), the net compaction in a

UV-irradiated sample needs to considered as two separate compaction types. The first

type is irradiation-induced compaction and the second type is pressure-induced expansion

from the resistanceof the undamaged portionof the sample to the compactionin the

irradiated region. Since there is no well established value of for UV-induced

compaction, the value will be deducedfrom a comparisonof density levels extracted from

birefringence and surface crater depth measurements to refractive index levels extracted

from interferometry measurements. Refractive indexchanges from stresses corresponding

to the pressure-induced compaction willbe calculated usingthe absolute stress-optic

coefficients as described in the next sectioa
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5.6 Refractive Index Changes from Elastic Resistance to Compaction

When only aportion ofafused silica isdensified by radiation, the une;q)osed portion of

the sample acts toresist the distortions driven bythat compaction. The forces and strains

associated with this resistance todensification areequivalent to those which would

develop by placing negative external pressure on a uniformly datngged sample. To

deterntine the refractive index changes resulting from the resistance ofthe undamaged

portion ofthe sample to compaction inthe irradiated region, the absolute stress-^ptic

coefficients will be used. Thestress-optic coefficients give theabsolute refractive index

changes in directions both parallel and perpendicular toanapplied stress. The

phenomenon ofstress producing refractive indices which depend upon therelative

orientation of theinput light polarization with respect to theapplied stress is know as the

stress-optic effect. The stress-optic effect is often referred tointerchangeably with the

strain-optic effect. It isoften pointed out that the reshaping ofatomic orbitals by strains is

the true cause ofbirefringence and the notion offorces orstresses directly causing index

changes is not precise*^. Since stresses and strains are linearly related for elastic

amorphous materials such as fused silica, no distinction is needed here.

Accurate measurements ofthe absolute refractive index change from stress are published

by both Primak*^ and Boirelli^^. Primak uses astatic pressure interferometric technique

while Borelli uses an ultrasonic technique. Primak defines Cias the absolute index change

inthe direction ofthe applied stress (a)and C2 as the absolute index change for a ray

polarized perpendicular to the applied stress. The photoelastic constant is thus given by:
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91 = (C2 - Ci). At a wavelength of546mn, Primak gives average values for% C2 andCi

to be -3.56, -4.22 and -0.65 respectively where all three values were measured

independently. Primak finds avalue at(X =644nm) of-4.19(nm/cm)/(kg/cm^) for C2 and

-3.5 l(nm/cm)/(kg/cm^) for 91. Ci isthen calculated tobe -0.68(nm/cm)/0rg/cm^). At

633nm and with Coming 7940 fusedsilica,Borrelligivesresults whichcan be used to

calculate a value of -0.403 for C2 and -0.101 for Ci. Because Primak tested several more

samples and because his results agreebetterwith the wellestablished valuefor 91, his

values for Ci and C2will be used. Primak*s values fall within the stated uncertainty of

Borelli's results. Using stress-optic coefficient values of-0.7 and -4.2(nm/cm)/(kg/cm^)

for Ci and C2 is equivalent to using Neumann strain-optic constants of0.196 and 0.091 for

p and q. The Neumann strain-optics are defined by: The index change for light polarized

in the direction ofa unit strain isequal to (q n^) and the index change for light polarized

perpendicular tothe strain is (p n^).

Confidencein the validityof using the absolutestress-optic coefficientsis gained by

comparingthe index change predicted by the coefficients and that found for a sample

under uniform extemal pressure. As alluded toearlier, Vedam^ finds that An infused

silica follows approximately -0.33 Ap/p (X = 589nm) in a sample under uniform static

pressure. Primak*s photoelastic constants predict the same result independently. This can

be shown simply by consideringa sample where a uniform pressurehas been applied such

that Gi = 02 = Ga = 1kg/cm^. The net expansion would then be 3(1 - 2v)/E, making Ap/p

equal to 2.66ppm. The photoelastic constants would predict an index change for any
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polarization equal to Ci + ICi or -0.906ppm using likeunits. Symmetry is used here

where the stress in thedirection of lightpolarization contributes an index changeof Ci

while the other two stresseseach contributean index change of C2. The total index

changefor anypolarization is thengiven by: An= -0.34Ap/p,in agreement with the

value found by Vedam.

5.7 Total OPD Formatioii from Density Measurements

5.7a Direct Measurements of Compaction-Induced Index Changes

Interferometry measurements were performed to get a direct measure of refractive index

increases from compaction. The transmitted and reflected phase interferometry

measurements on the (1990-1994) grade fused silica samples were conducted at Coming

Inc. using a Zygo phase interferometer^^. Unlike with the interferometry measurements

described in Chapter 3, the fit of the first 36 Zemike phase terms was not subtracted from

the raw data to give a residual wavefront. Only tilt was subtracted to account for the

inability to align the sample absolutely normal to the interferometry beams. Superior

surface polish^^ made the need tosubtract intrinsic wavefront aberrations urmecessary.

Table 4 below lists measured OPD's. The gross optical path length increase from

compaction in the samples is equal to the net path length increase as measured from the

transmitted wavefront minus the path length decrease from surface depressions. A bulk

index change for each sample was calculatedby dividing the gross optical path length

change by the sample length using Equation 7:
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An (OPD-SL(n-l))
n L-n

(7)

where n is the index of refraction at 633nm (1.457),L is die sample length, OPD is the net

optical path difference as measured by transmission interferometry, and AL is the sum of

the front and back surface depressionsas measuredby reflection interferometry. ALis

negative in this notation. The reflectioninterferometrydata listed in the table are single

pass values. The UV-induced reflected wave retardations fixim the Suprasil 300 surfaces

are too small to measure due to significant intrinsic surface roughness.

Table 4

Measured irradiation-induced optical path changes (X = 632.8-nm)

Material and Length Transmitted

Wave

Retardation

Front Surface

Reflected Wave

Retardation

Back Surface

Reflected Wave

Retardation

Calculated Bulk

Index (633-nm)
Chance An/n

Suprasil 311 (25mm) 0.163X 0.0427X 0.027a 3.39 ppm
SV2G1 (9.5mm) 0.0407X 0.0162X 0.0132X 2.48 ppm

Suprasil 300 (9.5mm) 0.042X '0.0179X, *0.0126X 2.56 ppm
Suprasil 2 (9.5mm) 0.029X 0.0133X 0.0080X. 1.77 ppm

7940 spot #1 (25mm) 0M9X 0.027X, 0.022X. 2.46 ppm
7940 spot #2 (25mm) 0.12a 0.026X. 0.024X, 2.50 ppm
7940 spot #3 (25mm) 0.054X, 0.013X. ♦0.01 IX 1.13 ppm

estimated from front surface and 7940 spot #1 and #2 measurements,
^estimated from SV2G1 and Suprasil 2measurements.

5.7b FEA Calculations of Final Density and Stresses from UV-Induced Compaction

FEA simulationsare used to computethe net densitychangesand stresses resultingfrom

UV-induceddensification in differentshapedfused silicas samples. The net density and
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stresses are needed to calculate the refractive index change resulting from the damage.

The simulations use identical methods and geometries to those previously described. The

constrained compaction is taken as the average final density change along the center ofthe

damage region through the sample. The average stresses along the center ofthe damage

region are also calculated. Simple FORTRAN programs are used to read inappropriate

nodal strain and stress values and to calculate the averages along the length ofthe sample.

Table 5summarizes the calculated average stress inthe z-direction (along length of

sample), constrained and unconstrained densifications normalized for acompaction

producing a radial stressof K2. Thisnormalization is usedbecause K2 can be extracted

from the analysis ofbirefringence data asdescribed inChapter 2. A3mm damage

diameter and 30mm sample diameterare used for the simulations.

In Chapter2, a planestrainassumption was assumed to model the stressdistribution in a

compacted sample. The model predicted that the net density change ina compacted

sample would be [2 K2 (1 + v)/E] where K2 is the radial stress in the center of the

compacted region, v is Poisson's ratio (0.17) and E is Young's Modulus (743 x 10^

kg/cm^). This is 0.47 of the derived unconstrained compaction level [6 K2 (1 - v) IE],

The stress models presented inChapter 2 (assuming plane strain) predict an average z-

stress equal to:

^-v)B AL , 2vE
-2

£rt, the radial strain, is equal to:

(l-2v)(l+v)' L •'•(l-2v)(l+v)®"'
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K.
(l+v)(l-2v) AL

-V- (9)

from Equation (16) in Chapter 2 andtaking intoaccount the radial strain resulting from

stretching theinitially compacted cylinder in thez-direction. Using Equation (15) in

Chapter 2 and following that AITL equals one third of the unconstrained compaction,

(1-v)
AL/L equals 2•Kj •——. Using the known elastic constants for fused silica one gets a

z-stress of 2.02 K2.

Tables
Comparison ofFinal I>ensity andStress in 30mm diameter sample

with 3mm Damage Diameter
(center radial stress = Ki in (kg/cm^))

Method Sample Length Unconstrained

Densification
Constrained

Densification
Average
z-stress

Stress Model X 6.69 K2 (pom) 3.15 K2 (ppm) 2.02 K2
FEA 2.5 cm 6.77 K2 (ppm) 3.66 K2 (ppm) 1.64 K2
FEA 1 cm 6.90 K2 (ppm) 4.28 K2 (ppm) 1.10 K2

Despite predicting stress distributions for samples as short as 1cm within 5% given the

unconstrained densification, the plain strain model is less accurate inpredicting net

compaction and z-stresses for thin specimens. When these quantities are required for

OPD calculations, the FEA simulation results will be utilized to improve accuracy.

5.7c Calculating Refractive Index Changes from Densification

Three methods for calculating (633nm) refractive index changes are considered here.

They are listed inorder ofincreasing complexity and accuracy. Refractive index changes
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from color center formation are ignored here because of their relatively small contribution

to total index changes. No more than 0.05/cmabsorptionis measuredin any of the

samples described in this section which should correspond to less than a 25ppB index

increase at 633nm.

(1) Method (1) calculates by using the Lorentz-Lorenz relation shown in Equation (10)

and the ''observed** 633-mn refractive index changes and net density levels.

fAn") (n^ -1)•(n^ +2) , ,-r •
Vn 6n'

Since this method does not delineate between density changes from irradiation and those

from resistance of the undamaged portion of the sample to compaction, the value of

defmed by Equation (10), will depend upon the distribution of damage and sample

geometry.

(2) Method (2) calculates the refractive index change by using the Lorentz-Lorenz

relation and dividing up the net densification into two components, unconstrained

densifrcation from irradiation and expansion from resistance by the undamaged area to

compaction. Avalue^ of-0.38 for isused for the expansion while Q for irradiation-

induced densification will be inferred from measurements. Hie unconstrained compaction

levels are first extracted from birefiingence distribution measurements by the method
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described in Chapter 2. From those, the net density change will be computed using results

from PEA simulations. The net refractive index change isthen given by:

An^ (n^-l)-(n'+2)
n1 " 6n'(• (11)

where (Ap/p)u is the unconstrained compaction from UV radiation, (Ap/p)net is the net

densification, fiuv isrelative polarizability change per relative density change due to UV-

induced compaction, and Qp is relative polarizability change per relative density change

due to pressure-induced expansion (-0.38).

(3) Method (3) again considers refractive index changes from irradiation and from

pressure as separate components. Here, however, refractive index changes resulting from

expansion due to resistance by the undamaged area to compaction are calculated using the

individual stress-optic coefficients measured by Piimak. Refractive index changes from

unconstrained irradiation-induced densification are then calculated using the Lorentz-

Lorenz relation and with £2 inferred from measurements. When method (3) is used to

calculate refractive index changes from densification, the following expression is used:

An^ (n^-l)(n^ +2)
n

'net
6n'

(l+Cuv)- fAp^ (̂C.+C,m+C,a
Pj. n
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where Ci and C2 are Primak's stress-optic coefficients (-0.07 and -0.42); and Gt and Oz are

the average radial and z-stiesses respectively. Equation (12) utilizes die property that in

the center ofthe damaged region the radial and tangential stresses are equal. The z-

stresses are predicted using FEA simulations using like geometries oftheexpeiimrats and

unconstrained density changes extracted from either birefringence orsurface depression

depth measurements. Ifthe average z-stress was equal to the average radial and tangential

stresses, the sample would be under uniform pressure and method (3) would be equivalent

to method (2) except that it would use a value of -0.36 for instead of -0.38.

The refractive index changes calculated from interferometry measurements listed in Table

4 will be used to extractpolarizability changes for aU threemethods. Table6 lists

unconstrained compaction levels extracted from birefringence measurements andthe

extracted values of from all three methods.

Table 6

Unconstrained Densification Levels Ehrtracted from Birefringence
Measurements andExtracted Polarizability Changes Cl [(Aa/a)/ (Ap/p)]

Sample and
Length rAo/o),, (method 1)

fluv
(method 2) (method 3)

Suprasil 311 (25mm) 22.0 ppm -0.224 -0.296 -0.251
SV2G1 (9.5mm) 10.4 ppm 0.027 -0.128 -0.102

Suprasil 300 (9.5mm) 19.6 ppm -0.438 -0.416 -0.390
Suprasil 2 (9.5mm) 10.5 ppm -0.274 -0.314 -0.289

7940 spot #1 (25mm) 13.6 ppm -0.089 -0.223 -0.178
7940 spot #2 (25mm) 15.2 ppm -0.172 -0.267 -0.223
7940 spot #3 (25mm) 6.58 ppm -0.135 -0.248 -0.203
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Table7 listsunconstrained compaction levels extracted from surface depression

measurements and theextracted values of Q from all three methods. Because good

reflection interferometry datawas notobtained for the Suprasil 300sample andfor spot

#3 on the Coming sample, only the other five sets of measurements are used for that

extrapolation.

Table 7

UnconstrainedDensification Levels Extracted from Surface l>epression
Measurementsand Extracted Polarizabilify ChangesC1 [(Ao/a) / (Ap/p)]

Sample and
Length

Unconstrained

fAO/Dl

Qt
(method 1) (method 2) (method 3)

Suprasil 311 (25mm) 20.1ppm -0.141 -0.251 -0.206
SV2G1 (9.5mm) 9.7 ppm 0.135 -0.060 -0.035

Suprasil 300 (9.5mm)

Suprasil 2 (9.5mm) 7.0 ppm 0.123 -0.068 -0.043
7940 spot #1 (25mm) 14.1 ppm -0.111 -0.235 -0.190

7940 spot #2 (25mm) 14.4 ppm -0.115 -0.237 -0.193

7940 spot #3 (25mm)

Using the most rigorous technique for calculating refractive indicesfrom densification

(method 3), an average value of -0.23 is found for Ui using density levels extracted from

birefringence measurements compared to -0.19 found using the historical datain Table3.

The extracted C1 values for Suprasil300 ("dry" fused silica),-0.39, and SV2G1

(unannealed and *Tast-relaxei"), -0.10, differ the most from this average, indicating that

density-induced polarizability changes may bematerial dependent Theaverage Q, for the

five tests using UV-grade fused silicas was -0.23 with a standard deviation of0.04. When

density levels extracted from surface depression measurements areused, theaverage Q. for

UV-grade samples was -0.16 with a standard deviation of0.08. The polarizability changes
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extracted using density levels extracted from both biiefringrace and surface depression

depth measurements agreed well with theprevious published values inTable 3.

Usingtheextracted polarizability changes from densification, the net refractive index

change from densificationcan now be calculated. Table 8 illustrates the net refractive

index change calculated for different sample and illumination geometries using the three

methods. The net densification and stress levels from unconstrained densification are

found using finite element analysis as previously described. Both Methods (1) and (2)

agree with Method (3), the most rigorous technique, within 10% for most sample and

illumination geometries ofinterest tolithography. Using the results presented in thenext

section, for a thin sample with an illumination diameter equal toroughly half ofthe sample

diameter, the following approximate relation isobtained; (Aii/n)i93nni = 0.27 (Ap/p)u.

Table 8

Net Refractive Index Changes (633nin) versus Densification
(30nun Diameter Sample)

(An/n)iiet
Sample
Length

Damage
Diameter

Method 1

(ft = -0.19)
Method 2

(Quv = -0.27)
Method 3

(Quv = -0.23)
eo (« 30mm) 0.139 (Ao/d). 0.146 (Ap/p)„ 0.141 (Ap/p).

2.5cm 3nmi 0.162 (Ap/p)g 0.163 (Ap/p),. 0.159 (Ap/p).
1cm 3mm 0.189 (Ap/p)„ 0.184 (Ap/p),. 0.183 (Ap/p).
1cm 10mm 0.237 (Ap/p)„ 0.220 (Ap/p). 0.232 (Ap/p).
1cm 20mm 0.263 (Ap/p)„ 0.240 (Ap/p). 0.249 (Ap/p).
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5.8 Total UV-Induced OPDFonnalion for arbitrary geometry and wavdengtfa

5.8a OPD Dependence on Wavelength

The contributors toOPD formation indamaged fused silica all have distinct wavelength

dependencies. Thedependence of refractive index changes from theE* colorcenterband

is shown directly inFigure 1. At193-nm, as opposed to at633-nm, the index isactually

lowered from the E* color center band. The OPD from a surface crater ofdepth AL is (n -

1)AL, sothe magnitude ofsurface induced OPD's follows the (n -1) dependence with

wavelength. The OPD's from surface craters at 193nm areabout 22% greater in

magnitude than at 633rmi.

Directional refractive index changes from stress will scale directly with the wavelength

dependence ofthe stress-optic coefficient. The wavelength dependence ofthe stress-optic

coefficient has been found to follow the same wavelength dependence as the birefringence

ofcrystalline quartz so the 193-nm value is estimated as -5.21 (nm/cm)/(kg/cm^) using*'̂

«(>.) Xo' x'-v (13)

where Xo is 633-nm, Xi is 121.5-nm, Xi is 6900-nm, and is -3.5" (nm/cm)/(kg/cm^).

So while therefractive index only increases about 7% (from 1.46 to 1.56) between 633-

nm and 193-nm, the stress-optic coefficient increases by almost 50%. Unfortunately, no

definitive data exists on the wavelength dependence ofthe individual stress-optic
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coefficients. Primak*^ gives values for C2 and %which show that the magnitudes ofeach

change roughly the same amount over a wavelengthrange between 436nm and 644nm.

The wavelength dependence of refractive index changes from stiess-ftee density changes

is embodied within the refractive index terms in the differentiated Lor^tz - Lorenz

relation (Equation 6). Inserting the refractive index valuesat the respective wavelengths,

one would get the following for the differentiated Lorentz - Lorenz relation:

Ap , . f0A30 633nm
p 10.679 193nm (14)

where the ratio of relativepolarizabilitychange to relative densitychange, is assumed

to be independent of wavelength. While the wavelength dependence of is unknown,

even a 20% change from a nominal value of -0.20 would only cause about a 5% shift in

An.

The contribution to OPD formation at 193nm from color center formation is assumed

small comparedto the othereffectsjust as at 633nm. With this assumption, indexchanges

at 193-nm are then predicted to be about 27% larger than at 633-nm. Both the OPD

componentsfrom densification and surfacecrater formation increase goingfrom 633-nm

to 193-nm,but because the densification contribution is larger, the total OPD will be
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larger at 193-nm. For example, ifat 633nm surface depressions offset 50% ofthe OPD

increase from densification, the total OPD at 193nm would be 29.5% larger.

5.8b OPD Dependence onDamage andSample Geometry

While method (3) is the most rigorous method to calculate refractive index changes from

densification, method (2) will be used here because ofits greater simplicity. The refractive

index changes predicted by method (2) are within afew percent ofthose predicted by

method (3) in general and always so for shorter samples which will be emphasized here.

Ignoring the index changes from color center formation, Equations (7) and (11) describe

the OPD formed from a compacted region for method (2). Given the unconstrained

irradiation-induced compaction, the surface depth and net compaction can be determined

using PEA. The unconstrained compaction level can be considered to be the geometry-

independent result of UV-radiation.

FEAP simulations were performed using a Ippm unconstrained densification where the

sample and damaging beam geometries were varied. Figure 3shows the relative

contributions to OPD formation in a3cm diameter sample with a3mm diameter damaging

beam as the sample length is varied. The 193-nm OPD values are calculated here using

the machinery developed inSection 5.6a. As the length isdecreased, resistance to

compaction by the undamaged portion isreduced and the net compaction increases. The

relative contribution ofthe surface depressions formed, however, also increases when one

considers OPD formation per centimeter ofpath length as the parameter ofinterest. The
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per ccntiiDcter is actually smaller for shorter samples because of the gieater

cancellation of density-induced index increases by surface depressions.

o
o_
o

0.02

0.01

o.oo

-0.01

OPD from Not Compaction
OPD from Surface Depreaalona
Total OPD

U 1 2 3 4.
Length (cm)

Figure 3. OPD formed from densification and surface depressions for a3cm diameter
fused silica mih a3nim diameter damage region with Ippm unconstrained densification.
The net densification and surface depression depth were calculated using PEA and the
OPD's were calculated using Equations (7) and (11).

Figure 4shows the relative contributions to OPD formation for a1cm long, 3cm diameter

optic as the damage diameter is increased. These dimensions are similar tothe

experimental conditions used to irradiate samples in the tests presented in Chapters 3,4

and 6. As the damage diameter is enlarged, resistance to compaction by the undamaged

portion is reduced and the net compaction increases. The surface depression depth also
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increases with damage diameter, however, making the variations inOPD formation only

weaklydependentof damagediameterfor these geometries.
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Figure 4. OPD formed from densification and surface depressions for a 1cm long, 3cm
diameterfused silica samplewith a Ippm unconstrained densification of variablediameter.
The netdensification and surface depression depth were calculated using PEA and the
OPD's werecalculated usingEquations (7) and (11).

Larger diameter optics are also evaluated because lithographic systems have elements

which can be larger than 15cm in diameter. Simulations found that the OPD formation

was nearly independent ofsample length (about a 1% variation for lengths from 3mm to

4cm for a 10cm sample and 5cm damage diameter). Total OPD formation in larger optics

has a stronger dependence on damage diameter than sample length. Figure 5 shows the

relative contributions toOPD formation for a 1cm long, 10cm diameter optics as the

damage diameter is increased. Like with smaller optics, as the damage diameter is
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enlarged, resistance to compaction by theundamaged portion is reduced andthenet

compaction increases. As the damage diameter isenlarged, the surface depression depth

decreases, opposite ofwhat was found forthe 3cm diameter optic. The surface depth

decreases becauseas the damagediameter is increased, the tensileradial stress is lowered

which, in turn, reduces the shortening of the center region brought onbythePoisson

effect

The total OPD in a 1cm long, 10cm diameter optics increases by overabout a factor of

40% as thedamage diameter is varied from 1cm to9cm. Thedependence of OPD

formation ondamage diameter shown Figure 5 can beconsidered somewhat analogous to

thedependence ofOPD in a lithographic elements on the sigma of theillumination systeuL

This is most valid foroptics near the pupil plane ofthe system where thepupil fill

resembles more closely the illumination sources. Theresults in Figure 5 suggest thatas

sigma is variedfrom 0.3 to 0.7, as muchas a 30% higherOPDformation would be

observed for the same amount of dose per area. This, however, does not take into

account the largerintensities expected in optics withsmaller sigmavalues.
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Figure 5. OPD formed from densification and surface depressions for a1cm long, 10cm
diameter fused silica sample with a Ippm unconstrained densiUcation of variable diameter.
The net densification and surface depression depth were calculated using PEA and the
OPD's were calculated using Equations (7) and (11).

5.9 Conclusions

Because the index changes resulting from elastic density changes are different than those

from irradiation-induced density changes (inelastic deformations), the two forms of

densification need to be considered independently when computing lefi-active index

changes. Comparisons of refractive index changes to density changes indicate that

(relative change in polarizability per relative density change) equals -0.20 +/- 0.08,

compared to -0.38 for pressure-induced compaction. The UV-compaction value is in

agreement with index changes found from other forms ofstress-free compaction including

gamma and neutron-induced compaction. This isan indication that UV-induced
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compaction has a similar structural manifestation ascompaction resulting from the other

radiation sources. Preliminary data indicate that density-induced polarizability changes

possibly depend upon fused silica type where polaiizability shifts perunit compaction are

largerfor fasterdamaging samples.

Given the radiation conditions, the net OPD formation for arbitrary sample/damage

geometries andat anywavelength canbe predicted using theestablished relations between

refractive index and path length changes,and imconstrained densificatioiL With this

machinery, data from tests using one geometry and wavelength canbeused topredict the

effects of compaction on theimaging performance ofcomplete optical systems.
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Chapter 6

Evaliiatioii of UV-Induced Compaction in Fused Silicas

Bymonitoring stress-induced birefringence weareabletomeasure UV-induced

compaction rates at lithographic intensity levels. Birefringence distributions

corresponding to relative refractive index changes ofonly afew tenths parts per billion can

beresolved. Compaction rates have a non-linear dependence on pulse count, with rates

higher atlow levels ofcompaction. For pulse energy densities varying from ImJ/cm^ to

20mJ/cm^, the total level of compaction can be predicted from auniversal fluence

parameter: pulse count multiplied bythepulse energy density squared. Thedensification

(Ap/p) for uniform exposures can be approximated as k- ±

10'

N. f lo
T

0.7

where X is the

pulse length (Xo = Ins), Np is the pulse count, Kisaconstant, and I isthe 193-nm energy

density (I© =1tiJ/cm^). When defining dose as the total energy absorbed in the

production of"ionization" events, the efficiency ofUV-radiation ininducing densification

is within 15% ofthat previously found for electrons, gamma-rays and protons. Only a

plus orminus 20% compaction rate variation is found among the (1990-1994) UV-grade

fused silica samples tested. The extracted value ofkvaries from 84ppB to 660ppB for

experimental (1995-1996) fused silicas, asmuch asa factor oftwo improvement

compared to (1990-1994) grades.
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6.1 Introduction

In a production typeenvironment, more than 90 million pulses a daycould betransmitted

through theoptics of a lithographic system; oralmost 35billion pulses peryear. For

obvious reasons, testing fused silica samples fordamage after several billion pulses is

impractical. Because ofthis, experiments were performed tobetter characterize the pulse

count and energy dependence ofUV-induced compaction with thegoal of being able to

uselow pulse count data to predict damage in future production systems.

6.2 Experimental methods

Fused silica samples were irradiated atUC-Berkeley using a Lambda Physic ArF excimer

laser (LPX140i) operated at350Hz. Birefringence distributions were measured using the

**third-generation" setup described inChapter 2 and used toextract compaction levels with

the modeling presented in Chapters 2and 5. ACCD camera monitored attenuated spatial

profiles ofthe beam to insure acceptable beam uniformity. The peak to valley intensity

difference within the 3mm diameter ofthe beam generally varied by no more than 15

percent. The pulse width of the laser was measured to be about 11 nanoseconds after the

irradiations were all completed.
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6.3 Compaction as a fimction of pulse count and pulse intensity

6.3a Experimental Results

Compaction datain thischapter are given in (Ap/p)o, the relative density change which

would be produced in thesample if thesample wereirradiated uniformly. (Ap/p)a willbe

referred to as the unconstrained compaction or density change. Becauseonly a small area

of the samples is irradiated, thenet density change is lessdian(Ap/p)o due to the

resistance of the undamaged portion of the sample to displacements fromthe compacted

region. As shown in Chapter 5, the net densitychange is a function of the geometry of the

sampleand damagearea,but for smalldamage beams is abouthalf (Ap/p)a. Because

different sample/damage geometries are used in this work and in other studies, the

unconstrainedcompaction serves as the best standard description of compaction for

comparison, from which the actual compaction can be computed.

Figure 1showsthe pulsecountdependence of compaction for a singlesampleofComing

7940 fused silica at three differentpulseenergydensity levels. The dependenceis non

linear,withcompaction rateshighest initially. For a fired pulseenergydensity,

compactionfollows the pulsecount to a powerof about0.65 to 0.7. For this sample as

well as all others tested, no saturation is observed.
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Figure 1. Unconstrained densification in Coming 7940 versuspulse count at three
ditferent pulse energy densities.

Evidence presented in Chapter4 strongly suggests that UV-induced damagein fused silica

is initiatedby a two-photon damage process. The compaction levelslisted in Table 1,

however,show less than an intensitysquareddependence.

Table 1

Unconstrained compaction in fused silica after 8 million pulses for

different pulse energy densities

(singlesample of Coming 7940)

Pulse Energy Density (Ap/o)a
1.05 mJ/cm^ 0.138 ppm
2.6 mJ/cm^ 0.684 ppm
12.6 mJ/cm^ 6.61 ppm
19 mJ/cm^ 10.6 ppm
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Given the non-linear dependence of compaction on fluence, this disciq)ancy is not

surprising. To properlytest the intensity squareddamage rate hypothesis, we replot the

data of Figure 1 in Figure 2, normalizing the fluencein the form of pulsecount times per

pulse fluence squared divided by the pulse length. Ihis fluence parameter is proportional

to the number of two-photon occurrences in the sample. We also add data at lower

intensities. All data lie on a single universal curve. Figure 3 expands the low fluence

region of Figure 2 by plotting on a log-log scale. To test the universality of the single

relationship seen in Figures 2 and 3, a different sample was tested over a similar range of

pulse intensities. As seen in Figure 4, similar damage behavior is observed for Suprasil

311.

-9"

15-

o.ee0.28ppm X (N 1^/ x)

1 O-

5-

A

♦ 1.0 mJ/cm^

2.6 mJ/cm^

^ 13 m J/cm®

• 19 m J/cm®

28 mJ/cm®

O 10O 200 300 400

Millions off Puloos X Cm«J/cm^) / Pulso L.onaffh <ns)

Figure 2. Unconstrained densification in Coming 7940 for five different pulse energy
densities versus number of pulses times the pulse energy density squared divided by pulse
length.
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Figure 3. Unconstrained densification in Coming 7940 for five different pulse energy
densities versus number of pulses times the pulse energy density squared divided by pulse
length. Gog-log scale)
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•

13 mJ/cm^

• 19 mJ/cm®

^ 23 mJ/cm®
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Millions of Pulsos x I ®<m«J/cm^) / pulse lengtli (ns)

Figure 4. Unconstrained densification in Suprasil 311 for three different pulse energy
densities versus number of pulses times the pulse energy density squared divided by pulse
length.
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Figures 3 and 4 show thebest fit of thedatatoa curves given by

=K.

' /
(1)

where Nis the number ofpulses inmillions, x is thepulse length in nanoseconds, k is a

constant, I isthe 193-nm energy density inmJ/cm^ and c, the exponent, isequal to 0.66

and 0.7 for the two figures respectively. As suggested by Sandstrom^ a more rigorous

expression for the densification is:

.9 1
= K< jNP'dt (2)

where Pisthe instantaneous intensity in(W/cm^). The integral ofEquation (2) is the

precise measure of two-photon events in the sample. Equation (1)is equivalent to

Equation (2) forpulses with uniformly intensity over time C*top-hat" shape versus time).

If pulse shapes are identical butwithdifferent pulse widths. Equation (1)can be usedfor

comparative purposes.

6.3b Comparison to Other Compaction Studies

AUan^ etal. noted that almost three decades ago Primak and Kampwirth reported^

comprehensive results offused silica compaction fory-ray, protons, andelectron sources.
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There, a 0.65 - 0.7 dose dependence was leported for all threetypes of irradiation as seen

inFigure 5. TheUV-induced compaction results followed an almost id^tical dependence

if one uses the total energy absorbed from two-photon absorption asthedose parameter

instead of total dose absorbedin the sample. For neutronirradiation,Piimak found a

linear dependence ofcompaction ondose. Table 2 lists theextracted dose exponents (c)

found when the previous compaction data was fit to a relation:

Ap/p = AD®

where p is the density, D is the dose and A and c are constants.

(3)

Table 2

Dose Exponent for Compaction Formation firom Previous Compaction Studies

Work Radiation Compaction Fused Silica Dose
Source Range (Ap/o) Exponent (c)

Primak^ neutron, He+, D+

gamma, e-beam
H+

10"® -10*^
10-®-10*^
10-^-10*^

Suprasil
Suprasil
Suprasi!

1

0.66

0.71
Higby '̂̂ e-beam IQ-" -10' Optosil

Suprasil 2
Suprasil 300
Suprasil W2

0.32^ 0.37^
0.59

0.56

0.77
Friebele® e-beam 10'-10' Suprasil 2

Suprasil W2
Optosil

0.64

0.67

0.3
Noiris^ e-beam 10-^-10' Infiasil 0.65*

10-^-10*'
10*^-10*^

Coming 7940
Coming 7940

0.65*

0.70*
Rajaram® e-beam 10"^-10*^ Optosil

ULE*
0.37

0.37
Merzbacher^

Dellin'°
e-beam

e-beam

oorH11
oo

Suprasil 2
T-08

0.5

0.5*
Shelby" gamma 10"' -10"' Suprasil W 0.81

ultra-low-expansion glass manufactured byComing.
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Data for type 3fused silicas are highlighted in the table. The various fused silica types are

described inchapter 1except for ULE which isaTi-doped silica. Several of the authors

also examined glass ceramics^*®* '̂' which are glass-crystal composites balanced to reduce

the coefficient ofthermal expansion. The Noiris and EerNisse work^ is dted by several

authors®'®'̂ ^ as having found avalue of 1for cfor Infrasil and Coming 7940 and the Nonis

et al. describe the initial dose dependence ofcompaction aslinear. Aclose examination of

the data, however, reveals a sublinear dependence ofdensification ondose over thefirst

decade of compaction.

It isinformative tocompare the efficiency ofUV-induced compaction to that found for

other radiation sources. We will assume that for 193nm UV radiation two photons (total

energy = 12.8eV) are used to produce one exciton (bandgap ~ 8.3eV). Consequently the

"available" dose for ionization. Da, is (8.3/12.8) x absoibed dose and isgiven by;

DfMci:i i-uLU 01N('°'"'o»sofUVpulses)i;(mJ/cm^)a,(cm/GW)
12.8 p(g/cm')T(iis)

where a2 isthe two-photon absorption coefficient. Since the published" two-photon

absorption coefficient was measured with pulse shapes similar tothose used here, non-

uniformities in the pulse shape are not accounted for incalculating total energy absorbed

from two-photon absorption. For higher energy ionizing radiation such aselectron beams

and gamma rays we will assume, following Everhart and Hoff", that approximately 33%

ofthe energy is used in exciton creation, thus for electron and gamma radiation:
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D.=0.33D^^^,.j^. (5)

Using this definition for "available" dose, Ptimak^ and Kampwirth's data approximately fit

the form ((Ap/p)u»1.7ppm x (DJ® For three Suprasil 2samples tested, we found an

average k value of0.23 ppm when the data was fitto (Ap/p)u = k x (N x iV

Assuming an 1Ins pulse width, adensity of2.2 gi/cm^ and 2cm/GW two-photon

absorption coefficient", the UV data is characterized by ((Ap/p)a =1.5ppm x(D.)® in

close agreement with the gamma and electron description. This agreement supports an

ionization-induced damage processfor UV, gamma and electron radiation and indicates

that the mechanisms involved with UV-induced compaction aresimilar to those involved

with compaction from other sources.

Radiation-induced expansion has beenreportedin some fused silicas. As mentioned in

Chapter 1, Shelby" observed expansion of hydrogen impregnated Suprasil-W when

exposed to gamma irradiation. This appeared to result from therjq)id formation of SiOH

and SiH groups. Norris' observed modest expansion after low-doses ofelectron radiation

in Infrasil. Athigher doses, thedensity changes in thelnfi:asil sample were almost

identical to the Coming 7940 sample, indicating that the initial expansion was related to

the higher impurity density inInfrasU. The expansion inInfrasil, aswell, was only
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Figure 5. [Figure caption copied veitiatim from Primak and Kampwirth, J.AppL Phys.,
39, pp. 5651] The dilation ofSuprasil at the point ofmaximum damage along the range
ofelectronsplattedagainst the dose at this point; circles, actualmeasurements; round
spots, calculatedfrom themean dilation (bothfor progressive 0.6MeVelectron
irradiations ofspecimen 2883); squares and diamonds, respective progressive 0.3 MeV
irradiation oftwo specimens; crosses, respective single 0.6 MeVirratUations offive
specimens. Triangles are comparative pointsfor gamma irradiations ofend-standards;
the quadrants arefor the respective temperatures T, 25°, 5(P, 95°C. The left half-
diamond isfor 75°C. The line isdrawnfora slope of0.66 (2/3 power dependence).
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observed to initially expand when an AC (pulsed) electron source was used for the

irradiations, showing only compaction with a continuous electron source^. Nonis^ infers

that because AC radiations are more likely to induce structural changes involving

impurities, this isanother indication that the expansion was impurity related. Ruller*^

reported initial expansion from gamma radiation for Optosil, Ultrasil and Suprasil 1. The

expansion presented for the Suprasil 1 sample was ofsimilar magnitude to the

experimental error ofthe measurements (10'̂ inAp/p). It ispossible diat irradiation-

induced expansion is an impurity related phenomenon.

It should be pointed out that past compactionstudies involving electron irradiation have

shown non-linear responses between compaction and the stress fields associated with that

compaction^*^. While such a non-linear elastic response could contribute tothe non-linear

dependenceof compactionextrapolated firom stress birefringence on pulse coimt,the

levels of compaction measured here are several orders of magnitude smaller than those

where the non-linear elastic behavior was previously observed from electron irradiation.

6.4 Comparison of compaction rates offused silica materials

6.4a 15^90-1994 grade fused silicas

Five 1990-1994 gradefused silicasamples wereirradiated; Suprasil 311,SV2G1, Suprasil

2, Suprasil300, and Coming7940. The basicsampleproperties are described in Chapters

2 and 3. The Coming sample and the Suprasil311 sample were 2.5cm thick while the
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othersamples were 1cmthick. Figure6 showsthe compaction-induced refractive index

changes for thefive different materials tested versus thenumber of pulses delivered

multiplied bytheintensity squared divided bythepulse length. TTie x-axis is directly

proportional to the totalnumber of two-photon events within die sample.

20-

15-

1 O-

5-
— •— Coming 7940

• Suprasll 2
-•— Suprasll 311

SV2G1

-♦——Suprasll300

O 100 200 300 -400
Millions of Pulsos x I ^ <mJ/om^)/ pulse length <ns)

Figure 6. Unconstrained densitication for fivedifferent samples versus number of pulses
times the pulse energy density squared divided by pulse len^. Suprasil 300 is a*low
water content" fused silica.

The compaction data in Figure 6 is replotted in Figures 7 and 8 to further examine the

effects of differences in fusedsilica manufacturing on compaction rates. As seen in

Figures 3,7 and 8, the threeUV-grade fused silicas, Suprasil 2, Coming7940and

Suprasil 311, and the unhomogenized version of Suprasil2 (SV2G1)all followed the dose

parameter to a power of about 0.65 to 0.7 and had values of (k) that varied by less than

plus or minus 20% among all samples tested when keeping c set to 0.7. Suprasil 300,
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however, followed thedose parameter to a somewhat lowerpower(0.55) andshowed

higherlevels ofUV-induced compaction within the tested doserange as illustrated in

Figure 8. This indicated thattheremoval of hydrogen from fused silicamayreduce the

sample's durability to UV-induced damage. Thesimilarity indamage perfoimance of

Suprasil 2 and SV2G1 indicated that the 'liomogenization process" used in theproduction

of Suprasil 2 did notsignificantly effect itscompaction perfoimance.

io-

1 -

0.23ppm X (N 1®/ t)° ®® fff* '

• wy'

y''

w

• SV2Q1 1
• Suprasil 2 1

Millions off Pulsss
1 O 1 OO

X I (mJ/cm^)/ puiss Isnoth (ns)

Figure 7. Unconstrained densification inSuprasil 2and SV2G1 versus number ofpulses
times the pulse energy density squared divided bypulse length. SV2G1 isan
unhomogenizedprecursor to Suprasil2.
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Figure 8. Unconstrained densification in Suprasil 300 and Suprasil 311 versus number of
pulses times the pulse energy density squared divided by pulse length. Suprasil is a
chemically dehydrated version of Suprasil 311.

6.4b Experimental fused silicas

Five experimental fused silicaswereexamined withina SEMATECH programto improve

the intrinsic absorption and damagedurabilityof fused silica for 193nmlithography. The

five fused silicaswere Coming 7940, Suprasil311, Suprasil 1, Shin-EtsuX103, and Shin-

Etsu XI03A. Among the differentfused silicas,several batcheswere tested. The samples

were randomly labeledA, B, C, D, and E in accordance with the wishesof the suppliers

and SEMATECH. In addition to the samples exposed at Berkeley, samples exposed at

MIT Lincoln Laboratories were measured for compaction. The Berkeley samples were

4cm X2cm x 1cmlong and used a 3mm diameterdamaging beam while the Lincoln

samples were 4cm x 4cm x 2.5cm long and used a 5mm diameterdamaging beam. The

pulse length used for the Lincoln tests was approximately 22 nanoseconds, twice that for
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dosimetry (intensity measurements) waslessfrequent at MIT, so there may be dosimetry

differences in data from the two sites.

Figures 9-13 plot the measured compaction for the five fused silicas. Different shapes

indicate the different batch types within the fused silica type. Pulse energy densities are

also listed for the Berkeley samples. All the samples tested follow roughly the same K*

2 07

(N * I / T) dependence, differing onlyby the magnitude of theconstantk.
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0.45ppm^(NI®/
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f Batch I (MIT 1 o® pulses)
A Batch II (MIT 10® pulses)

1 1O 1oo
|2# pulses (millions) x 1® (mJ/cm®)/ pulse length (ns)

Figure 9. Unconstrained densification inexperimental fused silica A versus number of
pulses times the pulse energy density squared divided by pulse length. MIT data points
are for individual samples.
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Figure 10. Unconstrained densification in experimental fused silica B versus number of
pulsestimes the pulseenergy density squared divided by pulselength. MIT datapoints
are for individual samples.
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Figure 11. Unconstraineddensification in experimental fused silica C versus number of
pulses times the pulse energy density squared divided by pulselength. MIT data points
are for individual samples.
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Figure 12a. Unconstrained densification in experimental fused silica D versus number of
pulses times the pulse energy density squared divided by pulse length, batches I-III. MTT
data are for three individual samples measured after 100and 150millionpulses.
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Figure 12b. Unconstrained densification in experimental fusedsilica D versus numberof
pulses times thepulseenergy density squared divided by pulse length, batchIV. MTT
data points are for three individual samples measured after 100 million pulses.
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Figure 13. Unconstrained densification inexperimental fiised silica E versus number of
pulses times the pulse energy density squared divided by pulse length. MTT data points
are for individual samples.
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Because all experimental fused silicas and the standard UV-grade fused silicas follow

Equation (1) with similar values for c, we can force c to asingle value (0.7) and compare

radiation sensitivity with a single parameter, k. Table 3 summarizes the compaction rates

for theexperimental samples exposed at Berkeley. Theextracted value ofk varies from

84ppB to 660ppB among all fused silicas tested. The most durable samples examined

show compaction rates with as much as a factor oftwo improvement compared to(1990-

1994) grades. Basic statistics were used to determine the experimental error involved in

the measurements. For tests done on the same samples, a standard deviation of22ppB in

Kwas calculated with 9 degrees of freedouL The standard deviation for tests done on

different samples in the same batch was 21ppB with 8degrees offreedom; indicating that
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sampleto sample vaiiations in damage ratewithin a singlebatchwerenot statistically

significant Clear batch to batchvariations in compaction rates are found for fused silica

typesA and B wherethe rangeof exuracted Kvalues among die batches wasmuchmore

than four standard deviations. Fused silica types C and D show smaller batch to batch

damage ratevariability whiletypeE has batch to batch variability less than threestandard

deviations of sample to sample variability.

Thecompaction levels measured in thesamples exposed at Lincoln Laboratories on

average agreed with the Berkeley compaction data. This indicated diat the universal

relation describing compaction, (Ap/p) = K* (N ♦ iVx)®^, remained valid in the 100

million pulse regime. However, larger than expected variations between the Berkeley and

Lincoln samples were found insome samples, pointing outtheneed to better standardize

calibrationand exposureprocedures.

Tables
Compaction Rates of Different Fused Silicas

(Compaction Data fit to (Ap/p)a = k (NiV x)®*')

Fused Silica # Batches

Tested

# Samples
Test^

K

Mean Range
1990-1994 Grades 3 Types 8 210ppB 170 - 240ddB

Type A 3 3 490ppB 360 - 660ppB
TvpeB 2 3 210ppB 130 - 340doB
TvpeC 5 6 160ppB 120 - 200dpB
TypeD 4 10 140ppB 84 - 190ppB
TypeE 2 4 200ppB 180 - 230ddB
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6.5 Error Analysis

Themost significant sources ofexperimental error arclikely duetodiffercnces in 193nm

beam profiles and errors inenergy density calibration. Variations inlaser pulse length may

also lead toerrors and should be monitored more regularly infuture tests. Complications

inextracting compaction levels from samples with large levels ofintrinsic birefringence

also add to theerror. Because repeated measurements ofbirefringence distributions, even

monthsafter the initialmeasurement, yieldedalmostidentical distributions, the actual

measurement ofbirefringence isnotconsidered a significant source oferror. Using

birefringence distributions toextract compaction levels, furthermore, provides additional

accuracy because the birefringence level follows the level ofcompaction squared. A 4%

error in measuring thebirefringence distribution would hence only result in about a 2%

error in the extracted densification.

Figure 12b, which shows compaction measurements for four different samples ina single

batch of type Dfused silica, illustrates that errors in extracting a k value result from more

than justexperimental errors. The plot shows that despite having nearly identical damage

values after dosed ofNiVx equal to approximately 3,different kvalues arc extracted

depending on the total dose delivered (dose inunits ofNiVx). It appears that not all

samples exactly follow an (NiV dependence, but rather NiVx to adifferent exponent.
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6.6 Conclusions

Birefringence monitoring iscapable ofmeasuring thecompaction-induced birefringence

distribution invery lightly damaged samples. The ability tomeasure low compaction

levels enables the characterization of compactionat low fluences. The total unconstrained

UV-induced density changes (Ap/p) can be^proximated asK* (N * iVx)° ' where Nis

the number ofpulses, Kis a constant, xis the pulse length, and I is the 193-nm energy

density. This behavior isconsistent widi previous compaction studies using electron beam

and gamma radiation if one uses the total energy absorbed from two-photon absorption as

the dose parameter,suggestinglike densification mechanismsfor all forms of radiation.

Using the measured compaction dependence onpulse count and intensity, one cannow

properly scale higher energy density tests to predict damage rates of materials at lower

fluences. The differences found in compaction rates between different fused silicas is

encouraging in that it indicates that more durable materials can bedeveloped.
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Chapter 7

The Effectsof Compaction on Lithographic Imaging

A model optic was evaluated for itssusceptibility tocompaction damage. phase

aberration terms from compaction inelements near thepupil plane of thesystem were

calculated using Fourier optics while aberrationsfrom otherelements were estimated

using ray-tracing. Significant distortion and focal shifts attheedge of theimage field were

predicted from simulations for only a 0.05A, total RMS compaction-induced wavefront

aberration. System lifetime was calculated using a compaction scaling ruleof An/n =

24ppB X(N *loV is the pulse count in millions, Tis the pulse length in

nanoseconds and lo is the 193-nm energy density in (mJ/cm^)). Lifetime was found to

depend strongly onillumination conditions, image field size, and wafer plane intensity.

Lifetimes increased substantially for systems with less source coherence and lower wafer

plane intensities.

7.1 Introduction

Lithography steppers andhavebeen predominantly historically **refiactive" designs where

all the focusing and beam shaping havebeenachieved byrefractive lenses. The bandwidth

or rangeof allowable optical wavelengths withacceptable imaging of all-refractive

systems is enlarged by "colorcorrection" achieved byusing multiple optical materials with

different magnitudes ofdispersion or(An/AX). This allows fortheuse of positive and

negative lenscombinations which still haspositive focusing power after canceling
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dispersion^ At193mn, however, only fused silica has enough transmission, surface

qualityand homogeneity at this timeto be usedas an opticalmaterial, makingchromatic

compensation by use of multiple materials impossible. The dispersion of the refiiactive

index at 193nm, furthermore, is more than three times worse than at 248iun and five times

worse than at 365nm, additionallyreducing the allowed bandwidth. Recently, a

catadioptric design has been patented^ which greatly enlarges the allowed system

bandwidthby using a dielectricaspheiicalmirror to performa portion of the system

positivefocusing. The mirroris inserted into the opticalpathof the systemby use of a

beam-splittercube as seen in a typicalcatadioptric designshownin Figure 1. The design

has additional advantagesof being less sensitiveto changes in ambient temperatureand

pressure. Because of the advanced state of the design of this optic and its attractiveness, it

has been chosen as the model for this study.

Production quality lithographic steppers and scaimers are complex, containing dozens of

optical elements and at least a half meter of optical path length through fused silica. This

dissertationwill present a prediction of the effectsof compaction on imaging based on

approximations of intensity distributions within the optics of a model by use of Fourier and

Statistical optics. Ray-tracingwill also be utilized to estimate the aberrationsproduced by

a defined compacted region within the model system.
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Forthis analysis wewill assume anoptimistic compaction susceptibility given by(Ap/p)a =

0.15ppm X(N *loV t)°^where Nis the pulse count in millions, t is the pulse length in

nanoseconds and lo isthe 193-nm energy density in(mJ/cm^). Using method (2) presented

in Chapter5 for calculating refractive indexchanges from damage and assuming net

density change equal to 80% of the unconstrained compaction,one finds (An/n)i93 =

40ppB X0^*loV Since the partial cancellation ofcompaction-induced OPD's by

surface depressionformationis not directlyaccountedfor in this analysis,we use an

smaller "effective** damage rate to account for compaction-induced shorteningof the

elements in the system. Assuming that the net OPD is 60% (due to partial cancellation of

OPD*s from surfacedepressions) of the OPD predictedby refractiveindex changes alone,

we use an effective (An/n)i93 equal to24ppB x (N *loV xf'̂ for this modeling.

7.2 Model Catadioptric System

A model optical system was used to evaluate the effects on imaging of compaction. The

model system, shown in Figure 2, is a simplificationof a catadioptric system. The optical

diagram shows the beam-splitter **unfolded** and the aspheiical mirror modeled by a thin

lens. Focal lengths, spacings between elements, and bulk material sizes were selected to

best emulate ray-paths within the actual system. The model system has a four times

reduction, a 4mm working distance, a 5 by 26mm field size, and is capable of being

operated with a numerical aperture of 0.6.
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The compaction damage rate at any element in such an optic depends strongly on the

"tilling" of the element by the opticalenergypassingthrough. From the compaction

scaling rule presented in Chapter 6, the magnitude of the damage is proportional to

(intensity)* i.e., (l/(beam diameter)) '̂̂ . But the impact ofthe damage depends also on

the path length of rays leaving the element going to the image plane. Elements near the

pupil are very sensitive to damage, but because of lower intensity, are damaged relatively

little. Elements near the wafer, because ofhigh intensity, are damaged more severely, but

do not play as key a role in imaging. A Fourier analysis is used to evaluate compaction in

elements near the pupil plane while ray-tracing is used to evaluate the effects of

compaction in elements near the wafer.

7.3 Damage in Elements near the Pupil Plane

7.3a Calculation of intensity at pupil plane using Fourier optics

Most lithography tools are used with numerous reticles over their lifetime and even over

the course of a single day. At first glanceit might appear that the intensitydistribution

within the system optics would signiticantlychange from reticle to reticle and hence make

the prediction of the damage profile in the opticsexcessivelycomplex. However, through

much of the optics (near the pupil plane) the intensity follows more closely the spatial

frequency distribution of the objectbeingimaged thanthe objectitself. This fact will be

utilized to predict the intensity within the optics of a generic system nearthe pupilplane.
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In anidealimaging system, theexitpupil limits theangular frequency of thewaves which

compose theimage. In a complex system, the pupil planes do notnecessary correspond to

thelocation ofa physical £q)erture. Theeffective pupil planes, however, givethelocation

so as to apply theFraunhofer diffraction formula toan imaging system. In a lithography

system, it is a requirement to have thequality of theimage to beuniform across dieimage

field. To achieve this, theallowed angular frequencies mustbe uniform across thig field.

This therefore requires theintensity at thepupil plane orangular friequency filter of the

system to beindependent of location in theimage field. In other words, theintensity at

the pupilplane onlydepends on thespatial frequencies of the objectand illumination, not

on the location of anyparticular partof theimage within thecomplete image field.

Figure 3 is a diagram of a simplified optical system which will be used to calculate the

mutual intensity at the pupil plane. Note, thateventhough the focal planeof the

condenser lens is not at thepupil plane, thepupil plane is theplane where onegets the

Fourier transform of the object whenusing spatiallycoherentillumination. In fact, as

shown by Goodman^, the Fourier transform always appears in the plane where the source

is imaged. It should bestressed thatthis statement is only valid forfullspatial coherence

or full spatial incoherence. In the case of partial coherence, a strict Fourier transform

plane is not produced in general.
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Condenser Lens

(a, P)

Source

(X, y)

\iu

Object/Mask

Entrance

Pupil Plane
I

(t'H)
Figure 3. Simplified illumination system forcalculation of mutual intensity at exitpupil
plane. The source is imaged onto the pupil plane by the condensor lens.

Figure 4. Calculated pupil planeintensity for anobject with 0.1 Sum periodic lines and
spaces. Thesigma of thesystem is 0.5, thenumerical aperature is 0.6, and the wavelength
is 193nm.



Usingthe aboveconcepts, if an objectwere illuminated by a coherentpoint source, the

intensity distribution at the pupil would simply be the Fourier transform of the reticle

squared. If an illumination sourceof a partially coherentlithography systemis

approximatedas a collection of independentcoherent input sources, it is intuitive to

predict that the pupil intensitydistribution wouldbe givenby the convolutionof the

source and the transform of the reticle squared. This is derived below.

The coordinate systems to be used in this section defined are defined in Figure 3. The

light source is assumedto be quasi-monochromatic and to have a small enough coherence

area to be considered spatially incoherent In practice, such a source can be produced

using a diffiiser or ''fish-eye** lens array when the diffusing elements are very small Under

this approximation, the mutual intensity at the source will be taken as:

J,(A(x,Ap)=K*6(Aa,AP) (i)

where Kis the source intensity and5 represents a deltafunction. Throughout this section

the a paraxial approximation will beapplied to the Van Cittert-Zemike theorem^ so thatits

form that will be applied here is:

2n
•[*2 •t+yj •ni -*i •^1 - yrni]) • <*52 •''nr <#02 (2)
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1Cwhere z is the propagation distance and t|f equals t—[(jCj + yl) - (x^ + Using the
A»* z

Van Cittert-Zemike theorem for propagation ofmutual intensity the mutual intensity

impinging upon thecondenser lensis given as:

Ji(.Xt.yi,X2,y2) = +y|)- (af+)]} (3)

wherezi is the sourcecondenser lens spacing, and 3 is thescaledFouriertransform of the

source evaluated at the spatial frequencies or

(f*»P) • ~ AyP ]}*da'dp . Ax equals (X2 - xi). Thecondenser lens

and object (reticle) modify the mutual intensity bydirect phase and amplitude shifts. The

mutualintensity exitingthe objectis givenby:

J„'=J, •|p.(x,y)p t,(x„y,) t,(xj,yj)-exp{j^[(x^+y^)-(xf +yf)]} (4)
where Uis the object amplitude transmission function, f is the focal length ofthe

condenser lens, and Pc(x, y) is the complexlens transmission fimction. Here it is assumed

that incident mutual intensity was narrow in (Ax, Ay) sothat Pc(xi, yO • Pc(x2, y2)' could

be approximated as IPc(x, y)P. The condenser lens will be assumed to be large enough so

that this term can be ignored. The pupil plane mutual intensity isfound by applying the

Van Cittert-Zemike theorem again:
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(4—+>"?)-{*?+y?)l)•A / Zi Zi

Ax Ay 2tc

where K* groups together constant terms. Theexpression is simplified bynoting that the

firstexponential reduces to unity when thepupil plane is at the image plane of the source.

The intensity at thepupil plane is themutual intensity reduced to a singlepointand is now

given as:

=K'JJ JJ

2n•expU'jJj^ [(Xj-A:,)-4 +(y2-)>,)-ii)}«d*, iixi <fy, <fyj (6)

Expanding all terms and usingthechangeof variables (a*, p') = (zi/zi) * (a, P) this

equation becomes:

JJJJJJ /,(a', p')•r,(jc„ y,) • >2) •
2%

•expiy—• [(aCj - +a')+(y2 - y,)•(n + P ')]) • <fa '-dp 'i*, •dXj •dy, •dyj (7)

Rearrangement of the integration order gives:
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/,(§ ,11) =K-JJ da'd^ ••/,(ap •) •

+a')+)',-(n+ P')]}•

•<(y2 •'<.(*2.3'2)*expO'̂ -[*2 -(^ +«')+y2-(n+P')]} (8)

By definition of the Fourier transform this is simply:

/,(^,T1) =K"Jl</a'dp'•/.(a'.P(9)
' Az, Az, ' Az,

Using the definition of convolution this becomes:

(10)

where thesymbol ®, denotes theconvolution function, andIp(^, Ti) is the geometric optics

projection of the source onto the pupil. Equation 10 is equivalent to the convolution of

the (Z2/Z1) magnified source with the squared magnitudeof the transform of the object

transmission function.
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Sigma is generally defined as the ratio ofallowed spatial ftequencies by the illumination to

those allowed by the imaging optics. In this geometry ofFigure 3, the sigma ofthe system

isequal to zi/zi multiplied by the ratio ofthe source to entrance pupil radii. This isfound

easily by noting that the half spread ofangles incident upon the object at any point is

approximately ((x+ Ra)/zi) - (x/zi) or R/zi, where R, is theradius of the source.

Likewise, the allowed angular spread atthe pupil isRp/z2.

Figure 4shows asample intensity distribution atthe pupil plane for a 193-nm system with

asigma of0.5 and a reticle with 0.18um periodic lines and spaces. For an NA of0.6, the

center ofthe first diffracted orders are at0.90 ofthe radial distance to the pupil cutoff as

calculated by:,

F„.i=X/(P*NA) (11)

whereP is the mask period, 0.36um in this case.

The normalized one dimensional transform ofaperiodic line and space mask is equal to:

where nis an integer, Wi is the line width and w, is the space width. Squaring the

magnitude thetransform one finds theintensity of thefirst diffracted orders to be
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approximately 0.41 that of the zero or undiffracted order. For apattern with equal line

and space dimensions, the second diffracted order falls on the first zero ofthe sine

envelope. As seen in Figure 4. parts of the first diffracted orders overlap the DC order

whae other parts are cutoff by the NA ofthe system. TTie other diffracted orders are

completely cut off by the finite NA of the system. Reticles used in production, of course,

contain many types of features with awide spectrum ofspatial frequencies. While the

spectra will vary from mask to mask, the consistent feature among almost all pupfi plane

intensity patterns for systems with conventional illumination will be apeak intensity at the

center of the pupU resulting from contributions from the zero order and low frequency

diffracted orders.

Figure 5shows ageneric mask with several feature types including periodic lines and

spaces of different pitch and period, isolated lines, contact holes ofdifferent sizes, and

elbow and straight interconnect lines. The mask is predominantly transparent, with only

30.55% ofthe surface being opaque. Figure 6shows the FFT ofthis mask as calculated

by Matlab. The DC spatial frequency component dominates the spectrum, being nearly

ten times larger than any other frequency component. Figure 7shows the convolution of

the FFT squared with acircular source with asigma of 0.5. The intensity pattern

resembles the clear field pattern which would simply be the int^isi^ distribution ofthe

source. Figure 8shows the calculated intensity pattern at the pupil for the same reticle but

with an annular illumination source with an outer sigma of0.7 and an inner sigma of 0.5.
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Figure 5. Generic reticle used for pupil plane intensity calculations. The smallest size of
any feature is 0.18um.

Figure 6. Twodimensional Fourier transformof generic mask.
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Figure 7. Calculated pupil plane intensity with generic reticle and a sigma of 0.5, NAof
0.6, andwavelength of 193nm. Intensity is in arbitrary units and thepupil edge corre
sponds to the circle where the intensity falls to zero.

Figure8. Calculated pupil plane intensity with generic reticle andan annular illumination
source with an inner sigma of0.5 and an outer sigma of0.7, NA of0.6, and wavelength of
193nm.



Again, the intensitypattern follows closely the source intensitydistribution. In both cases,

relatively little energy is contained in the diffracted orderscomparedto the undiffracted

DC component of the distribution. It appears, therefore,that the intensitydistributed at

the pupil does not have a strong dependenceon the reticle used, only on the illumination

source. This fact makes the task of predicting the long termeffectsof compaction in

elementsnear the pupilmore reasonable sincethe precisemask pattens beingused are not

needed to calculate pupilplaneintensities. The roleof themaskfor suchelements is only

an attenuatorwhosevalue is approximately equal to the ratio of dark pattem area to total

area on the reticle.

7.3b Aberratioiis from Pupil Plane Compaction

Given the intensity at the pupilplane,it is straightforward to calculate to system

aberrations inducedfrom compaction in elements near the pupil plane. From the

compaction scaling rule presentedin Chapter 6, the compactiondistribution is

proportional to the intensitydistribution to the 1.4 power. The phaseaberration

distribution is therefore thepupilplaneintensity distribution to the 1.4power. The first

seven radially symmetric Zemike^ aberration terms are fit to the previously calculated

intensity distributions to the 1.4powerfor thethreeillumination sources and the generic

reticle. Zemike polynomials serveas a usefulmethodfor describing aberrations, because

the sum of the magnitudes of the normalized Zemike coefficients is the total RMS

aberration in the system due to the property that the polynomials are orthonormaL Table

la lists the Zemike aberration termscalculated for compaction after 1 billion pulses (x =
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1Ins) atthe pupil plane with apeak intensity ofl-mJ/cm^ and an optical path length

through fused silica of30cm.

Table la

Induced wavefront aberrations* in waves (k = 193nni) from compaction
in elements near the pupil plane for single beam pass

(30cm total path lengdi)

Zemike Term Aberration Type a = 0.5

Q
II

o

0=0.5-0.7

1 Piston 0.38 X 0.64 X 0.34 X
V3(2p'-l) Defocus -0.40 X -0.57 X -0.14 X

V5(6p^-6p'+l) Spherical 0.27 X 0.03 X -0.25 X
V7(20p®-30p'' +12p'-l) 2nd Spherical -0.02 X 0.16 X 0.29 X

Z1higher order termsl Higher Spherical 0.12 X 0.01 X 0.34 X

assumes 1 billion pulses (] Ins)with peak pupil plane intensity of 1-mJ/cm^

For a givenimagepattem, aberrations at the pupil planeeffectthe imaging of all pointsin

the imagefield equally. The defocus induced from compaction near the pupilplaneis

easily removed from a lithography system by adjusting the waferposition. Pistondoes not

effectimaging. The sumof themagnitudes of the remaining aberrations C*uncorrectable"

aberrations) which effectimaging are0.41A,, 0.20X and 0.88X for (a = 0.5), (a= 0.7) and

aimular illumination cases respectively. Despite having thesamepeakpupilplane

intensity, themagnitude of the total '*uncorrectable** phase aberrations varied byovera

factor of fouramong the three illumination sources. The (a=0.7) caseproduces the least

uncorrectable aberrations because thephase distribution resulting from thecompaction

associated witha (a = 0.7)**fi11ing" of the pupil mostclosely follows the phasedistribution

corresponding to defocus.
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Since all lithography systems have a large amount of optical pathnearthe pupil plane, it is

worthwhile to predictsystemlifetimelimitedby pupil planecompaction alone. We define

lifetime as thetime to induce 0.05X total RMS phase aberrations (notincluding defocus or

piston). It will be demonstratedlater that this level of damage substantiallyeffects image

fidelity. To predict lifetime for a system with conventional illumination, we first estimate

the pupil plane intensity by the followingequation:

'•wafer *•^f ' *^p(r
7C.(oD^/2)2.T^,

^ -wucr -pw

where Wer is the clear field wafer plane pulse energy density, is the mask pattern

transmission, Tpw is the transmission from the pupilplaneto the waferplane,Afis the area

of the imagefield and Dpp is the pupilplanediameter.

System lifetime will be calculated using an optimisticcompaction scaling rule of An/n =

24ppB X(N * loV (N isthe pulse count inmillions, xisthe pulse length in

nanoseconds and lo isthe 193-nm energy density in(mJ/cm^)). As explained inthe

introduction to this chapter, this compactionscaling rule is analogous to assuming a

densification rate of(Ap/p)u =O.lSppm x (N ♦ loV x)° ^ A10(X)Hz laser fires over 86

million pulseperday (~32billion peryear). Using thispulserate, thepreviously described

compaction scaling, and assumingthat 50 pulses per field are required for a uniform
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exposure (resist sensitivity equals 50 W), tbe lifetime limited by pupil plane compaction

for a systemis given as follows:

Lifetime = f-^1-Ulnsj
50mJ/cm^

Pc='

''1.3cm'^ ,0.7;
V

pp

Ar

f 30cm^

t L J 15cm

I.1 years --- (a=0.5)

II.5 years --- (<t=0.7)

.0.33 years — (a= 0.5-0.7).

(t^/ojs)'-
u.Bttk *^eff

(14a)

where Lis the optical path length through fused silica and J© is the resist sensitivity. is

the usage efficiency ofthe system which, by definition, isless than one.

The (a=0.5) "filling" not only produces aphase distribution corresponding to higher

levels of uncorrectable aberrations than the (o =0.7) case, but also produces ahigh pupil

plane intensity (for agiven wafer plane intensity); resulting in the large difference between

the lifetime predictions for the (a=0.5) and (a=0.7) cases. We wiU extend our analysis

next to emphasize the effects of damage on the model system where 'Tolding" of the beam

path and damage in elements near the wafer plane (much higher intensity) reduce the

above lifetime predictions. While the effects on lifetime from optical path "folding" and

damage in elements close to the image plane depend upon the specific design ofasystem,

the above analysis is applicable to almost any lithographic tool and can be considered a

"best-case" prediction.
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7.3c The effects ofpath 'folding" onsystem damage

In our model catadioptric system, the beam path is 'folded" by abeam-splitting cube

which ispositioned near the pupil plane. Because ofthe 'folding" ofthe beam atthe

center ofthe cube and the reflection ofthe beam back through the cube, the intensity

distribution is less unifonn than suggested by Figure 2. In fact, as illustrated in Figure 9,

some areas ofthe cube will have three passes ofthe beam while others will have only one.

We may approximately model this multi-padi effect on damage by passing various rays of

the single pass intensity distribution (Figure 7) through the beam-splitter, keeping track of

distance traversed inthe IX, 2X, and 3X intensity regions. To calculate the phase errors

introduced by the beam-splitter, thedamage-effective distribution wasfound for various

rays ranging from the chief ray tothe extreme rays. The phase error isproportional tothe

intensity to the 1.4powertimesthe pathlength.

The polarization ofthe beam is rotated by 90 degrees after adouble pass through a

quarter waveplate positioned infront of the aspheiical mirror. Because thepolarization of

the second pass through the beam-splitter is orthogonal tothe initial pass it is not

immediately apparent that the intensity in the cross-over region issimply two orthree

times thatof a single pass. Bykeeping track oftheelectric fields this, however, canbe

shown in a straightforward manner. The electric field ofthe input beam, thebeam after
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reflection off the beam-splitter, and after output beam can be represented as follows:

ij =£,. z•expQXAy-mr)] (15a)

f2 = •z.explj(kx - ©r+<|) (r))] (I5b)

^3 =^4, y-expL/Cfof+wr+e(0)] (15c)

where <|> and 6 are random phase differences accounting for the fact that the temporal

coherence length ofthe beam is much shorter than thepath lengths between the

overlapping beams. The intensity issimply the time average ofthe squared electric field

or:

(16)
i r

where T is theperiod. Applying Equation 16to thecenter "3X"region in thecubeone

finds:

I=i E„'{1+ {exp[j(kx-(at+(|)(t))]+exp|j(ky -mt)]}*
T

{exp[j((i» - kx- (|>(t))]+exp[j(fflt - ky;]})dt. (17)

This simplifies to the following:

I=JE/{3+exp[j(kx- ky+(|i(t))]+exp[j(ky- ky- (|»(t))] )dt (18)
T

Integrating the above yields simply 3Eo^ or three times the single pass intensity.
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The effective damage distribution was fitby Zernike phase aberration terms byfirst

separating the compaction distribution into four components. Hiefirst component was

that ofthe single pass intensity distribution tothe 1.4 power which was fit by the first

seven radially symmetry Zernike terms as illustrated inFigure 10. The second component

was that with "odd symmetry" about the pupil which was fit by the first six tilt orcos<|)

Zernike terms asdemonstrated inFigure 11. This component accounted forthesideto

side asymmetries in the effective damage distribution (using the convention that one is

viewing the cube from above in Figure 9). The third component, fit by the first five coma

orcos2<|) Zemike terms, represents the asymmetries inthe effective damage distribution

from paths at the top and bottom center ofthe beam compared to those at the sides. At

the top and bottom centers ofthe beams, the width ofthe beam from a top-down view

shrinks toa line sothat only 2X and IXintensity regions are present The fourth

component fit by the firstseven radially symmetry Zemike terms, wasneeded to account

for larger difference between phase degradation between the chief ray and the average of

extreme rays resulting from the path folding. Ihe third and fourth component Zemikes

were fit to the same radial phase distribution as that ofthe second (shown in Figure 11)

but scaled appropriately. The relative contributions ofthe four components for sigma of

0.5, forexample, were 1,0.1644,0.1728, and (-0.1725).
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Figure 10. Bestfit of radially symmetric Zemike terms toradially symmetric compaction
distribution from pupil plane compaction. Thecompaction distribution is equal to the
calculated radial intensity distributionto the 1.4 power.

1.0 -

CO 0.8 -

Fit to Compaction Component:
3.02p - 12.Bp® IT-.Sp® - r-BSp"^

side to side asymmetry
due to beam splitter

« 0.6 -
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CJ>
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0.2 -

0.0

0.0 0.2 0.'4- 0.6 0.8

Distance from Oenter (f/f^)
1.0

Figure 11. Bestfit of tiltZemiketerms (cos(|)) to compaction distribution component
resulting from side to sidecompaction distribution asymmetries. **Folding" of the beam
pathin the beamsplitter cubeproduces a non-symmetric intensity andhence compaction
distribution.
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Figure 12 shows the best fit of the Zemike phase aberration tenns as described above to

the pupil plane effective intensity distribution tothe1.4 power fora source with sigma

equal to 0.5. To relate damage at thepupil to wafer plane intensity, wecalculate the

damage-effective intensity in the beam-splitter. Using the ratios ofpupil plana area to

image plane area, the single pass pupil plane intensities arecalculated to be0.045 (a =

0.5), 0.023 (a =0.7) and 0.047 (a =0.5 - 0.7) ofthe average wafer plane intensity (lo).

We account for the higher intensity from 'folding" inthe cube by tracing the chief ray

through the IX, 2X and 3X intensity regions and then calculating the "effective" intensity

that would produce an equal total phase error through the same padi length if the intensity

were constant throughout thepath. Theeffective damage intensities wereestimated to be

0.093 (g = 0.5), 0.052 (c = 0.7) and 0.072 lo (g = 0.5 - 0.7). Table lb lists theestimated

pupil-plane-compaction-induced Zemike coefficients normalized for 1million pulses with

an average energy density of 1-mJ/cm^ at the wafer plane, and assuming 30cm ofpath

length near the pupil and an effective 193-nm index change rate ofAn/n =24ppB x (N *

I / t) and an 1Ins pulse length. Themagnitude of theZemike coefficients will scale

with the pupil plane compaction orwith (N * where Nisthe pulse count in millions.
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Table lb

Induced wavefront aberrations in waves (X = 193nm) from compaction
in elements near the pupil plane with 'Tolded" beam path

(30cm total path length)

Zemike Term Aberration Type

Q
II

p

a = 0.7

Q
II

o

•

o

1 Piston 83.3ppm 61.9ppm 60.2ppm
2 p cos6 Tilt 5.7ppm 5.2ppm 19.1ppm

-y3(2p»-l) Defocus -90.6ppm -S8.()ppm -24.()ppm
V6p'cos20 Astigmatism AOppm 3.9ppm O.Oppm

•^(3p'-2p)cos6 Coma -6.9ppm -7.1ppm -3.2ppm
V5(6p^-6p' +l) Spherical 64.3ppm 6.8ppm -44.5ppm

Zemike Term a = 0.5 a = 0.7 0=0.5-0.7
ViO(4p'-3p')cos20 -5.8ppm -7.3ppm O.Oppm

Vi2(l0p^-12p' +3p)cose 7.0ppm 2.5ppm 4.7ppm
V7(20p®-30p' +12p'-l) -7.5ppm 12.1ppm 52.5ppm

Vi4(15p'-20p'+6p')cos2e 7.4ppm 5.5ppm O.Oppm
4(35p'-60p^+30p' -4p)cose -3.1ppm 1.8ppm 12.8ppm
3(70p' - 140p' +90p^ - 20p' +1) -23.2ppm 2.2ppm 18.7ppm

Vl8(56p' -lOSp® +60p^ - 10p')cos2e -7.3ppm -0.5ppm O.Oppm
VM(l26p'-280p' +210p^-60p' +5p)cose O.Oppm -l.Oppm -3.0ppm

Vn(252p'®-630p' +560p®-210p'+30p'-l) -4.6ppm 1.2ppm -37.0ppm
V22(210p- 504 p»+ 420p ®- 140p^+15p )̂cos 20 3.9ppm -l.Oppm O.Oppm

VW(462 p" - 1260p' +1260p' - 560p' +105p' -6 p)cose O.Oppm O.Oppm -6.3ppm
Vl3(924p " - 2772 p+3150p» - 1680p®+420p ^- 42p'+1) O.Oppm O.Oppm -4.5ppm

" ' ' _ I ^ w

the average 193-nm energy density inmJ/cm at thewafer plane.

The total "uncorrectable" RMS aberrations from pupil plane compaction for (N * lo^)

equal to unity are 145ppm, 52.9ppm, and 187ppm for cM).5, <t=0.7, andannular

illuminationrespectively. Piston, first order tilt, and defocusZemike coefficientsare not

included in the sum oftotal RMS aberrations. Defocus isobviously a correctable term as

is tilt because the pupil plane aberrations effect all parts ofthe field equally. Pure tilt will

shift theentire field byanequal amount. TheqM).5 case yields about three times more
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total compaction-induced RMS aberrations than the 0^=0.7 case. Re-nonnalizing the data

in Table la to one million pulses with an average eneigy density of l-mJW at the wafer

plane (Tp«, =0.78, Af =1.3cm^), the total **uncorrectable" RMS aberrations from asingle

pass (without folding) through the pupil plane are 42.4ppm, S.lppm, and 96.7ppm for

Oi=0.5, Oi=0.7, and annular illumination respectively. Folding of the beam path near the

pupil plane acts to increase compaction-induced aberrations by a factor of2to 6. With

beam path folding, however, system lifetime limited by pupil plane damage becomes less

dependent on the illumination source as, without folding, lifetime predictions varied by

overabout a factor of 35 among systems using thethree illumination sources while with

folding they vary by about afactor of6. Using Equation (14) again to describe system

lifetime, thefollowing "lifetime" coefficients arenowobtained when theeffects of

"folding" near the pupilplane are considered:

Pc =

0.19years - - - (a= 0.5)

0.79 years - - - (a= 0.7)

0.13years --- (a=0.5-0.7X
(14b)

7.4 Damage in Elements near the Wafer Plane

Ray-tracing was used to evaluate the effects ofcompaction in elements away from the

pupil plane within die model system. For simplicity, the fused silica in the model system

was assumed tobeeither compacted orundamaged depending onitslocation in the

system. Owing to the fact that the compacted region at the pupil closely followed the

illumination shape, the compacted region at the pupil was taken to be the radius defined by
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the Sigma of the illumination source. The damage region at the wafer was defined to be

that of the field shape. The damage radius between the pupil plane and the wafer was

defined by tracing a ray from the edge of the field at the wafer to the edge of damage

region at the pupil. This was done separatelyfor both field axis directions. For example,

the damage radii were definedas followsfor the sigma of 0.5 case:

rj (wide)j = 3.868 - 0.02489 •Z,

rj (wide)jj = 3.42- 0.06281 •Zj (19a-c)

rj iwide)ja = 2.415 - 0.01627 •Z3

rj (narrow)j = 2.803 + 0.03428 •Z^

r^ (narrow) = 3.42- 0.1219 •Zj (20a-c)

(narrow) = L469- 0.1826 •Z3

where narrow andwide denote theoptical radii in the scan andslitdirections respectively;

I, n, and m denote thefused silica block in themodel system withblock I being closest to

themask; and Zi, Z2, andZ3 denote distances from thefront edgeofeachblock. All

distances are in centimeters.

Given the compacted region as specified above, it was straightforward to determine where

rays originating from themask plane are within the compacted region and hence phase

delayed. Themagnitude ofthatphase delay depended upon theintensity within theoptics

which was taken as theaverage intensity at thewafer scaled bythe ratio of thewafer field

area to damage plane area. Theilluminated area was approximated byan ellipse whose
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major and minor extremes were equal to the damage radii. A1% energy loss per

centimeter of path (accounting for both absorption and reflection losses) was used.

TTie path length delay for aray is approximated as the sum ofits path delays accumulated

from traveling through damaged regions. For azero order or DC ray at the center of the

field (o=0.5), the ray passes through the entire compacted region and an integrated

phase delay in wavelengths (K = 193nm) equal to 760ppm *(N * For lo of1

mJ/cm^ and 1billion pulses, this would predict that the ray would be delayed by about one

tenth ofawavelength. Over half the integrated phase delay occurs inthe final fused silica

block closest to the wafer. Again, acompaction rate ofAn/n =24ppB x(N ♦ loV x)° ' and

an 1Ins pulse length is assumed.

Rays from both the center and edge of the field are traced to estimate the compaction-

induced wavefront error in the model system. Table 2lists the best fit of the five primary

Zemike coefficients to the phase delays calculated from ray-tracing. The spherical and

defocus aberration terms from the pupil plane analysis are subtraction from the terms

found here so as to avoid accounting for them twice. The astigmatism atdie center ofthe

field is adirect result of the image field shape asymmetry which produces an asymmetric

compaction profile in theoptics. Compaction induces both tiltand coma aberrations at

theedge of thefield. This is illustrated inFigure 2, where oneof thediffracted orders

(+1) for periodic minimum sized lines and spaces travels dirough alarge portion ofthe

compacted region while the other diffracted order (-1) essentially travels through only
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undamaged material. The defocus andspherical aberration termsarecalculated from only

elements not included in the previous pupil plane analysis. Higher order aberration terms

resulting from damage in elements near thewaferplanecarmot be accurately predicted

usingthis simpleray-trace analysis. Unlikeaberrations frompupilplanecompaction,

aberrationtermsfrom elementsnear the wafer dependstronglyon field size, sha^ and

element placement

Table 2

Induced wavefront aberrations* in waves (X = 193mn) firom
compaction in optical elements near wafer plane

Zemike Term Aberration Type Center of Field Edge of Field
a = 0.5

Q
II

O

(r = 1.3cm)
CT = 0.5 a = 0.7

1 Piston 365ppm 255ppm 214ppm 126ppm
2 p cos6 Tilt — — 13Ippm 87.5ppm

V3(2p'-l) Defocus -71.8ppm -IS.lppm -104ppm -65.8ppm
V6p'cos26 Astigmatism 61.6ppm 25.6ppm 60.6ppm 42.2ppm

•>^(3p'-2p)cos0 Coma — — -11.9ppm -12.6ppm
V5(6p'-6p^+l) Spherical -17.5ppm O.Oppm 25.6ppm 20.6ppm

♦The coefficients scale with (N ♦ 1©^)°^, where Nis the number ofpulses inmillions, I© is
the 193-imi energy density inmJ/cm^.

The total "uncorrectable" RMS phase aberrations foimd from ray-tracing for (N ♦ I©^)

equal to unity are 261ppm and 21Ippm for (a=0.5) and (gM).7) respectively for the model

system. Because defocus and tilt varied between the center and edge of the field, the field

dependent portions of these aberrations are included in this total.

System lifetime from damage near the wafer plane will be calculated using the compaction

scaling rule ofAn/n = 24ppB x (N♦ I©V T)°'(N is the pulse coimt inmillions, t is the

pulse length innanoseconds and I© is the 193-nm energy density in (mJ/cm^)). The
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assumptions ofa lOOOHz laser and that 50 pulses per field are requited for annifnm,

exposure (resist sensitivity equals 50 W) are again made. The iiferim« by

compaction in elements away ftom the pupU plane in the model system is given as follows;

Lifetime = p *
1SOmJ/cm^Y fl3cm^ Y 1

11nsJ\ )\ A,

_j0.081 years --- (a= 0.5)1
lo.ll years —- (a=0.7)j (21)

Unlike Equation (14), Equation (21) does not describe the dependence oflifetime on pupil

plane diameter (D,^), total optical path length through fused silica (L), or pupil plane to

wafer transmission (Tpw). Because more damage iscaused inelements near the wafer

plane, aweaker dependence on Dpp and Tpw is expected as suggested by the weaker

dependence of lifetimes on sigma. The 1%/cm loss assumption is equivalent to choosing

Tpw equal to 0.78 for the pupil plane lifetime calculations. Asimilar dependence on path

length (L) is expected damage in all elements. Repeating the above ray-tracing analysis on

the model system for awafer to final elements separation (s) of6mm instead of4mm

shows an increase in system lifetime (limited by damage in elements away from the pupil

plane) of only 20%, suggesting that lifetime has aweak dependence on working distance.

7.5 Aerial-image simulations ofthe effects ofaberrations on imaging

*T)iffraction-limited" lithography systems^ often have maximum intrinsic wavefront

aberrations much less than 0.05A,. It is unclear, however, how much compaction-induced
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aberrations asystem can tolerate before imaging is substantially degraded Using the

previously derived Zemike aberration terms, Splat^ version 5.0isused to simulate the

effects compaction on the imaging in the model system. Table 3a lists the change in

feature contrast, focal position and feature location (distortion) for tninimntn linfts

and spaces (0.1Sum) for 0.05X and 0.1A. total ''uncorrectable" RMS compaction-induced

wavefront aberrations at the pupil alone (with folding). Vertical lines and spaces are

parallel to the long field direction. Piston, first order tilt, and defocus Zemike coefficients

are not included in the sum oftotal RMS aberrations orthe simulations. The maximum

contrast drops more gradually with conventional sources with increasing pupil plane

aberrations than that with the annular illumination source because many of the

conventional phase aberrations could be offset by shifts in focus position. Since the "best

focus" depends on feature type, alarge focus shift may be equally intolerable to contrast

loss.

Table 3a
Simulated effects ofpupil plane compaction-induced

wavefront aberrations on imaging (with path 'folding")
(O.lSum periodic lines andspaces)

RMS

Aber.

Feature

Align.
Cc

0=0.5

mtrast Loss

<5=0.1 Annular
Focal Shift

<M).5 o^.7 Aimulai
Etistortion

0^.5 cM).7 Armular

0.05X

Vert. 0.8% 0.7% 3.1% 40 nm 20 nm 15 nm 0.0 nm 0.0 nm Omn
Hor. 1.4% 0.5% 3.1% 25 run -15 nm 10 tun 1.2 run 3.6 tun 1.9 run

O.IX

Vert. 3.2% 2.6% 12.0% 80 nm 40 nm 25 nm 0.0 nm Onm Omn
Hor. 5.5% 1.8% 12.1% 50 nm -25 run 25 tun 2.4 tun 7.3 run 3.9 run
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Table 3b lists the change infeature contrast, focal position and feature location

(distortion) for minimum sized lines and spaces (0.18um) for atotal system 0.05A, and

0.1A. RMS compaction-induced wavefront aberrations at the edge of the field. The total

RMS wavefront aberration is the sum ofthe magnitudes ofthe normalized

coefficients from ray-tracing and pupil plane analysis not including piston and field

independent tilt and defocus. Because defocus and tilt varied between the center and edge

of thefield, the field dependent portions of these aberrations are included in the

simulations and total RMS wavefront aberration. Pupil plane aberrations are an

appreciable fraction of the totalpredicted system RMS aberrations. For a O.IX total RMS

wavefront aberration, a 21nm and 25nm distortion are predicted atthe edge ofthe field for

sigma eQual to 0.5 and 0.7 respectively. Such levels ofdistortion are significant when one

considers a typical total overlay budget for aO.lSum technology would be only about

50nm®. The variations in focal position (0.12um and O.lSum) are also large portions of

the specification limits for a0.6 NA system. The total RMS aberrations for (N *lo^) equal

to unity were 448ppm and 264ppm for 0^.5 and a=0.7 respectively.
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Table 3b
Simulated effects oftotal system comp^tion-induced

wavefront aberrations on imaging
(O.lSum periodic lines and spaces)

RMS

Aberration

Location in

Image Field
Feature

Orientation
Contrast Loss

<M).5 a=0.7
Focal Shift

oM).5 <M).7
Distortion

oM).5 a=QJ

0.05X

center Vertical 0.0% 0.0% 30 nm 20 nm 0.0 run 0.0 run
center Horizontal 0.2% 0.0% -lOnm -15 nm 0.5 run 0.7 run

edge (1.3cm) Vertical 0.3% 0.1% 50 nm 60 nm 0.0 run 0.0 run
edge (1.3cm) Horizontal 0.5% 0.1% 10 nm 15 nm 10 run 12.5rur]

o.a

center Vertical 0.3% 0.1% 60 nm 35 run 0.0 run 0.0 run
center Horizontal 0.6% 0.1% -20 nm -30 run 1.0 run 1.5 run

edge (1.3cm) Vertical 1.1% 0.5% 100 nm 120 run 0.0 run 0.0 run
edge (1.3cm) Horizontal 1.6% 0.6% 25 nm 35 tun 21 run 25 run

7.6 System Lifetime Predictions

Assuming 10 million pulses per day and a70% clear field mask. Figure 13 shows the

estimated system lifetimes using a0.05X compaction-induced RMS wavefront aberration

lifetime criteria. Assuming a50% clear field mask would essentially double the lifetime

predictions because of the non-linear dependence ofcompaction on intensity. Ifa

0.4mJ/cm^ per pulse wafer energy density were used (50 pulses per field for aresist with a

sensitivity of 20mJ/cm^), one would predict lifetimes of three (cM).5) and seven years

(o^.7) using the 0.05A. wavefront aberration criteria. The relative contribution of pupil

plane aberrations limiting system lifetime is higher for lower coherence operation. While

the annular illumination case was not analyzed for compaction-induced aberrations in

elements away from the pupil plane, it appears from the relatively high pupil plane

aberration terms that system lifetime would be even worse ifannular illumination were

used.
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The maximumchange in relative refractiveindex within the system is only about 350ppB

to produce a 0.05X RMS wavefrontaberration(<t=O.S). Despite the fact the pupil plane

compaction contributed to over 40% of the total compaction-induced aberrations, only

about20ppB total relative refractive indexchange is calculated at the pupilfor the a 0.05X,

RMS wavefront aberration case (a=0.5). A Ippm An/n lifetime criteria and lower

estimated intensities within system optics led to previous system lifetime predictions tiiat

were significantly longer'. While fused silica isgenerally only quoted tohave 0.5 to Ippm

peak to peak intrinsic homogeneity, the fact that compaction in a lithography system leads

to cumulative phase errors makes imaging much more sensitive to compaction-induced

refractive index inhomogeneities. One should consider RMS refractive index

inhomogeneities when evaluating phase aberrations. It is stressed that these predictions

assumed the consistent use of same source and field aperture, changing either over the

course of system operation would most likely result in a drop in system lifetime.

7.7 Generalizations about System Lifetime

The lifetime of an actual lithographic systemis a complexfunctionof systemdesign and

operating conditions. Because of the high relative intensity at the last few elements in the

system and the super-lineardependence of compactionrates on intensity, it is natural to

concentrate on those elements as the primary area of concem. It has been suggested that

if the last few lenses in the system were easily replaceablethat the system lifetime could be

indefinitely extended at thecost of periodic replacement of thoseelements. Alongthe

same reasoning, calciumfluorideelementscould be used for optics near the wafer plane
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sincethe system is less sensitive to material inhomogeneities in thoselast fewdements.

These techniques, however, would have limited usefulness, because optics in thesystem

away from thewaferplanecontribute significantly to the aberration budgetwithonly

modest compactiondamage. In fact, in our model systemwe found about a 50%

contribution to the total at (a=0.5) firom those elements. The relative contribution to

total systemaberrations from elements awayfromthe waferplane,furthermore, will

increase substantially for systems with larger image field sizes.

An unequivocal method for increasing lifetime would be to lowerthe peakoptical intensity

by increasing the pulserepetition rateand/orusinglongerlaserpulses at lowerpeak

power. For example,doubling the pulse length and halving the intensity would double the

system lifetime while keeping throughputconstant. The availabilityof both positive and

negative 193-nm resistswould create the abilityto use onlydark field masks in printing.

This would lower the energy density within most of the optics without lowering the

energy density at a bright area of the image. The use of more sensitive resists would

permit a reduction in opticalintensities withinall the optics, includingthose near the

wafer, while maintaining a constant throughput

Optical designers already have experience in compensatingfor environmental-induced

changes to the imaging propertiesof a systemsuch as temperatureand pressure variations.

In fact, methodsfor compensating for thermalloadingfrom absorption within optics have

already been successfully implemented^^ Generally defocus and magnification are the
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only adjustable parameters. Magnification adjustments, in fact, could adjust for much of

the compaction-induced distortion predicted above. Development of the ability to

compensate for other aberrations from compaction would certainly enhance system

lifetime.

7.8 Conclusions

The modeling presented in this chapter indicates that even modest levels of compaction

will degrade the imaging of a production lithography system. In fact, tens of parts per

billion changes are important for elements in the pupil plane. Despite the much lower

relative intensity, damage in elements near the pupil plane are significant along with

damage in elements closer to the wafer plane. The above analysis predicts that a resist

with high sensitivity (5 - 20 mJ/cm^) will beneeded toinsure acceptable 193-nm

lithographic system lifetime.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

8.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, Deep-UV damage in fused silica was investigatedto characterize the

limitations of using refractive optics for DUVlithography. A relatively simpletechnique

was adopted usingbirefringence measurements whichenabledthe real-timemonitoringof

compaction. The method,describedin Chapter2, provedcapable of measuring

compaction in the 10 parts per billion range, orders of magnitude more sensitive than

previous methods. Using the birefringence monitor and absorption measurements,

drastically different transient and thermal properties between color center formation and

compaction were observed,indicatingthat the two were distinctdamage forms.

In this work, a universal relation describing UV-induced compaction was found where,

using the total energy absorbedfrom two-photon absorptionas the dose parameter,

densitychanges are equal to a material dependent constant timesthe dose parameter to a

power of about 0.7. With the exception of the two-photon damage excitation, this

behavior was consistent with past compactionstudies using electron beam and gamma

radiation,suggesting like densification mechanisms. Additional evidence, presentedin

Chapter 4, further supported a two-photonabsorptiondamage process for compaction

and color center formation. Despitethis seemingly fundamental damage behavior,

substantial differences in damage rates were found among the many fused silicas evaluated
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in Chapters3 and 6. This was an encouraging result because it suggeststhat more durable

fused silicas can be developed for UV-applications.

The analysis of the componentcontributingto optical path differenceformation in damage

fused silica presented in Chapter 5 was motivated by the need to better predict the effects

of radiation in elements in a real lithographic tool Tlie modeling of the effects of damage

on lithographic performance presented in Chapter 7 would have been more accurate if the

relations developed in Chapter 5 were more rigorously applied. The analysis in Chapter 7

gave a useful estimate of how much damage could be allowed in a system without severely

degrading image performance. Compactionin elementsnear the pupil plane of the system

was shown to be important despite the much lower relative intensities in those elements.

The effects of different illumination sources was also characterized where systems with

less coherence were predicted to have longer lifetimes.

Certainly, one could envision a more rigorous modeling of the effects of compaction on

system performanceby taking into account damage in each of the 20 or so optical

elements individually. Using the experimentalrelations for compaction foimation and the

machineiy developeddescribing the optical effects of compactionfor arbitrary geometries

and wavelengths, the tools are now availableperformsuch an analysis.

Still, much is unknown about the mechanisms involved with UV-induced damage in fused

silica. This thesis will conclude by first describing initial observations on irradiated-
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inducedfluorescence in fused silica. A discussion of die origin of the power-law

dependence of damage on dose is dien includedin this chapter. Finally,pieliminaiy work

on characterizing the structuralform of compactionis described followed by a discussion

of two relevant models.

8.2 The Role of Fluorescence in Damage

One of the phenomenoninvolved with damage that should be studied further is that of

radiation-induced fluorescence. Krajnovich^*^ et al. recorded the transient 650nm

fluorescence induced from 248nmradiationin a varietyof fused silicas. Suprasil311,

Suprasil 2 and Coming 7940 all had similar magnitudes of red fluorescence that remained

steady or increased slightly during exposure. The *Tast-relaxers" (SVlAl, SV2G1, P20

and P30) had about a factor of three weaker red fluorescence. Suprasil 300 ("dry" fused

silica) had no measurable red fluorescence at the beginning of the irradiation but had

fluorescence of similarmagnitude to the *Tast-relaxers" later in the exposure. Sharp

increases in fluorescence were observedafter pauses in the exposureswhich were later

attributed^ to temperature changes inthe sample. Fluorescence was found todecrease

sharply as thesampletemperature increased from absorption-induced heating.

Only qualitative observations were recorded during the irradiations described in this thesis.

Because the exposures here were performedat much lower pulse energy densities on

samples with less absorption,temperaturechanges were small and most likely did not

effect fluorescence. The observations described belowwererecorded at UC-Berkeley
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using 193nm radiation onthe(1990-1994) grade specimens. Suprasil 300, again with no

initial fluorescence, gradually fluoiesced red with a relatively low intensity. Coming 7940

began with very faint white fluorescence that gradually developed tored. Suprasil 2 had

faint bluefluorescence thatfaded with continuing e]q)osure. SV2G1 fluoiesced white with

a sharp decrease inmagnitude at the beginning ofthe exposure. Both samples ofSuprasil

311 showed thesame fluorescence phenomenon after an (NlVx) dose of about 1000 that

was one half fluoresced red while the back halffluoiesced green (Nintnillinng ofpulses, x

in nanoseconds, I in mJ/cm^). By flipping the samples around with respect to the inconung

beam, it was verified that the fluorescence differences resulted from material differences

though the thickness ofthe sample and notdue to intensity variations through the sample.

Asdescribed inChapter 5, theside ofthesample which fluoresced redhada much larger

surface depression induced from theexposure, indicating higher compaction. The

experimental samples provided by SEMATECH showed thesamegeneral trend where

thosewhichfluoresced whiteor bluehad lowercompaction rateswhilethosewhich

fluoresced red showed the worst compactionbehavior.

Little concrete knowledge on thephenomenon is available despite thepresence of

fluorescence during the numerous fiised silica radiation studies previously cited inCluster

1. The redfluorescence band hasoften been associated with the Non-Bridging Oxygen

Hole Center (NBOHC). Griscom^, however, presents evidence inconsistent with this

conclusion. Griscom also reviews other possible theories on the electronic or defect states

involved with thefluorescence. While fluorescence is generally believed to be a signthat
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damage isoccurring, for a given dose rate the samples with the least fluorescence tend to

damage with afaster rate. This observation coupled with the trend oflower damage in

samples fluorescing atlower wavelengths (higher energy), suggests diat the release of

energy radiolytically through fluorescence may reduce damage rates by providing abenign

mechanism forenergy dissipatiotL

8.3 Origin ofPower-Law Dependence ofDamage onDose

The studies presented in Chapter 1showing asub-linear dependence ofparamagnetic

defect generation on dose generally monitors defect generation over atmost two orders of

magnitude. Galeener^ attributed the non-linear production of defects to asimultaneous

"activation" of pre-existing pnectirsor sites and linear increase of additional precursor sites.

Primak^"* shows anearly 2/3 power law dependence of compaction on radiation dose over

three orders of magnitude (Ap/p ~ 10*^ -10 ^). hi this thesis, anearly identical dose

dependence (taking into account two-photon excitation) is found over an additional 1.5

orders of magnitude (Ap/p ~4x10"® -10 This behavior carmot be easily explained by

any simple form of saturating behavior, simultaneous production of damage precursors, or

competing compaction-expansion processes.

Primak® attributes the reduced power dependence of compaction on dose as a"hardening"

effect. He asserts that compaction occurs most readily in stressed portions of the

network. Because the compaction acts to reduce stress in the network, this is no longer a
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simple saturation process. Compaction would be theninversely proportional to the

number of sites compacted.

Griscom '̂̂ etal. suggest adifferent model where the power-law growth isdescribed as an

ensemble of saturatingexponentials. The model assumesthat defect growth results from

independent subpopulations, each with a characteristic production rate constantand

recombination rate constant Subpopulations with larger growthrates saturatewith faster

recombination rates. Subpopulations withlowergrowth rates,whilehaving minimal

contributions to the initial defect generationrate, become dominant at higher defect

densities. The Griscom modelis successful in predicting the transient armealing behavior

of damaged optical fibers^ using second-order kinetics without any additional assumptions.

The power-law dependence of damage on dose seems fundamental to both color center

formation and compaction in fused silica. Suchbehavior over severalordersof magnitude

is unique and counter-intuitive. Neither the Griscom or Primak models, furthermore, have

sufficientsupportto be convincing at this time. While we presentno new theory,we point

to the unusual annealing behavior of damaged fiised silicaas an area for furtherscrutiny.

The post-irradiation thermal decay of damage generally follows a ''stretched** behavior

that carmot be assigned to a single activation energy'*^^ The fact that armealing occurs at

relativelylow temperatures suggeststhat simultaneous annealingmay be occurringduring

radiation as the effective temperatureof an irradiated area is temporarilyraised due to
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absorbed energy. Abetter understanding ofthe annealing process may, therefore, yield

insight into theorigin of thepower-law dependence ofdamage ondose.

8.4 The Structural Form of Compaction

8.4a Raman Spectroscopy and X-Ray Dif&acdon Experiments

The samples studied in this work generally have density changes ofa few ppm orless.

Obtaining structural infonnation via dif&action orspectroscopic techniques resulting from

such small alterations isdifficult. To partially alleviate this concem, a Suprasil 2sample

which had been irradiated for 70million, 40mJ/cm^, 193-nm pulses was obtained from

MIT Lincoln Laboratories". Using the data of Chapter 6, at least a50 ppm density

increasewouldbe expected. The sampleis cylindrical with a 2.54-cm diameterand a 1-

cm. The irradiated region is rectangular, roughly 15mm by7mm,andoffsetfrom the

center by about 5mm. The lack ofsymmetry ofthe compaction makes the extrapolation

of thecompaction level from birefringence monitoring excessively arduous.

The Raman spectra ofa 0.16mm diameter portion ofthesample within and outside the

irradiated region were measured using a547nm source*^ Figure 1shows both spectra as

well as the difference between the two spectra. Hie irradiated portion has a larger

intensityuniformly acrossthe entireRamanspectra. This is consistentwith data measured

by Bates" which showed an increase of the Raman spectra intensity after neutron
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Figure 1. Raman spectraof Suprasil 2. Lowerspectrafor uniiradiated area,upper
spectra for area on same sample irradiated with 70million, 40mJ/cm^, 193-nm pulses. The
difference between the twospectra is alsoshown. The Di and D2 bands are at 490 cm"*
and 605 cm"* respectively.
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irradiation. The increased Raman signal maybe at least partially a resultof the tensile

stress formed in the irradiation region as past work'̂ *^^ has shown that the Raman spectra

is lowered during the presence of compression stress from extemalpressure.

No measurable increase in the D2 (605 cm'̂ ) orDi (490 cm'̂ ) Raman peaks isobserved,

consistent with past findings^ '̂̂ ^. The D2 and Di bands have been assigned" to 3 and 4

silicon ring structures respectively. It appears thatcompaction is not a resultof formation

of additional 3 and 4 member ring structures, at least notof theorder of theintrinsic ring

densities.

The X-ray diffractionspectraof a portionof the sample withinand outside the irradiated

region were measured" using aun-narrowed Copper KaX-ray source (1.5 Angstrom

wavelength). TheX-ray beam diameter is approximately 5mm. Figure 2 shows the

spectra from the irradiated and unirradiated areas. Thesignal from intrinsic scattering is

notsubtracted, but theproperty that both spectra have equal magnitudes at high

diffraction angles indicated that scattering wasequalfor bothmeasurements. like the

comparison of the spectra from undamagedmaterial to neutron irradiated material

presented in Chapter 1, thecharacteristic first broad X-raydiffraction peakis smallerfor

the UV-irradiated sample. Unlike for theneutron spectra, the entire spectra of the

irradiated sample is smaller. Since the spectrumis related to the transform of the electron

probability density, this suggests that the irradiated area has a less-ordered structure than

does the pristine material. Because later X-ray diffraction tests^° on the same sample were
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unable toreproduce the results presented here, further experiments onadditional samples

areneeded tocharacterize theeffects of UV-induced compaction ontheX-ray diffraction

spectrum offused silica.
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Figure 2. X-ray diffraction spectra of Suprasil 2. Upper spectra for undamaged area,
upper spectra forarea onsame sample irradiated with 70million, 4QmJ/cm^, 193-nm
pulses.

8.4b Revesz Compaction Model

As alluded to in Chapter 1, Revesz^* proposes amodel which describes compaction as a

result of decreased 7C-bonding in the fused silica system, n-bonding orbitals, unlike

spherically shapeda bonds,are *'ffgure-eighf*shapedwith a null in the electronprobability

function half way between the centers of the two bonding atoms. In the SiOz network, n-
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bondingresultsfrom the overlap of the originally empty Si 3d orbitals with the O 2p

orbital containing the lone pair electron. This dTt-pxt bond is more delocalized than the a

bond between the Sisp^ hybrid and O2porbitals, and hinders rotation about the Si-O

bond. A decrease in n-bonding would be expected to correspond to a decrease in the

average Si-O-Si angle^ (less overlap between Si3d orbitals with the O2p orbital) which

naturally would yield a density decrease. The model describes the metamict state (as

defined in Chapter 1) of silica as a resultof an equilibrium betweenthe tendenciesto

minimizebond strainand to maximize the level of 7t-bonding. While n-bondingis

energetically favorable for an individual SiOamolecule, n-bondings hinders rotation about

the Si-0 bond which tends to cause bond strain. The ionic component of the Si-0 bond

increases with a decrease in n-bonding. The consistency of the Revesz model with some

of the observed property changes in fused silica induced from radiation is detailed below.

The model does not identify the structural modifications inducing the decrease in n-

bonding. Both network relaxations from bond cleavage and denser Si02 packingfrom

bond angle reorganization could be responsible.

1) Bond polarizability isexpected todecrease with a decrease inn-bonding^^. The

polarizability of fused sUica, as shownin Chapter5, decreases with compactionwhich is

consistent with Revesz*s model. Also in agreementwith the model, the bond polarizability

ofquartz increases during radiation-induced expansion^^
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2) One of the strengths of the Revesz compactionmodel is its agreementwith the

annealingproperties of densifiedsilica. From the initial slope ofannealingcurves, an

'̂ unusually low" activation energy (0.04-0.4 eV) is measured*® for densified fused silica.

Similarly low annealing activation energies are being found in tests^® onUV-inadiated

fused silicas. This indicates that viscous flow is not responsible for annealing because

viscous flow requires the breaking ofSi-0 bonds atanactivation energy*® of5-7 kcal

mole'*. Bond angle learrang^entis innately a lower energy process.

3) The Revesz compactionmodel similarlyagrees with the activationenergy of

compactionformation. Data presentedin Chapter4 showsa very weak dependenceof

compaction rate on sample temperature. The activation ener^ for compaction formation

is found to be about 0.2 eV, very similar to the activation energy of annealing. More

recent tests^® for 193-nm compacted samples show, within experimental error, no increase

in compaction rate with sample temperature. More experiments are required to determine

if this discrepancy is a result of different fused silicas being studied or due to using a much

lower intensity for the 193-nm tests. Past compaction studies using gamma rays did not

find a temperature dependence for compaction rates^"* up to 100°C.

4) Since 7t-bondings hinders rotation about the Si-0 bond, a reduction in n-bonding

would seemingly allow for greater flexibility in the fused silica network. This flexibility

would most likely result in a more random distribution of SiOi building blocks within the

network. The X-ray diffraction results presented in Bgure 2, although likely a product of
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experimental error, are consistent with a more random electron distribution in the SiOi

network.

8.4c The role of the NBOHC in Compaction

As alluded to in Chapter 1, the best correlation between a specific defect and radiation-

induced compaction are found with the NBOHC. Rajaram^ etal. reported a linear

relationship between compaction-induced surface depressiondepths and NBOHC

concentrations for some silicas from electronexposures. Tsai et al. also report a

correlation between the annealing characteristics ofcompaction ofZerodur^^ and Optosil^^

and the ESR signal of NBOHC*s. Zerodur is a glass-ceramicmaterial composed of 80%

lithium aluminum silicatecrystal and 20% high silica glass. compaction,furthermore,

no saturation of NBOHC concentration is reported for gamma. X-ray or UV-radiation.

The fact that severalparamagnetic defects follow a similardose dependence as

compaction and makes these correlationsless meaningful. More studies are needed,

especiallyon UV-gradefusedsilicas. Compaction may indeedbe a result of

reorganization of the existing bondstructure as opposed to being a productof bond

mpturing or defect formation. A deeper understandingof the structure and mechanisms

behind radiation-induced compaction would imdoubtedly facilitate thedevelopment of

more damage resistant optical materials.
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